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Kurzfassung

Objekte aus transparenten Materialien sind im menschlichen Alltag
allgegenwärtig. Sie werden verwendet zur Fertigung von Wind-
schutzscheiben für Autos und Flugzeuge, Scheiben zur Abdeck-
ung von Scheinwerfern in Automobilen, Lebensmittelverpackun-
gen, hochpräzisen optischen Instrumenten und von Plastiklinsen zur
Strahlformung in lasergestützten Augenoperationen. Bei letzterem
Beispiel wird deutlich, dass solche Objekte höchsten Qualitätsan-
sprüchen genügen müssen. Je nach Anwendung dürfen transparente
Objekte keinerlei Materialdefekte aufweisen, wie bspw. lichtabsor-
bierende Fremdkörper (z.B. Staub- oder Schmutzpartikel), lichtstreu-
ende Verunreinigungen (z.B. eingeschlossene Luftblasen) oder Ober-
flächenkratzer. Um sicherzustellen, dass ein produziertes transpa-
rentes Objekt die Qualitätsanforderungen für eine gewisse Anwen-
dung erfüllt, muss es einer Sichtprüfung unterzogen werden.

Menschliche Sichtprüfer stellen eine Möglichkeit der Qualitätskon-
trolle dar. Diese Arbeit ist für den Menschen jedoch sehr ermü-
dend und die Ergebnisse sind oft von der subjektiven Entscheidung
des Sichtprüfers beeinflusst. Hinzu kommt die Gefahr übersehener
Materialdefekte, was je nach Anwendungsfall gravierende Folgen
haben kann.

Automatische Sichtprüfsysteme stellen eine Alternative zur manu-
ellen Sichtprüfung dar. Solche Systeme arbeiten 24 Stunden pro Tag
und liefern zuverlässige und objektive Prüfentscheidungen. Obwohl
ausgereifte Systeme zur Prüfung von Flachglas oder anderen ein-
fach geformten Prüfobjekten weit verbreitet sind, stellt die automa-
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tische Sichtprüfung komplex geformter transparenter Objekte wei-
terhin eine Herausforderung mit diversen ungelösten Forschungs-
fragen dar. Die optischen Komponenten dieser Systeme sind meist
maßgeschneiderte Lösungen für ein spezielles Prüfobjekt. Die not-
wendigen Designprozesse sind entsprechend langwierig und setzen
ein hohes Maß an Expertenwissen voraus. Ein solches System schnell
an einen neuen Prüflingstyp anzupassen ist meist unmöglich.

Transparente Objekte und darin enthaltene Materialdefekte beein-
flussen die Ausbreitungsrichtung von sie durchdringendem Licht.
Zur visuellen Inspektion betrachten Menschen transparente Objekte
daher meistens aus mehreren Blickwinkeln, da insbesondere licht-
streuende Defekte nur aus bestimmten Richtungen sichtbar sind. Sie
erfassen sozusagen Lichtfelder, die sowohl Informationen über den
Ort als auch über die Ausbreitungsrichtung von durch den Prüfling
transmittierten Lichtstrahlen beinhalten. Diese Beobachtung wird
in der vorliegenden Arbeit aufgegriffen. Für alle grundlegenden
Bestandteile eines Sichtprüfsystems, der Beleuchtungskomponente,
der Bildaufnahmeeinheit und der Bildauswertung, werden neue Me-
thoden und Verfahren basierend auf dem Lichtfeldkonzept vorge-
stellt. Im Folgenden sind die Hauptbeiträge dieser Arbeit zusam-
mengefasst.

Zur Aufnahme von Lichtfeldern von transparenten Objekten wird
ein neuartiges Sensorkonzept vorgestellt. Der sogenannte Laser De-
flection Scanner kann Lichtfelder mit hoher Orts- und Winkelauf-
lösung erfassen. Zusätzlich wird ein Gradientenbegriff für vierdi-
mensionale Lichtfelder formuliert, der auf entsprechenden Distanz-
funktionen beruht. Mit Hilfe dieses Gradienten können Unstetig-
keiten der Ausbreitungsrichtung des Lichts zwischen benachbarten
Objektpunkten detektiert werden. Die Generalisierte Cramèr-von
Mises-Distanz wird angepasst, um als passende Distanzfunktion zu
fungieren. Mit einem neuen Algorithmus kann zudem die Kom-
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plexität der Berechnung dieser Distanz drastisch reduziert werden.
Die Kombination aus Laser Deflection Scanner und dem Lichtfeld-
gradienten ermöglicht eine schnelle, für industrielle Anwendungen
geeignete Inspektion komplex geformter transparenter Objekte.

Des Weiteren werden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit zwei Algorith-
men zur Bildfusion eingeführt, die unter variablen Beleuchtungs-
bedingungen aufgenommene Kamerabilder eines konventionellen
Inspektionssystems fusionieren und dabei sämtliche Sollstrukturen
des Prüflings unterdrücken und Defekte hervorheben. Dazu wird
Wissen über den Prüfling und das Prüfsystem ausgenutzt, das zuvor
mittels automatischer Lernverfahren gelernt wurde. Durch dieses
Verfahren wird die zur Anpassung des Systems an neue Prüflings-
typen nötige Expertise und Zeit stark reduziert und die Qualität der
resultierenden Inspektionsbilder deutlich verbessert.

Es wird ein Ansatz zur inversen Lichtfeldbeleuchtung vorgestellt,
anhand dessen ein transparentes Objekt mit nur einer Bildaufnahme
komplett inspiziert werden kann. Während der Inspektion wird
dazu der Prüfling mit einem inversen Lichtfeld bestrahlt, das sämtli-
che Brechungseffekte im Prüfling invertiert. Alle defektfreien Berei-
che des Prüflings transformieren das inzidente Lichtfeld in Strahlen,
die parallel zur optischen Achse einer telezentrischen Kamera ver-
laufen und von dieser somit eingefangen werden. Vorhandene De-
fekte lenken das Licht ab, was zu dunklen Stellen im Bild führt und
die Defekte sichtbar macht. Zur Emittierung des inversen Lichtfeldes
wird das Konzept eines Lichtfeldgenerators vorgestellt und eine pro-
totypische Umsetzung gezeigt.

Die vorgestellten Verfahren werden mittels simulierter und realer
Experimente umfassend evaluiert. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass sich
alle Methoden für den Einsatz zur automatischen Sichtprüfung trans-
parenter Objekte eignen und dass sie dem Stand der Wissenschaft
und Technik in diversen Aspekten überlegen sind.
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Abstract

Objects made out of transparent materials play crucial roles in hu-
mans’ everyday life. They are employed as windshields for auto-
mobiles or airplanes, as cover glasses for automotive headlamps, as
transparent containers for food or liquids, to build high precision op-
tical instruments or even as plastic lenses to guide laser beams in an
eye operation. Especially when considering the latter example it is
obvious, that such transparent objects have to meet high quality re-
quirements. Depending on the application, transparent objects have
to be free from material defects, such as light absorbing contaminants
(e.g., dirt particles), light scattering impurities (e.g., air bubbles) or
surface scratches and so on. To ensure that produced transparent
parts are of the quality required for the intended application, they
have to be visually inspected.

On the one hand, the visual inspection of transparent objects can
be carried out by human visual inspectors. However, human visual
inspection represents a fatiguing task which is not very robust and
prone to subjective results or even to unrevealed defects what can
have severe consequences.

On the other hand, automated visual inspection systems can be
employed for the visual inspection. Such systems can operate for
24 hours a day and yield reliable and objective results. Although
there exist elaborated machine vision systems for inspecting flat glass
plates or other objects with a simple geometry, the automated visual
inspection of complex-shaped transparent objects still represents a
challenging task with several open research questions. The optical
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components of existing solutions are usually tailored specifically to a
certain type of test object to obtain an optimal inspection image. This
involves many tedious and time-consuming empirical experiments
by an expert. Quickly adapting such systems to a new type of test
object is impractical.

A transparent object itself and the material defects have an effect
on the direction of propagation of the transmitted light. This is why
when inspecting a transparent object, humans usually look at the ob-
ject from different perspectives. In other words, they acquire light
fields which contain spatial and angular information about the trans-
mitted light. Especially scattering material defects might only be vis-
ible under a certain angle. According to this observation, this thesis
introduces methods based on the concept of light fields for all main
components of a visual inspection system, the illumination source,
the sensor device and the signal processing algorithms. The major
contributions of this thesis are summarized in the following.

A novel sensor device, a laser deflection scanner, is presented that
acquires light fields of transparent objects with a high spatial and a
high angular resolution. By means of suitable distance functions, a
gradient is formulated for light fields that allows to detect discon-
tinuities of the light’s direction of propagation between spatially ad-
jacent object points. The Generalized Cramér-von Mises Distance is
adapted to serve as an adequate distance function. An algorithm
is introduced that greatly reduces the computational complexity of
this distance. This allows to reveal material defects even in complex-
shaped objects in an inspection time feasible for industrial produc-
tion lines.

Furthermore, this thesis introduces two image fusion algorithms
that combine the images obtained with a conventional inspection
system to an inspection image in which all intended object structures
are suppressed and material defects are shown with high contrast.
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For this purpose, the algorithms exploit information about the test
object and the inspection system which can be acquired via an au-
tomated learning procedure. The amount of expertise and time to
adapt the inspection system to a new type of test object is reduced
and the quality of the resulting inspection images is increased.

An inverse light field illumination method is presented that inverts
the refraction effects evoked by a transparent test object. During the
inspection, the test object is observed with a telecentric camera. All
defect-free parts of the object will transform the incident light rays
into rays propagating parallel to the optical axis which will be cap-
tured by the camera. Present material defects will be revealed since
they deflect the transmitted light rays leading to dark regions in the
camera image. With this approach, a test object can be inspected by
acquiring a single image only. To emit the inverse light field, the opti-
cal concept of a light field generator is described and a first prototype
is presented.

A thorough evaluation is performed by means of simulated and
real experiments. The results prove the suitability of all the intro-
duced methods for the visual inspection of transparent objects and
state their superiority over the state of the art with respect to several
criteria.
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| · | absolute value of a scalar variable
‖ · ‖ norm of a vector
‖ · ‖F Frobenius norm of a matrix
∂g
∂x partial derivative of the function g with respect to the

variable x
d{·, ·} distance function for deflection maps
dE{·, ·} Euclidean distance function for deflection maps
grad g(x) gradient of the function g(x)

Interpol{·} interpolation operator
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Acronyms

CAD
CMD
CNR
CPU
CSG
DIN
DMD
DSLR
EMD
FPGA
ISO
LCD

LCoS
LED
OVID
PBRT
PCB
PSD
RAM
RGB
SAT
SNR
TCP
USB

computer aided design
Generalized Cramér-von Mises Distance
(peak) contrast-to-noise ratio
central processing unit
constructive solid geometry
Deutsches Institut für Normung
digital micromirror device
digital single-lens reflex
Earth Mover’s Distance
field programmable gate array
International Organization for Standardization
localized cumulative distribution
liquid crystal display
liquid crystal on silicon
light emitting diode
optical variable image device
physically based renderer
printed circuit board
position sensitive detector
random-access memory
red, green and blue color coordinate
summed area table
signal-to-noise ratio
transmission control protocol
universal serial bus

WLAN wireless local area network





1 Introduction

Objects made of transparent materials, such as glass or certain plas-
tics, are of the utmost importance for humans’ everyday life. They
are employed, e.g., in house construction as windows or even as
more substantial building parts, such as transparent walls. Transpar-
ent glass or plastic covers are used to protect the sensitive displays
of smartphones or other electronic devices and therefore have to be
both very durable and light. Besides that, transparent materials are
also employed to produce containers for food or pharmaceuticals so
that the content is clearly visible while being properly sealed at the
same time. Further fields of applications of transparent objects are
in the automotive and aircraft industries. The windshields of au-
tomobiles and aircraft have to protect the driver or the pilot from
the surrounding environment without impairing their view. Further-
more, the lenses and cover glasses of a car’s headlights are made
out of transparent materials. High precision optical elements which
are, e.g., used in scientific experiments or to build optical sensing
devices, represent an important application of transparent objects as
well. Such components are also employed in medical technology,
e.g., as so-called personal interfaces that guide laser beams to the in-
tended positions during an eye operation.

Depending on the application, transparent objects have to meet
different quality requirements. For example, glass windows only
have to be free from those contaminants that can be seen by a human
looking through them, but their index of refraction is allowed to vary
over a large interval. In contrast, the personal interfaces used in eye
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1 Introduction

surgery must not contain any absorbing or scattering contaminants
that could scatter the incident laser light what could result in severe
injury to the patient. The index of refraction can be required to vary
by no more than 10−6 for the optical elements employed in high pre-
cision optical devices [Int96]. In order to ensure that the quality of a
transparent object is suitable for its intended purpose, both objective
specifications of the quality requirements and a way of evaluating
these requirements are necessary.

Specification of the quality of transparent objects The norm
DIN ISO 10110 defines a standard for describing the important prop-
erties of transparent objects [Int96]. Among other things, some sec-
tions of this norm also state how to define the quality requirements
of a transparent object with respect to different types of material de-
fects:

• Section 2: Imperfections leading to stress birefringence.

• Section 3: Enclosed bubbles and other inclusions.

• Section 4: Inhomogeneities (so-called striae) of the distribution
of the index of refraction.

• Section 5: Differences regarding the intended three-dimen-
sional shape.

• Section 7: Local surface imperfections (e.g., scratches).

• Section 8: Imperfections affecting the texture of the object’s
whole surface (e.g., the surface roughness).

In order to evaluate whether a given test object meets the require-
ments specified according to one or more sections of DIN ISO 10110,
the necessary information of all occurrences of material defects of
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the corresponding type in the test object have to be obtained. For
most of the definitions of DIN ISO 10110, the respective defects have
to be detected, located, and measured in size. For example, for the
evaluation of a specification according to Section 3 of DIN ISO 10110,
the locations and sizes of all enclosed bubbles and inclusions hav-
ing a size within a certain range have to be known. Section DIN
ISO 10110-3 defines a relation that allows to compare the severity of
one larger inclusion or bubble with a local accumulation of multiple
small occurrences.

There are mainly two possibilities for performing the visual in-
spection of a transparent object, i.e., acquiring the required informa-
tion about any material defects. On the one hand, human workers
can carry out this task, and on the other hand, automated visual in-
spections can be employed. For humans, visual inspection in general
is a monotonous, laborious, and fatiguing task, which can lead to
subjective results which are not reproducible [Sch73]. Additionally,
the documentation of the inspection results can be costly. Due to
the slow speed of such inspection and high labor costs, it is very ex-
pensive. Manual visual inspection of transparent parts is especially
uncomfortable, since they have to be observed in front of very bright
light sources in order to see every defect. Reflections of the strong il-
lumination directly into the eyes of the human can cause temporary
blindness or reduced inspection accuracy. In turn, this can result
in overlooked defects, which might have disastrous consequences,
depending on the application. An adequately designed and devel-
oped automated visual inspection system can work for 24 hours a
day without fatigue, yield reproducible results, and enable a detailed
and comprehensive documentation.

As stated before, in order to automatically assess the quality of a
transparent object, e.g., with respect to specifications according to
DIN ISO 10110, it is necessary to visualize and measure material de-
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fects of interest. Considering the state of the art with respect to the vi-
sual inspection of transparent objects (see Chapter 2), absorbing con-
taminants or scattering structures (e.g., scratches, enclosed bubbles),
i.e., Sections 3 and 7 of DIN ISO 10110, represent the most important
defects that have to be detected. For some types of test objects and
certain kinds of defects, there are approved and robust visual inspec-
tion systems (see Section 2.2). However, some inspection tasks, e.g.,
the visualization of scattering defects inside transparent test objects
with a complex three-dimensional geometry, still constitute an open
issue with several research questions that have to be answered. The
following section systematically describes the problem addressed in
this thesis.

1.1 Automated visual inspection of transparent objects

A typical visual inspection system for transparent objects consists of
three main components: one or more illumination sources, one or
more sensor devices and an image processing unit. Figure 1.1 illus-
trates the interaction of the components. The illumination unit emits
a light field L (see Section 1.2), which can be controlled by the image
processing unit. For example, a monitor, i.e., a spatially programma-
ble light source, could serve as the illumination and the displayed
image would be controlled by the image processing unit. By means
of different physical effects, the transparent test object modulates the
light field L, resulting in

L′ = fphys

(
L, ξgeom

)
, (1.1)

with the function fphys representing the modulation and ξgeom de-
noting the involved and manipulable parameters.
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Illumination

Control,
data Control

Sensor
Transparent

test object

Image processing
unit

Successive
processing

Figure 1.1: Main components of a visual inspection system for transparent
objects: the illumination components emit a light field L that is
modulated by the transparent test object. The modulated light
field L′ is captured by a sensor device which transfers the cor-
responding data to an image processing unit that also controls
both the illumination and the sensor.

Since all optical elements affecting L′ are assumed to be included in
the illumination unit, ξgeom describes the geometric relations of the
test object and L, i.e., their relative alignment and orientation. Thus,
information about the test object is encoded in the modulated light
field L′. A sensor captures a section of L′ and converts it into a digital
image

g = fsens (L′, ξsens) , (1.2)

with the function fsens denoting the acquisition process, which de-
pends on L′ and the parameters ξsens. The vector ξsens contains geo-
metric information about the alignment and orientation of the sensor
but also about the acquisition parameters, e.g., the exposure time or
amplification factors. Since the resulting image g could consist of
multiple channels, it is expressed as a vector. An image processing
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unit, e.g., a computer running a suitable software, processes the im-
age g in order to extract those components which are relevant for the
inspection task and to suppress noise or other irrelevant parts. The
image processing can be described via

g′ = fproc

(
g, ξproc

)
, (1.3)

with fproc denoting the image processing algorithms and ξproc their
corresponding parameters. In order to allow successive processing
steps, e.g., classification algorithms, to determine whether the in-
spected test object is flawless or not, the relevant information I (g)

contained in g about the test object has to be maximized.
By means of this representation, the task of designing an inspection

system for a given test object type can be formalized as the following
optimization problem:

argmax
ξ

I (g′) s.t. ξ physically feasible , (1.4)

with ξ =
(
L, ξᵀgeom, ξ

ᵀ
sens, ξ

ᵀ
proc

)ᵀ denoting the concatenation of all
the parameters. Of course, there are additional properties of a visual
inspection system (see Section 1.1.2) which represent a secondary op-
timization target.

This optimization problem is usually solved by engineers in a
semi-automated and iterative way: An initial approach for the hard-
ware setup is determined based on the engineer’s knowledge and
on the requirements of the inspection task. Then, image process-
ing algorithms are chosen and parametrized and their suitability for
detecting the relevant material defects is evaluated. Depending on
these results, the hardware setup or the algorithms are improved.
These steps are repeated until the whole system fulfills the inspec-
tion requirements or no more improvements are possible. However,
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the optimization problem specified in Eq. (1.4) is an ill-posed prob-
lem since its solution does not change continuously with the initial
conditions, particularly with respect to the test object’s geometry (cf.
point 5 robustness in Section 1.1.2). Depending on the manufactur-
ing process, the test object’s production can lead to variations of its
three-dimensional shape that would each require a different param-
eter vector ξ in order to obtain an optimal inspection system (see
Fig. 1.2). There are types of test objects, the so-called cooperative test
objects, for which the variations do not require separate solutions
and the design practice described above can lead to valid results.
However, for uncooperative test objects, this approach is likely to
fail.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: The influence of geometric variations on inspection images of
cylindrically shaped preforms made out of glass, so-called gobs:
(a) for a test object that is not affected by geometric variations,
the inspection image shows only the material defects (two parti-
cle inclusions inside the blue rectangle); (b) geometric variations
result in strong reflections of the light sources so that the high-
lighted region can not be completely inspected.
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1.1.1 ‘Cooperative’ and ‘uncooperative’ transparent test
objects

A cooperative transparent test object has several qualitative proper-
ties that ease the design process of a visual inspection system:

• Its surface is smooth and unstructured,

• it has a low level of geometric complexity, i.e., only few edges,
and its distinct surfaces are mostly flat, and

• the variations of the test object’s properties do not exceed the
range for which a determined ξ leads to a near optimal inspec-
tion setup.

Any test object not satisfying all of these conditions is referred to as
an uncooperative test object.

Examples of cooperative test objects include glass plates or planar
cover glasses. All types of lenses, windshields, glass bottles, and
other objects with a more sophisticated design are uncooperative test
objects. Figure 1.3 shows examples of the two different types of test
objects.

1.1.2 Evaluation criteria for automated visual inspection
systems

If an automated visual inspection system is to be installed to solve
an inspection task in a typical industrial application, potential in-
spection systems are usually evaluated according to the following
criteria [Chi82; Mal03]:

1. Versatility: The set of different types of material defects (see
page 2) that can be simultaneously detected (the more, the bet-
ter).
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3: Different types of test objects: (a) a glass plate with a simple ge-
ometry is a cooperative test object; (b) a glass gob whose surface
structure shows many variations is an uncooperative test object.

2. Accuracy: The system’s ability to reveal material defects, i.e.,
the maximum contrast-to-noise ratio (see Section 6.1.3) achieved
by the system (the higher, the better).

3. Speed: The number of test objects that can be inspected in a
certain amount of time (the more, the better).

4. Adaptability: The ease of adapting the inspection system for
new types of test objects, e.g., with a different geometry (the
greater, the better).

5. Robustness: The degree to which the properties of the test ob-
jects (e.g., their shape) and those of the inspection system (e.g.,
accuracy of the positioning of the test object) may vary without
notably influencing the performance of the inspection system
(the greater, the better).

These criteria will be used throughout the thesis whenever a visual
inspection system or method has to be evaluated.
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1.1.3 An example inspection system

As an example, this section introduces and explains the Purity sys-
tem, that was developed by Fraunhofer-IOSB [Har08; Har09; Mel10;
Mey15]. This system represents the state of the art (cf. Chapter 2)
with respect to the detection of absorbing and scattering defects in
test objects with a complex shape. The Purity system is also evalu-
ated with respect to the previously introduced criteria at the end of
this section and serves as a benchmark for the novel methods intro-
duced in this thesis.

Figure 1.4 illustrates the optical setup of this inspection system.
The test object is illuminated by different light sources and is ob-
served by a telecentric camera which allows measuring the sizes of
found defects. Either an image series is obtained in a time-sequential
manner, where each illumination source is turned on separately, or
color multiplexing is applied by using light sources emitting differ-
ent spectra and a color camera. A collimated bright field illumina-
tion (blue rays) is directed parallel to the optical axis of the camera
by a beam splitter. When being transmitted through the test ob-
ject, the light rays are refracted and their direction of propagation
is changed. The retroreflector reflects the incident light rays back
along their original optical path. By this means, the refraction ef-
fects of the test object are mitigated what makes the system appli-
cable to objects with a complex geometry. After passing the beam
splitter, the light rays reach the camera and yield the transparency
profile of the test object. Any absorbing defect (yellow dot) will re-
sult in a locally reduced intensity in the acquired image. Scattering
defects are not revealed by the bright field illumination since their
optical effects are also inverted by the retroreflector. Therefore, vari-
ous dark field light sources are arranged around the test object (green
light rays). The concept of dark field illumination states that, in the
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Bright field illumination

Camera
system

Dark field
illumination

Retro-
reflector

Test object
with defectsBeam

splitter

Figure 1.4: Optical setup of the Purity inspection system.

case of a defect-free test object, no light reaches the camera. If the
test object is affected by a scattering defect, the incident light will be
scattered into multiple directions (solid green rays) what results in
high sensor signals revealing the defect. However, depending on the
test object, the arrangement of the dark field light sources has to be
specifically designed and adapted to the objects of interest to avoid
direct reflections of the light sources into the camera (dotted green
ray). Such reflections result in blind spots of the image acquisition
system. For the inspection of flat transparent objects, such reflections
can easily be avoided. For complex-shaped objects it is a tedious and
time-consuming process to adapt the system to a new type of test
object.

The Purity inspection system can be discussed by means of the
criteria introduced in the previous section:

1. Versatility: Due to the different illumination channels, both ab-
sorbing and scattering defects can be revealed.
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2. Accuracy: For regions of the test object that are free from re-
flections, high accuracies can be reached (see Section 6.3.4). In
the other regions, the disturbing reflections greatly reduce the
accuracy, so that the detection of defects is impaired.

3. Speed: For the time-sequential acquisition of an image series,
the inspection time depends on the required exposure time and
the number of channels, i.e., of different light sources. For a
configuration with one bright field illumination and 20 dark
field light sources, the acquisition time will be in the range of
2 s.

4. Adaptability: For a new type of test object, an expert has to
adapt the arrangement of the dark field light sources by means
of empirical experiments.

5. Robustness: Depending on the type of test object, small varia-
tions of the test object might be tolerable. Since the positions of
the dark field light sources depends on the position of the test
object, the system will fail for misalignments of the test object.

1.2 Core idea: Light fields for the visual inspection of
transparent objects

In the domain of computer graphics and computer vision, the so-
called plenoptic function is a frequently used tool to conceptually de-
scribe the light transport of a scene. Adelson and Bergen [Ade91]
initially defined the 7-dimensional plenoptic function

ρ(x, y, z, θ, ϕ, λ, τ) (1.5)

as the radiance, i.e., the intensity of light rays with a wavelength of
λ incident at a point (x, y, z)ᵀ with an angle of incidence of (θ, ϕ) at
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time τ . It has to be noted that the plenoptic function assumes geomet-
ric optics, i.e., that all relevant geometrical structures are larger than
the light’s wavelength and that there are no diffraction effects. Due
to the high dimensionality of the domain of ρ, it is usually infeasible
to capture the complete plenoptic function.

However, there are cases with practical significance in which a
merely four-dimensional section of the plenoptic function is suffi-
cient for many applications [Lev96]. If the scene of interest is free
from any occlusions between the objects of interest and the observer,
the radiance transported along a ray starting from point (x, y, z)ᵀ on
an object’s surface in direction (θ, ϕ) does not change, which is why
one of the three spatial parameters is redundant. Furthermore, if the
scene is static, i.e., constant with respect to time, and if the light’s
wavelength is neglected, the two parameters λ, τ are of no impor-
tance. The resulting four-dimensional function is called a light field

L(x, y, θ, ϕ) =

∫
ρ(x, y, z, θ, ϕ, λ, τ)dλ|z=const.,τ=const. , (1.6)

with respect to a certain plane z = const. Another common para-
metrization of light fields is to describe the light rays by their in-
tersections with two parallel planes at a distance larger than zero.
However, in this parametrization, rays propagating parallel to the
two planes cannot be represented. If not explicitly stated differ-
ently, two spatial coordinates and two angular coordinates are used
to parametrize the light fields in the remaining parts of this thesis.

Many of the relevant material defects contained in the DIN ISO
10110 standard (see p. 2), e.g., enclosed bubbles, striae, scratches,
etc., have a strong effect on the distribution of the propagation direc-
tion of the transmitted light rays. These defects scatter incident light
rays into multiple directions or abruptly redirect them away from
their original propagation direction [Boh07; Hul57]. But, due to re-
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fraction effects, also the shape of transparent objects manipulates the
light’s propagation direction. Figure 1.5 illustrates these considera-
tions via light fields showing the distribution of the deflection angles
of parallel light beams after being transmitted through a transparent
plano-convex lens that is partially affected by material defects. In
defect-free regions of the test object, the light fields show a concen-
trated peak that is shifted only slightly with respect to adjacent rays
due to the smooth surface gradient (rays 1, 2, 4 and 6). In contrast,
scattering defects scatter the incident light into multiple directions,
resulting in broad intensity distributions (ray 3). Material defects
like cracks, large scratches, or incomplete shapes can lead to local
abrupt changes of the propagation direction (ray 5). These consid-
erations suggest that light fields contain much information relevant
for finding material defects in transparent objects. The way humans
manually inspect transparent parts also supports these findings. In-
stead of just observing a transparent test objects in front of a uniform
bright light source, humans tend to rotate the object and look at it
from different angles. By this means, they capture a light field in a
time-sequential manner. The observer will judge abrupt changes be-
tween the different viewpoints as an anomaly that could constitute a
material defect. Consequently, the core idea followed by this thesis is
to adequately employ the concept of four-dimensional light fields in
all appropriate components of a machine vision system for the visual
inspection of transparent objects.

1.3 Scope and objectives

The main goal of this thesis is to introduce approaches and meth-
ods suitable for developing novel visual inspection systems or to im-
prove existing ones. The target application is the visual inspection of
transparent objects, which are uncooperative in the sense described
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Collimated
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Figure 1.5: Manifestation of material defects in light fields: collimated light
beams illuminate a plano-convex lens with an enclosed air bub-
ble (ray 3) and a surface defect (ray 5). Both the object’s surface
gradient and the material defects affect the distribution of the
transmitted light’s direction of propagation. The light fields on
the right-hand side show the vertical component of the intensity
distributions of the individual light rays after being transmit-
ted through the test object. In the cases of ray 3 and ray 5, the
dashed lines indicate the peak location for the defect-free case at
the corresponding positions.
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in Section 1.1.1, with respect to absorbing and scattering impurities.
In this scenario, the information about the presence of such material
defects is contained in the direction of propagation of the light, i.e.,
in the light field, as pointed out in the previous section. Conven-
tional machine vision systems not considering the light’s direction
of propagation fail at this task with respect to the criteria specified
in Section 1.1.2. Hence, the contributions of this thesis introduce the
light field concept into all main components of a visual inspection
system, the illumination, the image or signal acquisition device, and
the image processing unit.

The proposed novel methods are developed in accordance with
the criteria listed in Section 1.1.2 as high-level guidelines. The visu-
alization of material defects while simultaneously suppressing all the
nominal features and structures of the test object constitutes the core
of this thesis. A successive classification of the visualized defects
with respect to different defect categories (e.g., bubbles, scratches,
etc.) is not pursued. However, appropriate techniques could be ap-
pended to the processing pipeline in future research (see Chapter 8).

1.4 Scientific contributions

The main contribution of this thesis is constituted by the concepts
of acquiring and adequately processing light fields for the visual in-
spection of transparent objects. By adapting sophisticated distance
measures for comparing the light deflection distributions of adjacent
object points, even test objects with complex shapes can be inspected
without having to tediously design a specialized machine vision sys-
tem. Novel and efficient algorithm designs result in short computa-
tion times, so that the achievable inspection speed is fast enough for
the requirements of industrial inspection applications.
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This thesis contributes to the state of the art with respect to all the
components of a visual inspection system for transparent objects and
materials. In detail, the following novelties are introduced:

• Light field illumination [Mey18a]
A light field generator is optically realized by combining a
microlens array with a high-resolution two-dimensional dis-
play (see Section 3). By this means, some of the display’s spa-
tial resolution is sacrificed to gain angular resolution, i.e., to
be able to control the angle of the emitted light beams. Fur-
thermore, a calibration procedure is developed that yields the
correspondence between the controllable pixels of the underly-
ing display and the spatial location and emission angle of the
corresponding light beams. A prototype is built that validates
the concept.

• Light field acquisition
A novel optical design of a light field camera is introduced
[Mey16d]. By realizing a telescope-like optical setup with two
lenses sharing a common focal plane, the deflection angle of
captured light bundles with respect to the optical axis can be
measured with a constant resolution over the whole field of
measurement (see Section 4.2.2). This is not possible with con-
ventional light field cameras. The 4f -light field camera is real-
ized as a plugin for the simulation framework Mitsuba in order
to simulate physically realistic light field images.

A transmission-based laser scanner capable of acquiring high-
resolution light fields of transparent test objects is presented
[Mey16a]. Due to the sensor’s high acquisition speed, its scala-
bility, and the fact that it can be installed in-line in a production
system, it is well suited for industrial inspection tasks (see Sec-
tion 4.4.1). Via an additional position sensitive detector that
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can optionally be integrated into the sensor, even more precise
measurements of the light’s deflection angles can be obtained
and the incident light field can be captured faster and in a more
compact representation if necessary. The laser deflection scan-
ner is realized as a prototype and successfully evaluated by
means of several experiments.

An optical setup based on the combination of a camera and a
two-dimensional programmable light source is proposed for
capturing the light transport matrices of transparent objects
[Mey16c; Mey16e; Mey17c]. Furthermore, two features are in-
troduced which are calculated from the acquired light transport
matrices (see Section 4.5 and 6.4). These features are designed
to highlight any scattering material defects in transparent ob-
jects. Several simulated experiments validate the proposed ap-
proach.

• Machine vision simulation framework [Mey16b]
Several plugins for the physically based raytracer Mitsuba are
introduced (see Chapter 5). Based on these plugins and the Mit-
suba renderer, virtual machine vision systems can be designed
and the digital images of the employed sensors can be com-
putationally simulated. By this means, the design of machine
vision setups is streamlined and it is possible to evaluate novel
system concepts in a rapid prototyping manner.

• Light field processing methods for transparent object inspec-
tion
A framework for processing light fields for defect visualization
is presented [Mey16d]. For this purpose, the gradient operator
known for detecting edges in gray-value images is extended
to deflection maps, i.e., light fields of transparent objects ac-
quired under special illumination (see Section 6.1). By employ-
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ing suitable distance functions, the nominal features of the in-
vestigated object can be suppressed while material defects are
extracted with high contrast.

An adaptation of the Generalized Cramér-von Mises Distance
[Mey17b] is introduced and successfully employed as such a
distance function (see Section 6.1.2). For the efficient calcula-
tion of this distance, a fast algorithm is developed based on the
concept of summed area tables [Mey17a]. By this means, the
necessary computation is reduced from O(n2.5) to O(n1.5) for
an input problem of size n.

An approach based on vector analysis is presented, that allows
to process the signals of a position sensitive detector installed
in a laser deflection scanner to reveal larger material defects
(see Section 6.2). By this means, a fast inspection requiring only
1.26 s per test object can be realized.

Two image fusion algorithms are proposed [Mey18b] that take
different amounts of automatically learned information about
a visual inspection task into account (see Section 6.3). Depend-
ing on whether only knowledge about the object’s nominal ge-
ometry and structures is available or additional information
about the appearance of material defects can be acquired, the
algorithms optimize a specifically designed signal-to-noise ra-
tio. During the image fusion process, this optimization leads
to suppressing the intended object features while highlighting
material defects, visualizing them with high contrast.

• Inverse light field illumination [Mey16f]
An optical setup is proposed which illuminates a transparent
test object with a programmable light field using the intro-
duced light field generator and observes the other side of the
object with a telecentric camera (see Chapter 7). With an intact
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defect-free test object, a learning procedure based on a coded il-
lumination series allows determining an inverse reference light
field. When illuminated with that inverse light field, a defect-
free test object transforms the light field into light bundles ori-
ented parallel to the optical axis that reach the sensor of the tele-
centric camera and yield a bright image. Any material defects
that absorb light, or scatter or redirect it in another direction,
will lead to rays that are not propagating parallel to the opti-
cal axis. These rays will be blocked by the camera’s telecentric
stop, which will result in dark image regions. This approach
allows inspecting the whole volume of even complex-shaped
test objects by acquiring only a single image.

All ingredients of the contributions, i.e., optical setups, processing
methods, and other artifacts, are rigorously evaluated either by simu-
lated experiments or—if applicable—also by conducting real experi-
ments.

Together, the contributions constitute a toolbox of light field meth-
ods for the development of novel visual inspection systems for un-
cooperative test objects. Depending on the application, the toolbox
components can be combined in various ways to solve the inspec-
tion task: The methods for processing deflection maps could be em-
ployed together with the 4f -light field camera for the inspection of
small test objects with diameters in the order of a few millimeters
up to 15 cm (e.g., gobs, lenses), or with the laser deflection scanner
for the inspection of larger test objects with diameters of 50 cm and
greater (e.g., headlamp covers of automobiles or washing machine
door glasses). The described Purity system (see Section 1.1.3), has
already been extended with the image fusion algorithms to achieve
a higher accuracy and to improve the system’s robustness. The sys-
tem has been successfully installed in an industrial production line
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for complex-shaped plastic lenses. A novel visual inspection system
based on the inverse light field illumination method could be real-
ized by using the developed light field generator. With this system,
small test objects with dimensions in the order of 50 mm × 50 mm,
e.g., small glass bottles, could be inspected.

1.5 Thesis structure

Up to now, Chapter 1 has introduced the basics of an automated vi-
sual inspection system and its design, explained the important dif-
ference between cooperative and uncooperative test objects, stated
the core idea of the thesis, viz., using the concept of light fields for
the visual inspection of transparent objects, and has summarized the
scientific contributions of this thesis.

Chapter 2 will give a thorough overview of the related state of the
art. Since this thesis contributes to several fields which are all con-
nected to the visual inspection of transparent objects, Chapter 2 is
deeply structured to systematically group the related work.

In Chapter 3, the optical realization and calibration of a light field
generator is described.

Chapter 4 covers all optical setups and concepts suitable for ac-
quiring light fields in the context of an industrial inspection. Fur-
thermore, the idea of light deflection maps is introduced, which is a
key component for the later processing approaches.

Chapter 5 introduces a framework that allows to simulate the im-
ages of the sensors of a simulated machine vision system. Besides a
description of the employed Mitsuba renderer, the appended frame-
work components are covered.

Chapter 6 contains all presented methods and algorithms for pro-
cessing light fields captured from transparent objects in order to ex-
tract any material defects. Suitable methods for processing deflec-
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tion maps are developed. In addition, image fusion strategies based
on the optimization of a specifically designed signal-to-noise ratio
are described. Two features are introduced, which can be extracted
from light transport matrices, and which especially highlight scatter-
ing material defects.

Chapter 7 covers the approach of inspecting transparent objects by
inverse light field illumination. After explaining the method and the
underlying optical setup, both simulated and real experiments are
described and evaluated.

Lastly, Chapter 8 closes the thesis with a summary and a conclu-
sive evaluation of the contributions and by providing an outlook for
future research questions.
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This thesis contributes to multiple components of a machine vision
system: the illumination part, the image acquisition device and the
image processing methods. Therefore, the related state of the art also
has a wide variety originating from the work of many researchers
and developers from different fields. In order to provide a well-
structured overview of the important work related to the content of
this thesis, this chapter discusses separately the current state of the
science in Section 2.1 and the state of the technology in Section 2.2.
Section 2.1 covers all major relevant research reports by other sci-
entists and Section 2.2 provides an overview of the related existing
products and machine vision components. Both sections are orga-
nized to match the high-level grouping of the scientific contributions
of this thesis.

2.1 The state of the science

Many research groups are involved in the topics covered by this the-
sis. The following sections will briefly summarize their contributions
and discuss how they are related to this thesis.

2.1.1 Transparent object inspection

The inspection or reconstruction of transparent test objects is an ac-
tively studied field. As shown in Section 2.1.1.1, many publications
in this area treat the automated visual inspection of flat transparent
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panes. Other types of objects of great interest are the glass or plastic
bottles used as containers for liquids. The corresponding literature
is discussed in Section 2.1.1.2. Only a few related publications can
be found dealing with the visual inspection of uncooperative trans-
parent objects (see Section 2.1.1.3) and their reconstruction (see Sec-
tion 2.1.1.4).

2.1.1.1 Flat transparent objects

The production of flat glass constitutes a major sector of the glass
industry, worldwide. Flat glass panes are employed to build win-
dows for houses or even completely transparent walls for modern
houses or offices. Since their main purpose is to provide a clear and
undistorted view through the windows or walls, these products have
comparatively low quality requirements: they only have to be free
from contaminants that are visible to the naked eye, e.g., large light-
absorbing or scattering particles, severe scratches, and disturbing
color casts. The index of refraction may vary to even a large extent,
since humans are not sensitive to the resulting phase effects. Also,
flat panes made of transparent plastics are widely used in different
kinds of products, e.g., as covers for smartphones or other display
devices.

Most of the related literature presents inspection systems relying
on the combination of bright field and dark field illumination to vi-
sualize and detect both absorbing and scattering material defects
[Ada09a; Ada09b; Ada10; Cha16; Lia16; Yu11]. Since in these publi-
cations simple thresholding operations are reported to be sufficient
for the detection of defects, other authors have presented more com-
plex methods, such as principal component analysis [Li14], a wavelet
transform with specially designed wavelets [Akd15], or a convolu-
tion with Gabor filter kernels [Jeo11]. In [Li15], moiré patterns have
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been transmitted through the glass plates, observed, and appropri-
ately processed to successfully identify material defects.

2.1.1.2 Bottles and food containers

Bottles for liquids and other food containers made out of transparent
materials also represent a class of test objects whose visual inspection
is often studied. Although bottles are uncooperative test objects, due
to their complex geometry, classical inspection approaches such as
bright field and dark field setups can be successfully applied. This
is because the relevant defects are rather macroscopic, e.g., broken
edges, large cracks, etc.

In [Wan00], wineglasses are inspected by observing the fringe
structure of a transmitted moiré pattern and by employing Gabor
filters to find irregularities. Inspection systems for glass bottles are
presented in [Dua04a; Dua04b; Dua07; Tox13]. There, every test
object is imaged under different illumination modalities in order to
obtain suitable inspection images of the bottle’s mouth, its wall, and
its bottom. Each of these images is then preprocessed to mitigate the
effects of small variations in placement, and then specially tailored
image processing pipelines are employed to detect any material de-
fects.

2.1.1.3 Uncooperative objects

As pointed out in the introduction (see Section 1.1.1), the visual in-
spection of uncooperative transparent objects is a challenging task.
Little related research has been performed on this topic.

Martínez et al. present a so-called active binary lighting system that
allows inspecting even complex objects, e.g., the plastic covers of
automotive headlamps [Sat09; Sat12]. To this end, they employ a
robotic platform moving a camera system around the test object.
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Their illumination approach consists of a monitor displaying a mov-
ing binary black and white stripe pattern. They require the test object
to have no cavities and that the front and back surfaces are approxi-
mately parallel to each other. Any scattering defect on or inside the
test object will produce a deflection of the rays. If the monitor shows
the edge between a white and a black stripe directly behind the de-
fect, the deflection causes some of the light of the adjacent bright
stripe to produce a bright spot in the camera image. An absorbing
defect will result in a dark structure in the image if a bright stripe
is shown behind the defect. A series of images is acquired while
phase shifting the binary pattern. After computing, for each pixel,
the average over the series of images of its gray values, pixels show-
ing defect-free regions have a gray value corresponding to the mean
of equally many bright and black stripes, whereas the gray values
of pixels belonging to material defects are either darker (absorbing
defects) or brighter (scattering defects). By capturing multiple image
series while moving the camera around the test object, the whole test
object is successively scanned. Because of the robot platform, the
setup can inspect even objects with a complex geometry. However,
this also leads to a long inspection time and impairs the adaptability
of the method since a sensor planning strategy has to be found for
every type of test object.

2.1.1.4 Reconstruction of transparent objects

The reconstruction of the three-dimensional shape of a transparent
object by means of computer vision approaches has been studied by
several researchers. Since usually the work is not focused on the vi-
sual inspection of the reconstructed objects, only a few representative
publications are described in the following. A comprehensive review
is provided in [Ihr10].
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In [Wet11b], Wetzstein et al. present a specially designed illumina-
tion device consisting of a background illuminated two-dimensional
color pattern in front of which a microlens array is placed at a dis-
tance of the focal length of the single lenses. Hence, the visible parts
of the color pattern depend on the direction of observation. By plac-
ing a printed image of a color wheel under each microlens, e.g., of
the hue-saturation-value color space, the two-dimensional emission
angles of the light rays is encoded. An additional intensity gradient
over the complete pattern allows encoding the first spatial coordi-
nate of the whole illumination device. The second spatial coordinate
can be computationally recovered through geometric constraints. In
order to perform the reconstruction of a transparent object, it is illu-
minated with this four-dimensional light source and the transmitted
light is captured with a calibrated color camera with a common en-
tocentric lens. By assuming a pinhole camera model, every camera
pixel is illuminated by light rays with a certain direction. The cap-
tured color information is decoded into the point of origin and emis-
sion angle of the corresponding light ray emitted by the light source.
Based on this information, the authors succeed in reconstructing the
surface shape of a thin transparent object.

Ma et al. illuminate transparent objects or other refractive phenom-
ena of interest (e.g., gas flows, liquids, etc.) with a collimated light
beam in which the spatial location of the contributing ray bundles
can be encoded via multiple intensity patterns [Ma14]. This illumi-
nation is mainly realized by means of a beamer based on a digital
micromirror device. The transmitted light is split into two optical
paths and is observed by two cameras at different effective distances
to the object. By determining the spatial coordinates of the illuminat-
ing ray bundles for each camera pixel in both camera images and by
calculating the displacement between the coordinates of the pixels
from the two cameras illuminated by the same ray bundle, informa-
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tion about the ray bundle’s direction of propagation can be obtained.
Since the system is calibrated, the propagation directions together
with the spatial positions of all ray bundles allow reconstructing the
surface of a transparent object or the refractive index distribution of
a gas flow or liquid.

2.1.2 Light field illumination

In [Tak16], Takeuchi et al. introduced a programmable ambient light
field illumination source called AnyLight, which relies on a spatially
programmable light source in combination with an array of lenses.
AnyLight consists of an LCD panel that is positioned in front of an
array of high power LEDs employed for background illumination.
A customized array of lenses is mounted on top of the LCD panel.
Opaque structural elements are positioned between the individual
lenses in order to reduce cross talk. The reported prototype has a
comparably low spatial resolution of 3.58 mm× 3.58 mm. However,
since the authors target the application of illuminating architectural
environments, this spatial resolution is sufficient. The reported ex-
periments show that the approach is suitable for adequately lighting
indoor scenes.

In [Hua14], Huang et al. realize a light field display by mounting
a pinhole array on top of a high resolution smartphone display. The
pinhole array acts as a parallax barrier. If a pixel is turned on, nearly
all of its light is blocked by the pinhole mask, except for a small por-
tion, which propagates through the corresponding pinhole. By this
means, both the spatial location of the light bundle’s origin and its
direction of propagation can be controlled. The authors successfully
show that their light field generator can be used to emit visual con-
tent that is optically preprocessed, so that observers affected by vi-
sual aberrations can see a sharp image of the content without having
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to wear any eyeglasses. A drawback of their optical setup is the re-
duced light efficiency caused by the parallax barriers.

Wetzstein et al. [Wet11a] employ a high resolution two-dimension-
al display in concert with multiple LCD layers serving as transmis-
sion masks in order to realize a light field display. By adequately
setting the transmittance pattern of the individual LCD panels, they
are able to emit light fields with a high spatial and angular resolution.
The ensemble of transmittance patterns acts like a filter, letting pass
only those light rays that have the desired point of origin and direc-
tion of propagation. The more layers are used, the more accurately a
desired light field can be emitted, but also the more light is lost dur-
ing transmission. If only a few layers are used, there will be more
unintended light rays present in the generated light field, leading to
artifacts with respect to the intended light field. Similar approaches
are pursued by [Lan11; Wet12], where an even more accurate per-
ception of the desired light field is achieved by means of a temporal
integration at the observer. It should be noted that these light field
generators are targeted mainly to displaying three-dimensional con-
tent to human observers, and not to machine vision applications.

2.1.3 Light field acquisition

The idea of light field imaging was first described by Lippmann in
1908. In [Lip08], he already employed the principle of using a micro-
lens array in front of a photosensitive film to conserve the direc-
tional information of the captured light bundles. This concept was
adopted by Ng to develop the first hand-held light field camera in
2005 [Ng05], by mounting a microlens array in front of the sensor
of a commercially available digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera.
Following this approach, several light field cameras have been pro-
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duced. Since these cameras are related to the state of the technology,
they are described in Section 2.2.3.

Liang et al. create a light field camera by introducing a program-
mable aperture into a DSLR camera [Lia07; Lia08]. They realize a
programmable aperture, e.g., by attaching an LCD display to the
image-sided end of the camera’s lens system. This LCD display acts
as a programmable transmission mask whose patterns apply weights
to the contribution of the captured light bundles to the image formed
on the sensor. By acquiring multiple images of a static scene for dif-
ferent binary mask configurations, a series of multiplexed light fields
is obtained. A successive computational demultiplexing eventually
yields the sought light field. Since no microlens array is used in this
approach, the recorded light fields have a high spatial resolution but
require the observed scene to be static for a certain period of time, as
multiple images have to be acquired.

In [Ant16], Antipa et al. present a light field imaging approach
based on a thin light diffuser plate that is mounted in front of a
camera sensor. Incident light rays are scattered by the diffuser plate
and reach several spatially distributed sensor pixels. By calibrat-
ing the system and by adequately modeling the light transport, they
succeed in providing an algorithm capable of reconstructing, based
on a single acquired image, an approximation of the incident four-
dimensional light field. In the reported experiments, the recon-
structed light field images have a spatial resolution of 170× 170 and
an angular resolution of 11× 11.

Camera arrays are another frequently employed approach for ac-
quiring light field images [Yan02]. Several common cameras are ar-
ranged in a two-dimensional grid and capture images of the scene of
interest. Due to this arrangement, every camera observes the scene
from a different perspective, which allows combining the single cam-
era images into a light field image. Such acquisition systems have a
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high spatial resolution at the cost of large geometric system dimen-
sions. By additionally making use of a pre-trained light field dictio-
nary, the angular resolution of camera array-based systems can be
further increased [Cao14].

Another approach for capturing light fields for the visual inspec-
tion of transparent objects is the so-called schlieren deflectometer
[Sud13; Sud15] employed by Sudhakar et al. This optical setup con-
sists of a pivoting collimated light source illuminating the test object
from one side together with a telecentric camera observing the object
from the other side. By capturing a series of images from multiple
collimated light beams, tilted by different but known angles, a light
field image of the test object can be successively acquired. By addi-
tionally employing the concept of compressive sensing, the amount
of data needed to represent the usually sparse light field of a trans-
parent object can be reduced. The authors target contact lenses as test
objects and further process the acquired light fields to determine the
spatially resolved optical power of the lenses.

2.1.4 Simulation of machine vision setups

In the domain of computer graphics, the simulation of the image for-
mation process of cameras is an intensely studied field of research.
Different rendering frameworks have been introduced, which are fo-
cused on implementing an image formation as close to real world
physics as possible, by taking all relevant optical effects into account
[Pha16]. Since most of these frameworks are targeted to artistic appli-
cations, they are not directly suitable for simulating machine vision
systems. However, different researchers have successfully employed
them to streamline the design of machine vision setups.
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In [Nür16], Nürnberg et al. employed a rendering framework in or-
der to optimize the parameters of a computational camera used for
depth estimations.

Mohammadikaji et al. [Ber16; Moh16; Moh17] presented an uncer-
tainty propagation framework for finding the optimal arrangements
of a laser triangulation setup by means of precisely simulating the
laser’s speckle effects and the reflectance properties of the investi-
gated test object.

Irgenfried et al. [Irg11; Irg14] developed a software framework ca-
pable of optimizing the parameters of image processing routines in-
volved in a visual inspection process. Therefore they simulated the
inspection scene using both realtime and photorealistic renderers.
They also compared their simulation results with real measurements,
and reported that by adequately modeling a machine vision setup,
the simulation results are close to the real camera images [Irg17].

2.1.5 Light field processing

The idea of describing light transport by means of light fields and to
acquire and process them can mainly be found in the computer vi-
sion community. In this area, there are many research reports show-
ing how light fields can be employed to gain additional information
about an observed scene or how to computationally generate artifi-
cial views of it. In his dissertation, Ng covers all the required math-
ematical background and describes several examples of applications
of light field processing [Ng06]. One of his main contributions is
an algorithm that allows obtaining images for different planes of fo-
cus based on a single light field image. By performing most of the
required calculations in the Fourier domain, the algorithm’s compu-
tation time is notably reduced compared to other approaches.
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Light field images also allow estimating the depths of the observed
objects, i.e., their distances from the camera [Tos14]. Shao et al.
present a segment-based depth estimation method based on graph
cuts [Sha15]. In [Wan14], Wanner and Goldlücke introduce varia-
tional methods for depth estimation and for obtaining super resolu-
tion images.

In [Yao16], Yao et al. introduce a method that allows computation-
ally changing the point of view of an observed scene. By employing
techniques of Ng’s Fourier-based algorithms, they can achieve real-
time performance.

2.1.5.1 Light field processing for visual inspection

Although the processing of light fields has its main applications in
the domain of computer vision and computer graphics, there are also
some machine vision applications that have been reported.

Svorad Štolc et al. capture the light fields of printed circuit boards
(PCBs) transported on a conveyor belt in order to inspect them for
completeness [Što14]. For this purpose, they employ multiple line
scan cameras, each tilted by a certain angle so that they observe a
common line on the conveyor belt from different viewing angles. By
this means, they are able to reconstruct the light fields reflected by the
objects and use them to calculate all-in-focus images or depth maps.
They showed that the resulting data could successfully be employed
for the inspection task.

In [Sou15], Soukup et al. use a light field camera in concert with a
variable direction dome illumination in order to partially acquire the
bidirectional reflectance distribution function of so-called diffractive
optical variable image devices (OVID). Such OVIDs are frequently
used as anti-counterfeiting measures on bank notes, since their re-
flectance is highly dependent on the angle of incidence of the illumi-
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nation and on the angle of observation. Because of the variable illu-
mination direction and the angular resolution of the sample’s reflec-
tion achieved by the light field camera, they were able to define ad-
equate features suitable for discriminating genuine bank notes from
counterfeit ones.

2.1.6 Light transport matrix acquisition and processing

As thoroughly described in Section 6.4, light transport matrices pro-
vide the possibility of completely describing the light transport of a
static scene. A light transport matrix contains the contribution of ev-
ery light source present in the scene to every camera or sensor pixel
observing the scene. Different setups and methods have been formu-
lated to acquire light transport matrices and to further process them
for different purposes. The main common challenge of these meth-
ods is to obtain a compressed representation of the light transport
matrix, as it would require infeasible amounts of computer memory
for state-of-the-art camera systems.

The light transport matrix of a scene enables synthesizing images
of the scene under different lighting conditions, i.e., for different in-
tensities of the present light sources. In [OTo10], an optical setup
consisting of a camera and a video projector and an illumination and
processing strategy is employed that allows acquiring a scene’s light
transport matrix. In this approach, multiplications with the light
transport matrix are performed in the optical domain by projecting
images, i.e., vectors, onto the scene and by simultaneously capturing
images with the camera, which correspond to the result of the vector-
matrix-multiplication of the projected image with the unknown light
transport matrix. By coupling this approach with so-called Kernel
Nyström-methods [Wan09], it is possible to obtain an approximation
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of the light transport matrix based on its eigenvectors corresponding
to the largest eigenvalues.

In [OTo14], O’Toole et al. also employ a camera–projector setup
which they calibrate similar to a stereo camera system, in order to
obtain epipolar relations between the two devices. By means of this
setup, and the appropriate acquisition and image processing algo-
rithms, they can acquire images of even non-static scenes that are
formed either only by direct or indirect light transport. Light rays di-
rectly reflected into the camera by the scene constitute the direct light
transport and light rays that undergo two or more reflections before
being captured by the camera constitute the indirect light transport.
Especially those images consisting only of indirect light transport re-
veal interesting sights onto the scene, e.g., the veins (blood vessels)
under the skin of a human arm are visualized more clearly due to the
emphasizing of subsurface scattering effects.

Light transport matrices acquired with a camera–projector setup
also allow enhancing the perceived quality of projected images or
videos. Miyagawa and Kinebuchi show that it is possible to mitigate
radiometric distortions affecting the projected images caused, e.g.,
by a screen that is not colored completely white [Miy17]. By first
detecting such distortions based on an analysis of the acquired light
transport, the projected images can be inversely transformed so that
they appear as intended when projected onto the screen.

2.1.7 Inverse illumination

The idea of using a specially designed illumination that inverts cer-
tain optical effects has been applied in different variations in the field
of automated visual inspection.

In [Bot03; Pös12] fringes are projected onto the test object, which
are inversely adapted to the test object’s geometry. The inverse pat-
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tern is obtained by means of a defect-free sample of the test object.
If the determined pattern is projected onto a test object whose 3D-
structure is free from shape defects, it transforms the incident dis-
torted fringe pattern into an easily recognizable regular pattern of
parallel fringes. Conversely, any material defect affecting the object’s
geometry will result in a distorted pattern, indicating a deviation
from the nominal state. This approach has also been used for the
deflectometric inspection of specular surfaces [Wer07].

There are also inverse illumination techniques in the field of com-
parative digital holography [Bau06; Ost02]. The coherent optical
wave field reflected by the reference object is acquired by means of
digital holography. Illuminating a test object with this coherent wave
field directly visualizes differences between the two objects’ shapes.

In [Gru10], Gruna et al. present another inverse illumination ap-
proach that is based on light transport inversion in a camera–projector
system. Their system is able to visualize both the differences between
the shapes and differences between the reflectances of a reference ob-
ject and a test object, with high contrast in the inspection images.

2.2 The state of the technology

Regarding some of the topics covered by this thesis, there are also
fully developed technologies commercially available as products.
This section reviews the state of the technology that is currently
employed or provided by the industry. The following content is
organized in accordance with the previously described state of the
science and the overall structure of the thesis. As far as the present
author’s knowledge extends, there is no usable mature technological
solution or product for light field processing and inverse light field
illumination.
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2.2.1 Transparent object inspection

As mentioned in the introduction to Chapter 1, the inspection of
transparent materials is an important topic for many industrial fields.
Hence, various companies have developed machine vision systems
capable of performing the different required inspection tasks.

2.2.1.1 Flat transparent objects

Visual inspection systems for flat glass are provided, e.g., by the com-
panies Viprotron [Vip], ISRA (glass vision) [ISR], Softsolution (Glass-IQ)
[Sof] and Dark Field Technologies [Dar]. Most of these technologies
rely on straightforward optical setups based on a combined arrange-
ment of a bright field and dark field illumination. The solution pro-
vided by Dark Field Technologies additionally uses a laser scanner
for high intensity dark field illumination. An inspection speed of up
to 80 m/min for glass plates with a maximum width of 3 m can be
realized (source: Viprotron).

The Purity system already described in the introduction (see Sec-
tion 1.1.3), that was developed by Fraunhofer-IOSB [Har08; Har09;
Mel10], makes use of three illumination sources. The system reveals
absorbing contaminants, scattering impurities and also surface de-
fects in flat transparent objects.

2.2.1.2 Glass and plastic bottles

Transparent glass or plastic bottles can be automatically inspected,
e.g., by the systems developed by Optische Prüfsysteme Dr. Günther
[Gün], Antares Vision (GIS) [Ant], miho Inspektionssysteme (David 2)
[mih] and IRIS inspection machines [IRI]. The fastest inspection speed
is claimed by the David 2 system (miho Inspektionssysteme) with
72,000 test objects per hour.
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2.2.1.3 Glass tubes

For the production of optical fibers or fluorescent lamps, glass tubes
are an important intermediate product that has to meet high qual-
ity requirements. Adequate visual inspection systems are offered by
Opos [OPO] and by FiberVision [Fib]. Opos employs laser scanners
with a bright field and a dark field channel to detect both absorbing
and scattering contaminants. The system also allows obtaining di-
mensional measurements of the test object. The FiberVision systems
are based on multiple cameras combined with a bright field illumi-
nation, enabling an inspection for absorbing structures or material
cracks.

2.2.1.4 Uncooperative objects

The Purity system mentioned before (see Section 1.1.3) is also capa-
ble of inspecting test objects with complex shapes, like glass lenses
for optical systems or plastic lenses for automotive headlights. How-
ever, depending on the test object, it requires a multichannel illumi-
nation component that is specifically designed and adapted to the
objects of interest. Hence, it is a tedious and time-consuming process
to adapt the system to a new type of test object.

In their NIMO and PMTF product series, the company Lambda-
X realizes the principle of the schlieren deflectometer already men-
tioned in Section 2.1.3 and further explained in Section 4.3.2 for the
visual inspection of contact lenses [Lam]. The system allows ob-
taining spatially resolved measurements of the optical power of in-
spected contact lenses.

Industrial Vision Systems [Ind] and Shelton Vision [She] also offer
inspection systems for contact lenses. Their solutions are based on
cameras that acquire image series of the test object under variable
illumination and variable distances of the plane of focus (see the pre-
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sentation of the thin lens camera on p. 61). An image fusion pro-
cedure processes the image series and yields sharp images over the
whole of the volume of the test object, which are free from disturbing
reflections and allow a reliable detection of defects.

2.2.2 Light field illumination

At the time of the creation of this thesis, there are no commercially
available technologies allowing the emission of user definable, fully
controllable, four-dimensional light fields. However, there are some
devices that enable users to view three-dimensional content with-
out having to wear special glasses, e.g., Nintendo 3DS [Nin], VisuMo-
tion [Vis], SeeReal Technologies [See] and REALEYES [REA]. How-
ever, these products mainly rely on providing two separate views
of a virtual scene for the two eyes of a human observer in order to
create a 3D-impression. They do not emit a fully customizable four-
dimensional light field.

2.2.3 Light field acquisition

Two major companies are known to produce or to have produced
light field cameras. Lytro manufactured the famous hand-held light
field camera Illum for the consumer market [Lyt]1. However, the
company shut down operations in 2018.

The German company Raytrix [Ray] develops light field cameras
targeted for industrial applications, especially for the inspection of
printed circuit boards (PCBs) by means of the depth information that
can be extracted from acquired light field images.

1 The website of Lytro is no longer accessible.
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2.2.4 Simulation frameworks

Currently, there are no (commercially) available simulation tools that
allow simulating a complete machine vision setup for visual inspec-
tion applications. However, there are software tools, e.g., Zemax
[Zem], that can precisely simulate even complex optical systems such
as camera lenses. By means of the software package LightTools [Syn],
sophisticated illumination systems can be designed, optimized, and
simulated.

2.3 Summary

This chapter provided a thorough review of the current state of the
art, divided into the science and the technology, of the topics cov-
ered by this thesis. There are several mature scientific and tech-
nological solutions for the visual inspection of transparent objects
and the different components involved in this task. However, most
of these systems and products are very specialized, for a certain
type of test object, e.g., for flat glasses, or for bottles, or for con-
tact lenses. There is currently no published inspection approach that
is applicable to complex-shaped objects without the need for a time-
consuming adaptation of the system components to the specific type
of test object.

This thesis contributes to the state of the art in all the subjects cov-
ered in this chapter. The major contributions are:

• An optical concept of a fully programmable light field genera-
tor including an adequate calibration procedure (see Section 3).

• To precisely measure light deflection angles with a resolution
that is constant over the whole measurement field, a novel
optical setup of a 4f -light field camera is described (see Sec-
tion 4.2.2) and simulated.
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• A laser deflection scanner is introduced (see Section 4.4.1) that
acquires the light field information of large and complex-shaped
transparent test objects.

• An optical setup to acquire the light transport matrices of trans-
parent objects (see Section 4.5) and methods to process these
transport matrices to visualize any material defects (see Sec-
tion 6.4).

• A thorough set of additional plugins for the rendering frame-
work Mitsuba, allowing the simulation of complete machine
vision setups for visual inspection applications (see Chapter 5).

• A framework for processing the light fields of transparent test
objects in order to visualize absorbing and scattering material
defects (see Chapter 6).

• An adaptation and fast implementation of the Generalized Cra-
mér-von Mises Distance to be used as a distance function in the
processing framework mentioned above.

• Image fusion algorithms that optimize a specifically formu-
lated signal-to-noise ratio for the inspection of transparent ob-
jects. By exploiting information about the test object’s nominal
state, the fusion methods highlight any material defects while
suppressing the object’s geometrical features (see Section 6.3).

• A visual inspection method that visualizes material defects by
illuminating a transparent test object with an inverse light field.
By this means, the object’s nominal appearance is suppressed
and only deviations from the intended state remain visible (see
Chapter 7).
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2 The state of the art

These contributions pave the way for the development of inspection
systems that can easily be adapted to new kinds of transparent test
objects and are robust regarding complex geometries.
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3 Light field illumination

The illumination component is an important part of machine vision
and computer vision systems. Established light sources allow adjust-
ing the intensity and, to a certain degree, the spectrum of the emitted
light. For displays, these parameters can even be independently set
for different spatial positions, i.e., the single pixels. However, the
emitted light’s direction of propagation is usually fixed and cannot
be controlled by the user. In contrast, light field generators are able
to also vary the angle of the emitted light rays. Their optical setup re-
lies either on the concept of holography, stacked transmissive masks,
grating technologies, or microlens arrays. This last technique forms
the basis of the light field generator introduced in this thesis. The
optical setup of the introduced light field generator is described in
Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 covers its calibration. The developed pro-
totype is described in Section 3.3 and results of experiments evalu-
ating its calibration are presented in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 closes
the chapter with a summary.

3.1 Optical setup

The proposed light field generator is based on a combination of a
high-resolution two-dimensional display, i.e., a spatially program-
mable light source, and a microlens array. The microlens array is
aligned parallel to the display at a distance equal to that of the micro-
lenses’ focal length fML. By this means, a collimated beam of light,
i.e., a bundle of light rays propagating parallel to each other, is emit-
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...

...
...

...

Display Microlens
array

Collimated
light beams

Figure 3.1: Basic concept of the light field generator based on a microlens
array. The light emitted by the display’s pixels is transformed
into collimated light beams by the lenses of the microlens array
(example optical paths in red, green and blue). To simplify mat-
ters, the pixels are treated as point light sources.

ted if a display pixel located under the respective microlens is turned
on (see Fig. 3.1). Hence, the spatial resolution of this light field gen-
erator is reduced to the resolution of the microlens array. The colli-
mated beam originates from every microlens located inside the angle
of emission of the activated pixel. The angle α of an emitted colli-
mated light bundle depends on the focal length fML and on the dis-
tance δα of the active pixel to the optical axis of the corresponding
microlens (for an illustration, see Fig. 3.2):

tan(α) =
δα
fML

. (3.1)
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Display Microlens Collimated
light beam

{

Figure 3.2: Geometric relations between the microlenses’ focal length fML,
the relative position δα of the active pixel, and the angle α of the
corresponding collimated light beam.

Important parameters of a light field generator are

• the spatial resolution, i.e., the numbers MML and NML of spa-
tial elements (lenses) in the horizontal, respectively, the vertical
direction, and their respective pitches sh and sv,

• the total ranges of possible angles θt and ϕt of emitted colli-
mated light beams in the horizontal, respectively, vertical di-
rection, and

• the angular resolution, i.e., the numbers Ah and Av of indepen-
dent emission angles in the horizontal, respectively, vertical di-
rection, and their respective pitches θ∆ and ϕ∆.

The spatial resolution MML and NML is given by the number of
microlenses in the horizontal, respectively, the vertical direction. The
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3 Light field illumination

Display Microlens

Figure 3.3: The total possible vertical emission angle ϕt and the vertical
angular pitch ϕ∆ of a light field generator.

pitches sh and sv between the centers of the microlenses in the hori-
zontal, respectively, vertical direction, is determined by the geomet-
ric layout of the microlens array. The total range of possible emission
angles θt and ϕt depends on the microlenses’ focal length fML and
on their diameter dML. As illustrated in Fig. 3.3, these angles1 can be
calculated by means of the triangle defined by fML, dML and ϕt via

tan
(ϕt

2

)
=
dML

2
· 1

fML
⇔ ϕt = 2 · tan−1

(
dML

2
· 1

fML

)
, (3.2)

with tan−1 denoting the inverse tangent function. The angular reso-
lution is given by the number of display pixels under one microlens,
i.e., by

Ah =
dML

eh
, Av =

dML

ev
, (3.3)

1 Here, the case of circular or square lenses is considered, hence θt = ϕt.
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with eh and ev denoting the horizontal, respectively, vertical sizes of
the pixel elements of the display. The angular pitches θ∆ and ϕ∆ can
be estimated via

θ∆ ≈
θt

Ah
, ϕ∆ ≈

ϕt

Av
. (3.4)

As indicated by the symbol ≈, these equations are only approxima-
tions, due to the non-linear nature of the tangent function (the angu-
lar pitches decrease slightly with increasing distance of the emitting
pixel from the optical axis of the considered microlens). Indeed, for
the dimensions involved in the case of a light field generator, the er-
rors introduced by these approximations can be neglected.

3.2 Calibration

The purpose of a light field generator is to emit L(x, y, θ, ϕ), a user-
defined light field.2 The (x, y)-coordinates are relating to the plane
of the light field generator where rays contained in L will originate
from. Given a light field L, the introduced light field generator has
to determine which pixels of its display to turn on in order to emit a
light field that matches L as well as possible. Hence, a calibration of
the device is required, which yields a function

fLF : (x, y, θ, ϕ) 7→ u , (3.5)

mapping a requested ray (x, y, θ, ϕ), for which L(x, y, θ, ϕ) > 0, to a
pixel u = (u, v)ᵀ, u ∈ [1, . . . , U ] , v ∈ [1, . . . , V ] of the display of the
light field generator whose corresponding collimated light bundle

2 In the scope of this thesis, the dependence of the light field on the wavelengths λ
of the contained rays is omitted. If the display employed in the light field generator
supports emitting different spectra, λ can be added as an additional parameter to the
definition of L.
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3 Light field illumination

provides the best possible approximation of this ray. In the calibra-
tion procedure, for each microlens the central pixel ũ, i.e., the pixel
corresponding to a light bundle propagating parallel to the optical
axis of the corresponding microlens, is determined. To emit a re-
quested ray bundle (x, y, θ, ϕ), the central pixel ũ(x,y) of the micro-
lens corresponding to (x, y) is selected first. Then, the emission angle
(θ, ϕ) is translated into the pixel offset ∆u(θ,ϕ) with respect to ũ(x,y)

by calculating the corresponding spatial displacement on the plane
of the display via Eq. (3.1). By this means, fLF can be evaluated:

fLF(x, y, θ, ϕ) = ũ(x,y) + ∆u(θ,ϕ) . (3.6)

Determination of central pixels A calibration setup is arranged
consisting of the light field generator, an industrial monochrome
camera equipped with a telecentric lens, and an image processing
computer. The optical axes of the microlenses of the light field gen-
erator and of the telecentric lens are matched as closely as possible.
Due to the telecentric lens, the camera will only capture those light
bundles emitted by the light field generator that propagate parallel to
the optical axis. As explained before, light bundles directed parallel
to the optical axis are generated if the central pixel under a microlens
is turned on. By means of two binary coded illumination series, the
set L of all display pixels representing central pixels can be efficiently
determined as it is explained in the following.

To acquire the set L of central pixels, the light field generator dis-
plays illumination patterns that successively encode the coordinates
of the respective pixels. The first series encodes the horizontal u-
coordinate and the second series encodes the vertical v-coordinate.
In every illumination step, one bit of the coordinate of every pixel is
encoded and transmitted to the receiving camera. Algorithm 3.1 lists
the corresponding pseudocode.
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3.2 Calibration

Algorithm 3.1: Acquisition of the set L of central pixels of a light field gen-
erator by means of a coded illumination series.

function ACQUIRECENTRALPIXELS(camera, LFGenerator)
g0(m)← camera.acquireImage()
L ← ∅
ghor(m)← emptyImage(M,N)

gver(m)← emptyImage(M,N)

for i ∈ [1, . . . , dlog2(U)e] do
U ← {u ∈ [1, . . . , U ] : bin(u)i = 1}
V ← [1, . . . , V ]

LFGenerator.turnOnPixels(U × V)
g(m)← camera.acquireImage() − g0(m)

bin(ghor(m))i =

1 if g(m) > t,

0 otherwise

end for
for i ∈ [1, . . . , dlog2(V )e] do
U ← [1, . . . , U ]

V ← {v ∈ [1, . . . , V ] : bin(v)i = 1}
LFGenerator.turnOnPixels(U × V)
g(m)← camera.acquireImage() − g0(m)

bin(gver(m))i =

1 if g(m) > t,

0 otherwise

end for
L = {(ghor(m), gver(m))

ᵀ
,m ∈ [1, . . . ,M ]× [1, . . . , N ]}

return L
end function

This approach uses the binary representation of the u- and v-coordi-
nates of the pixels of the light field generator. In this context, bin(u)i

refers to the i-th bit of the binary representation of u beginning at the
most significant bit. Initially, a reference image g0(m), m = (m,n)ᵀ is
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3 Light field illumination

acquired while the light field generator LFGenerator is not emitting
any light, in order to capture the influence of the surroundings. Two
empty images ghor(m) and gver(m) of size M × N , which is the size
of the images captured by the employed camera, are allocated. They
will store the decoded positions of the light field generator’s pixels
received by the camera.

The first for-loop implements the acquisition of the u-coordinates.
In iteration i, all pixels with bin(u)i = 1 are turned on and the camera
captures an image from which g0(m) is subtracted in order to remove
the influence of any background illumination sources. If the resulting
g(m) is greater than a threshold t, this is an indication that a pixel of
the light field generator, with its horizontal coordinate having the i-
th bit set to one, has been imaged to the camera pixel m. Hence, the
corresponding bit bin(ghor(m))i of the result image for the horizontal
coordinate can be set to one—otherwise it is set to zero.

Similarly, the v-coordinates are acquired by means of a second
for-loop. The images ghor(m) and gver(m) now contain the u- and
v-coordinates of the pixels of the light field generator that have been
imaged to the camera pixel m. They are now combined into the
sought set of central pixels L. The presented algorithm has a com-
plexity3 of O(dlog2(U)e+ dlog2(V )e).

To assign the found central pixels to the individual microlenses,
the image region of the light field generator in the image captured by
the telecentric camera is divided into square cells of the same size as
the microlenses. Because the grid periods of the microlens array and
the display pixels are not necessarily integer multiples, it is possible
that there are several or zero central pixels for some microlenses as
it is illustrated by Fig. 3.4. In the case of multiple brightest central

3 A short description of the so-called Big O notation for expressing computational com-
plexities is given in Appendix A.1.
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3.3 Light field generator prototype

pixels, one of them is chosen at random. If there is no center pixel,
queries of fLF(x, y, θ, ϕ) regarding the affected microlenses are dis-
carded.

Section of the camera image
 of the microlens array

No central pixel
for this microlens

Grid cells

Figure 3.4: The grid of square cells into which the image of the light field
generator is divided. The image shows a section of 3 × 3 micro-
lenses for which the determined central pixels are turned on.
Since not all of the central pixels are located directly under the
center of their corresponding microlens, the microlenses appear
with different brightnesses or are even completely black (upper
left microlens).

3.3 Light field generator prototype

For an initial prototype, the Sony Xperia Z5 Premium smartphone
was chosen as the display device because of its high spatial resolu-
tion of 2160 × 3840 pixels. It has been combined with a 100 × 100

microlens array with fML = 3000 µm and dML = 645 µm manufac-
tured by Fraunhofer-IOF (Germany). The result has a spatial resolu-
tion of 100 × 100, with a vertical and horizontal pitch of sh = sv =

650 µm, total ranges of possible angles of θt = ϕt ≈ 12.27◦, angular
resolution of Ah = Av = 10 and corresponding angular pitches of
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Figure 3.5: Photograph of the prototype of the light field generator emit-
ting the inverse field used in the experiments presented in Sec-
tion 7.2.2.3. The microlens array is held by mechanical mounts
with a distance of fML to the plane of the display. By means of
the rod at the bottom, the light field generator can be mounted
on an optical bench to conduct experiments.

θ∆ = ϕ∆ ≈ 1.23◦, since approximately 10 × 10 display pixels fit un-
der one microlens.4 Figure 3.5 shows a photograph of the prototype
emitting a light field for the experiments with the inverse light field
illumination method (see Section 7.2.2).

For controlling the light field generator, a suitable app (short for
application) has been developed and installed on the Android pow-
ered smartphone. To allow an efficient and platform independent
communication with the device, a network protocol based on TCP
(transmission control protocol) has been formulated for transferring

4 According to the technical specifications of the Sony Xperia Z5 Premium, about 20×
20 display pixels should fit under one microlens. However, the full resolution of the
device is only available under certain circumstances since it employs a sophisticated
approach for multiplexing the red, green or blue sub-pixels of adjacent pixels.
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WLAN

USB 3.0

T
C
P

A
P
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Light field generatorClient device

Figure 3.6: Communication concept for controlling the developed light field
generator. Via a network protocol, a client device can transmit
the requested light field to the app controlling the display of the
light field generator.

a set of pixel coordinates corresponding to the requested light field
from a client device to the light field generator. The communication
concept is illustrated by Fig. 3.6. Since the employed smartphone
can be connected to other devices via WLAN (wireless local area net-
work) or USB 3.0 (universal serial bus), the light field generator can
be easily integrated into an experiment.

3.4 Experiments

The developed prototype has been calibrated according to the cali-
bration procedure described in Section 3.2. To validate the calibra-
tion method, images have been acquired with a telecentric camera
for different requested light fields.5 Figure 3.7 shows the resulting
camera images. The top left-hand image shows the camera image

5 More details about the used components are provided in Appendix A.3.
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Requested 0°, captured at 0° Requested 0°, captured at 1°

Requested 6.15°, captured at 6° Requested 0°, captured at 11°

Figure 3.7: Results of the experiments performed after the calibration of the
prototype of the light field generator. All images share the same
intensity range.
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resulting when a light field is requested, where all microlenses are
supposed to emit rays parallel to their optical axis, i.e., when those
pixels of the light field generator are turned on, which have been de-
termined in the calibration procedure. This corresponds to emission
angles of (θ, ϕ) = (0◦, 0◦). Many of the microlenses appear bright as
expected. The dark gaps are caused by microlenses where no central
pixel could be determined.

The top right-hand image resulted when requesting the same light
field but rotating the light field generator by 1◦ around its vertical
axis. As can be seen, there are no light rays directed parallel to the
optical axis of the telecentric camera. This supports the theoretically
determined horizontal angular pitch of θ∆ ≈ 1.23◦.

For the bottom left-hand image, the horizontal u-coordinate of the
previously displayed pixels of the light field generator have been in-
creased by 5. This corresponds to emission angles of

(θ, ϕ) = (0◦ + 5θ∆, 0
◦) = (6.15◦, 0◦) . (3.7)

The shown image has been acquired for a rotation angle of about 6◦

around the vertical axis of the light field generator. Since approxi-
mately as many microlenses appear bright as for the first image, this
result also supports the chosen parametrization of the light field gen-
erator and the presented calibration procedure.

The bottom right-hand image corresponds to emission angles of
(θ, ϕ) = (0◦, 0◦) and to a rotation of the light field generator by
approximately 11◦ around its vertical axis. Although these emis-
sion angles were not requested, corresponding light rays are emit-
ted. This observation can be explained with the phenomenon of so-
called crosstalk-effects. Since the space between the microlenses is not
opaque, display pixels can also lead to collimated light beams origi-
nating from adjacent microlenses with angles larger than (θt, ϕt).
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This drawback could be mitigated by mounting a grid of opaque
walls between the display and the microlens array. By this means,
a microlens could only be illuminated by the pixels inside its projec-
tion on the display plane.

3.5 Summary

This chapter introduced an optical setup for the realization of a fully
programmable light field generator. By joining a microlens array
with a high-resolution two-dimensional display, light beams with in-
dividual spatial origins and propagation directions can be emitted.
Furthermore, a calibration procedure has been formulated, which al-
lows obtaining the display pixel corresponding to the spatial location
and emission angle of a desired light beam.

An initial prototype based on a high-resolution smartphone dis-
play and a 100 × 100 microlens array has been built. An application
and a network protocol have been developed, that allow an efficient
and flexible communication with the device to control the light field
generator. Performed experiments proved that the presented concept
is basically suitable for realizing a light field generator and that the
calibration can be conducted according to the introduced procedure.
The current prototype still has some limitations as not all emission di-
rections are possible due to the discrete grid structure of the display
pixels and the microlens array. However, this issue can be resolved
by manufacturing a microlens array that better fits to the employed
display. Furthermore, the effect of crosstalk could be mitigated by in-
serting opaque walls separating the groups of pixels corresponding
to individual microlenses.
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4 Light field acquisition

Light field images can be acquired with several approaches. As
pointed out in the introduction, light fields should contain enough
information to test transparent objects for both absorbing and scat-
tering material defects. For the acquisition of light fields, this chap-
ter introduces light field cameras in Section 4.2, methods based on
schlieren imaging in Section 4.3, and the concept of laser deflection
scanners in Section 4.4. In the context of the visual inspection of
transparent objects, the obtained light fields are sometimes referred
to as light deflection maps, indicating a collimated illumination of the
test objects. The concept of light deflection maps is introduced in
Section 4.1. Besides these light deflection maps, also light transport
matrices can be acquired and processed, as they also contain infor-
mation about the direction of propagation of the light. Section 4.5
presents a method for the acquisition of light transport matrices. The
data acquired by the different approaches described in the following
sections is processed by the processing methods presented in Chap-
ter 6.

4.1 Light deflection maps

Light deflection maps contain spatially resolved information about
the angular distribution of the propagation directions of collimated
light rays after being transmitted through the measurement field,
e.g., a transparent test object. Figure 4.1 illustrates the principle con-
cept of the acquisition of light deflection maps and Fig. 4.2 shows
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real light deflection maps of a cylindrical lens acquired with a laser
deflection scanner.

A light deflection map (from now on called a deflection map) is a four-
dimensional structure

a(m, j), m = (m,n)ᵀ, j = (j, k)ᵀ , (4.1)

(m,n) ∈ Ωs = {1, 2, . . . ,M} × {1, 2, . . . , N} ⊂ Z2 (4.2)

(j, k) ∈ Ωa = {1, 2, . . . , J} × {1, 2, . . . ,K} ⊂ Z2 , (4.3)

composed of two discrete spatial coordinates (m,n)ᵀ and two dis-
crete angular coordinates (j, k)ᵀ with a spatial domain of Ωs and an
angular domain of Ωa. Figure 4.3 illustrates the structural concept
of a deflection map. The spatial coordinates result from the spatial
sampling performed by the acquisition device. The angular coor-
dinates contain the two-dimensional deflection angles of the colli-
mated light rays after being transmitted through the measurement
field. Since all presented sensors have a discrete detector structure,
both m and j are discrete quantities. For many applications, the em-
ployed sensors yield square deflection distributions, i.e., J = K. The
transformation of the light field L(x, y, θ, ϕ) exiting the test object to
the corresponding deflection map a(m, j) can also involve non-linear
operations (e.g., the tangent of the deflection angle). In addition, de-
pending on the acquisition method, the deflection maps can have a
slightly different interpretation. For a light field camera, the spatial
sampling positions are linked to the object point where the light rays
exit the test object and not to the lateral positions of the light rays
inside the collimated beam as shown in Fig. 4.1. Further details will
be pointed out in the corresponding sections.
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...

Collimated illumination

Spatial
sampling
positions

Propagation directions
of transmitted light bundles

Corresponding deflection maps:

Low High

Figure 4.1: Visualization of the acquisition of light deflection maps. The test
object, a plano-convex lens, is illuminated with parallel light
bundles. Each light bundle represents an individual spatial
sampling position. The light deflection maps show the angu-
lar distribution of the light bundles’ directions of propagation
in pseudo-colors after being transmitted through the test ob-
ject. The blue rays are refracted at the test object’s surface, which
is why the corresponding deflection maps have comparatively
concentrated peaks. The green ray is scattered in multiple di-
rections by a scattering material defect, resulting in a deflection
map with a broader intensity distribution instead of a distinct
peak.
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Defect-free

Enclosed air bubble

Large surface defect

Low High

Figure 4.2: Example deflection maps of a cylindrical lens. For defect-free
regions of the test object, the peaks (oblong shaped due to the
cylindrical lens) are concentrated and their positions correspond
to the deflections caused by the slope of the test object’s surface
(first row). An enclosed air bubble scatters the incident light
and leads to a broad distribution of the deflection directions
(second row, third image). A larger surface defect leads to the
corresponding peak being noticeably shifted with respect to its
intended position (third row, second image).
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Spatial arrangement of deflection distribution 
ata deflection map 

Angular component

Figure 4.3: Concept of a deflection map: For every spatial position m sam-
pled by the acquisition device, the deflection map a(m, j) con-
tains the two-dimensional distribution of the captured deflection
angles, with the coordinate j corresponding to the angular com-
ponent.

4.2 Camera-based light field imaging

In contrast to conventional cameras, light field cameras also capture
the direction of the incident light rays and by this means they acquire
a four-dimensional section of the incident light field. Since their basic
optical setup is based on that of conventional cameras, the following
paragraph will provide an introduction to the basic thin lens camera.

Thin lens camera The thin lens camera model allows describing
the image formation process for an optical system consisting of an
image sensor and a lens (system) for which the assumptions of geo-
metric optics apply. Figure 4.4 shows the principle of the optical
setup of a thin lens camera. In general, three different coordinate
systems are used when describing the image formation of a camera
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system: the world coordinate system (xw, yw, zw), which is located in
the observed scene, the camera coordinate system (xc, yc, zc), which
is attached to the camera1, and the image coordinate system (xb, yb)

located in the sensor plane. Since discriminating between the world
coordinate system and the camera coordinate system is of no spe-
cial importance for the following content, it is assumed that they
both coincide and only the camera coordinate system is used. Points
of the observed scene are called object points and are denoted by
pc =

(
pc
x, p

c
y, p

c
z

)
. The lens is characterized by its focal length f and

by its diameter d. The distance from the sensor to the lens is referred
to as the image distance and is denoted by b. Light bundles diverg-
ing from the observed scene are transformed into converging light
bundles by the lens. If the object point pc from which the light bun-
dle originates is located in the plane of focus of the system, the bun-
dle converges on the sensor plane at the image point pb = (pb

x, p
b
y),

leading to a sharp image of the object point. This coordinate trans-
formation is called a central projection [Hec17]. The correspondence
between an object point pc and its corresponding image point pb can
be geometrically determined by means of the so-called principal ray
and the parallel rays as illustrated in Fig. 4.4: the dotted green line rep-
resents the principal ray connecting pc and pb and running through
the center of the lens. The parallel rays (dotted red lines) run parallel
to the optical axis on one side of the lens and cross the optical axis on
the other side of the lens at its focal point, i.e., at a distance of f from
the lens. The principal ray intersects with the parallel rays at pc and
pb. The plane of focus is located parallel to the (xc, yc)-plane of the
camera coordinate system, at a distance of g. The relation between g,

1 As a commonly used convention, the camera’s line of sight is assumed to coincide
with the z-axis zc of the camera coordinate system.
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Plane of focusLens

Image side Object side

Sensor

Optical
axis

Figure 4.4: The optical principle of the thin lens camera model. An object
point pc is focused on the sensor plane at the image point pb.
From the light bundle diverging from pc, the lens captures the
section drawn in blue. The dotted red lines are the parallel rays
and the dotted green line is the principal ray. The zc-axis origi-
nates at the intersection of the optical axis and the lens. The xb-
axis originates at the intersection of the optical axis and the sen-
sor plane and the xc-axis originates at the intersection of the yc-
axis and the zc-axis. Both the xb-axis and the xc-axis are aligned
perpendicularly to the drawing plane and point upwards.

the lens’s focal length f , and the image distance b, is given by the
so-called thin lens formula [Hec17]:

1

f
=

1

g
+

1

b
. (4.4)

The relation between the real height of the imaged object in the scene
to the height of its image on the sensor is called the magnification

V =
|pb
y |
|pc
y|

(4.5)
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of the optical system. The thin lens formula can be derived by means
of the intercept theorem [Agr08]. As depicted in Fig. 4.4, all light rays
of the captured light bundle (blue cone) converge on the sensor at pb

and contribute to the measured electrical signal. For a constant light
intensity, the measured signal and therefore also the signal-to-noise
ratio increase for a larger lens diameter dL since this increases the
captured light bundle.2

Acquisition of deflection angles Besides making it possible to ob-
tain a point to point imaging of an observed scene, a lens also allows
acquiring information about the light’s direction of propagation in
terms of the angles through which the light rays are deflected with
respect to the optical axis of the lens. Figure 4.4 shows that the light
rays intersect the focal plane of the lens on the image side at distances
to the optical axis that are related to the directions of propagation of
the rays on the object side. When imaging an object point at optical
infinity, i.e., at a distance g � f , the light rays captured by the lens
form a so-called collimated light bundle, i.e., they propagate approxi-
mately parallel to each other. Therefore, these rays intersect on the
image-side focal plane of the lens. As is illustrated by Fig. 4.5, the
distance δα between the intersection of the ray bundle and the op-
tical axis can be determined by means of straightforward geometric
considerations. Since the focal length f , the angle α by which the
collimated light bundle is tilted with respect to the optical axis, and
the sought distance δα define a right triangle, it follows that

δα = f · tan (α) . (4.6)

2 A larger lens diameter (and a shorter focal length) also decreases the depth of field,
i.e., how far the imaged object can be moved away from the plane of focus without
leading to a blurred image. Further information can be found in [Bey15].
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Figure 4.5: Transformation of angular information about the propagation
direction of light into spatial information by a lens. An incident
collimated light bundle tilted by α with respect to the optical
axis is imaged to a point with a distance δα to the optical axis.

The signs of the coordinates of the intersection with the focal plane
are determined by the orientation of the collimated light bundle.

Hence, a lens transforms angular information about the direction
of propagation of the light on its object side to spatial information
on the focal plane on its image side, and vice versa. By placing a
sensor in the focal plane on the image side of the lens, information
about the angular distribution of the direction of propagation of the
captured light can be acquired. However, any spatial information is
lost and has to be obtained by other means. Sampling the intensity
distribution on the focal plane is a key principle in the field of light
field imaging, which is used by most of the optical setups described
in the following sections for the acquisition of light fields.
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4.2.1 Light field camera

Based on the model of the thin lens camera, the concept of a light field
camera can now be explained. Figure 4.6 shows the principle of the
optical setup of a light field camera. In such a camera, a section of the
four-dimensional light field L(x, y, θ, ϕ) is spatially multiplexed on a
two-dimensional sensor. To this end, a microlens array, i.e., a two-
dimensional grid of small lenses, is positioned at the image plane of
the main lens, i.e., at a distance of bL, where the sensor is usually
mounted in a conventional camera (cf. Fig. 4.4). The sensor is placed
behind the microlens array at a distance bML of the focal length fML

of the microlens array, hence bML = fML. A divergent ray bundle
originating from a point on the plane of focus in the observed scene
is transformed by the main lens into a ray bundle that converges on
the plane of the microlenses. The converging light rays are split up
by the corresponding microlens and reach different pixels of the sen-
sor, depending on their direction of propagation in the scene. This
setup is a realization of the principle of measuring angular informa-
tion at the image-side focal plane of a lens, as introduced before (see
p. 64). All pixels which correspond to a certain microlens, i.e., which
are located inside the projected area of the microlens on the sensor,
observe the same object point, but from different directions. Ideally,
the rays split up by one microlens cover the whole corresponding
sensor area but do not lead to crosstalk, i.e., they do not reach the
sensor area of neighboring microlenses. This is the case provided

dML

bML
=
dL

bL
, (4.7)

with dML denoting the diameter of one microlens, and dL denoting
that of the main lens [Ng05]. Since the sensor is located in the focal
plane of the microlenses, this part of the optical system is focused
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Figure 4.6: Principle of the optical setup of a light field camera. The main
lens realizes a sharp optical image of the object point pc onto
the plane of the microlens array. The microlens array images the
plane of the main lens onto the sensor plane. Hence, the blue
pixel observes only the blue section of the whole light bundle
(drawn in red) and the green pixel observes only the green sec-
tion. All the pixels of the top microlens observe the same object
point, but from different directions.

at optical infinity. As the distance bL between the microlenses and
the main lens is very large compared to fML, the microlenses yield
a sharp image of the plane of the main lens on the image sensor.
Consequently, every pixel under one microlens observes a section of
this plane, i.e., a sub-aperture, and integrates all the light rays with
the corresponding propagation directions (e.g., the green and blue
cones in Fig. 4.6).

A common way to parametrize the captured light field L′ is as
L′
(
xML, yML, xL, yL

)
with pairs of points

(
xML, yML

)ᵀ
,
(
xL, yL

)ᵀ lo-
cated on the plane of the microlens array, respectively, on the plane
of the main lens. Another parametrization, which is closely linked
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to the introduced deflection maps, is given by L′(m,n, j, k), with
(m,n)ᵀ representing a microlens (in the m-th row and the n-th col-
umn) and (j, k)ᵀ addressing one of the pixels under the respective
microlens (cf. Fig. 4.3). In order to obtain a deflection map of a
transparent test object as introduced in Section 4.1 with such a light
field camera, the object has to be illuminated with a collimated light
beam. However, the captured L′(m,n, j, k) cannot be directly used
as a deflection map, since the directions of propagation represented
by a relative pixel position (j, k)ᵀ under a microlens differ across
the microlens array, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. In order to mitigate
this problem, the introduced optical setup of a light field camera
can be extended to a 4f -light field camera, which is introduced in
Section 4.2.2. Due to these limitations of a conventional light field
camera, all the light field experiments described in Section 6.1.3.1
based on light field camera images use simulated light field images
acquired with a model of the 4f -light field camera.

4.2.2 4f -light field camera

By adding a second lens to the optical setup of the light field cam-
era described above, a so-called 4f -light field camera can be realized.
Figure 4.8 shows the corresponding optical concept. Similar to the
conventional light field camera, the image sensor is placed in the fo-
cal plane of the microlens array. The first lens is positioned at a dis-
tance equal to its focal length fL1 from the microlens array and has
a distance of fL1 + fL2 from the second lens with focal length fL2.
Hence, the two lenses share a common focal plane. The plane of fo-
cus resides at another focal length fL2 away from the second lens. In
total, the plane of focus is at a distance of 2 · fL1 + 2 · fL2 from the
microlens array, i.e., to the image plane, which is why the setup is
called a 4f -light field camera. By means of this optical configuration,
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Figure 4.7: At the two object points pc and p′c, the incident light rays (blue
and red) are deflected upwards by the angle α with respect to
a line parallel to the optical axis. Although both rays have the
same deflection angle, they hit the sensor with different dis-
placements δα 6= δ′α with respect to the projected center of the
corresponding microlenses.

all light rays that are deflected by the same angle α in the measure-
ment field will reach the image sensor with the same spatial offset δα
with respect to the projected center of the corresponding microlens.
Therefore, any displacement δ on the sensor can be unambiguously
mapped to a deflection angle. By illuminating a transparent test ob-
ject with collimated light from one side and by observing its other
side with such a 4f -light field camera, deflection maps as introduced
in Section 4.1 can be acquired.

The advantage of the 4f -light field camera of providing a mapping
of angular to spatial deflection information that is independent of
the spatial position of the deflection event in the measurement field
comes at the disadvantage that the lateral size of the measurement
field is reduced to the diameter of the second lens, similar to telecen-
tric lenses.
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Figure 4.8: Principle of the optical setup of the 4f -light field camera for the
acquisition of deflection maps. Similar to a standard light field
camera, the image sensor is placed in the focal plane of a micro-
lens array. The microlenses reside in the focal plane of the first
lens (with focal length fL1), which shares its focal plane on the
right-hand side with a second lens (with focal length fL2). The
plane of focus is at a distance of fL2 from the second lens. If two
incident rays (red and green) of a collimated illumination are de-
flected by an angle α at the plane of focus, they reach the image
sensor with the same displacement of δα = δ′α with respect to
the projected center of the corresponding microlenses.

The 4f -light field camera has been realized as a plugin for the Mit-
suba rendering framework that is described in Chapter 5. With this
plugin, experiments can be performed by simulating deflection maps
of transparent objects and by processing them with the processing
methods described in Section 6. The results of the experiments will
be presented in Section 6.1.3.1. Figure 4.9 shows a simulated exam-
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Contours of 
microlenses

Figure 4.9: Example section of a light field image. The main image is an
inverted (bright pixels correspond to low light intensity on the
sensor and dark pixels correspond to high light intensity) gray
value inspection image of a double-convex lens obtained with a
simulated 4f -light field camera under collimated illumination.
The regular dot-like pattern (also magnified in the upper rectan-
gle) is caused by the fact that only the central pixels under every
microlens have received incident light, since the collimated il-
luminating light rays have not been deflected. The two dashed
red circles indicate defective regions of the test object affected by
enclosed air bubbles.

ple of a light field image of a transparent test object obtained with a
4f -light field camera.
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4.3 Schlieren light field imaging

The concept of schlieren imaging, which was introduced by August
Toepler in 1864, can also be employed to capture the direction of light
rays transmitted through transparent material [Set01]. The original
schlieren setup is described in Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2 explains
a modified implementation of the concept, the schlieren deflectome-
ter.

4.3.1 Original schlieren imaging

Figure 4.10 illustrates the concept of the original schlieren method. A
collimated light source illuminates the test object from one side. The
object’s other side is focused on and observed by a specially modi-
fied camera based on the thin lens model described in Section 4.2.
In the schlieren setup, a so-called schlieren stop (often also called a
knife edge) is positioned at the image side focal plane of the imag-
ing lens. As mentioned before (see Eq. (4.6) on p. 64), a lens trans-
forms the angle by which a light ray gets deflected with respect to
the optical axis into a spatial displacement on the image side focal
plane of the imaging lens. The schlieren stop acts as a filter that lets
only those rays pass whose direction of propagation in the measure-
ment field corresponds to displacements on the focal plane not cov-
ered by the schlieren stop. By this means, images can be acquired
that are formed only by rays with defined propagation directions.
Hence, the schlieren setup can also be used to obtain deflection maps
for transparent objects. By placing a transparent test object at the
plane of focus inside the measurement field and by capturing images
for different configurations of the schlieren stop, the object’s deflec-
tion map can successively be acquired. A computationally config-
urable schlieren stop can be realized using a spatial light modulator,
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Figure 4.10: Principle of the optical setup of the original schlieren imag-
ing. The measurement field is illuminated with a collimated
light beam, which can be realized, e.g., by placing a point light
source in the focal plane of a lens. Deflections inside the meas-
urement field, e.g., at the object point pc, cause the affected
rays to cross the focal plane of the observing lens with a spatial
displacement corresponding to the deflection angle. Depend-
ing on the extent of the deflection, the rays can get blocked by
the schlieren stop (red light bundle). By this means, the image
observed by the sensor is formed only by rays with deflection
angles not blocked by the schlieren stop (green light bundle).

e.g., with a digital micromirror device (DMD) or with a transmissive
(LCD) or reflective (LCoS3) liquid crystal display [Mey14]. However,
depending on the size of the controllable elements of the spatial light
modulator, diffraction effects can lead to severe artifacts, which have
to be coped with.

Such schlieren setups are mainly used to visualize differences in
refractive index distributions, e.g., in gas flows or fluids. Figure 4.11
shows examples of images visualizing the gas flow of a cigarette
lighter.

3 Liquid crystal on silicon.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11: Examples of images visualizing the gas flow out of a cigarette
lighter (black object on the right) obtained with an original
schlieren imaging setup: (a) laminar gas flow; (b) turbulent
gas flow.
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4.3.2 Schlieren deflectometer

Another concept to obtain deflection maps of transparent test objects
based on the principle of schlieren imaging is the so-called schlieren
deflectometer [Sud13; Sud15]. Figure 4.12 shows the corresponding
optical setup. For the schlieren deflectometer, the roles of the illu-
mination component and the imaging component are swapped from
those of the original schlieren setup. Here, the test object is observed
with a telecentric camera which lets only those rays contribute to the
acquired image that propagate parallel to the optical axis inside the
measurement field. Furthermore, the test object is not illuminated
with a single collimated light beam oriented parallel to the optical
axis, but with several collimated light beams tilted with respect to
the optical axis in a time-sequential manner. This illumination is real-
ized by placing a two-dimensional programmable light source, e.g.,
a computer display, in the focal plane of a lens. A collimated light
beam tilted by an angle of α with respect to the optical axis can be
emitted by turning on the pixel of the display having a distance of
δα = fL · tan(α) from the optical axis, with fL denoting the focal
length of the collimating lens. If a ray of the illuminating collimated
light bundle is deflected so that it propagates parallel to the optical
axis, it passes the camera’s telecentric stop, which leads to a high in-
tensity on the image sensor. Any pixel of the acquired image having
a high gray value indicates that in the plane of focus in the measure-
ment field an illuminating light bundle has been transformed into a
light bundle propagating parallel to the optical axis. By acquiring a
series of images for multiple tilted collimated light beams, i.e., for
different pixels of the light source with varying distances δα from the
optical axis turned on sequentially, a deflection map of a transparent
test object can be obtained. Each single image corresponds to a two-
dimensional (j, k)-slice through the deflection map a(m,n, j, k). In
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Figure 4.12: Principle of the optical setup of a schlieren deflectometer. A 2D
programmable area light source is placed in the focal plane of
a lens to realize a tiltable collimated illumination. A telecentric
camera system observes the measurement field. If an illuminat-
ing light ray is deflected, e.g., at point pc, so that it propagates
parallel to the optical axis, it passes the camera’s telecentric
stop and contributes to the acquired image.

contrast to the original definition of the deflection maps given in Sec-
tion 4.1 assuming the test object to be illuminated with a collimated
light beam parallel to the optical axis and to be observed by a sensor
sensitive to the direction of propagation, the schlieren deflectometer
illuminates the test object with collimated light beams of multiple di-
rections and captures only light bundles parallel to the optical axis.
In other words, the roles of the illuminating and capturing compo-
nents are interchanged, leading to an inversion of the direction of
the light transport according to the Helmholtz reciprocity principle
[Hap93].

If only a single pixel is turned on simultaneously, a technical reali-
zation with a display can result in a weak illumination and hence in
a reduced signal-to-noise ratio. This can be improved by multiplex-
ing multiple pixels according to certain patterns for the acquisition of
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each image and by computationally demultiplexing them afterwards
to obtain the images corresponding to each single illumination pixel.
For example, so-called Hadamard codes provide suitable multiplexing
schemes, since they rely on binary patterns where the pixels are ei-
ther completely turned on or off [Sch07]. Figure 4.13 shows images
of a deflection map of a double-convex lens acquired with a schlieren
deflectometer.

4.4 Light field imaging based on a laser scanner

The described camera-based systems for acquiring deflection maps
all share the disadvantages of a comparatively small measurement
field and a reduced depth of field. Laser scanner systems can miti-
gate these drawbacks by performing a time-sequential sampling of
the measurement field with collimated laser beams. Section 4.4.1
introduces a laser scanner system suitable for capturing deflection
maps of transparent objects and Section 4.4.2 shows how the optical
setup can be extended by means of a position sensitive detector.

4.4.1 Laser deflection scanner

Figure 4.14 shows the principle of the optical setup of a laser deflec-
tion scanner. The system consists of two main components: an emit-
ter and a receiver. The emitter illuminates the measurement field
with parallel laser beams in a time-sequential manner, i.e., one laser
beam at a time, realizing a successive sampling of the measurement
field. This can be optically realized, e.g., by a laser beam source that
shines on a rotating polygonal mirror wheel which is positioned at
the focal point of a lens or a parabolic mirror.

The receiving component consists of a lens or a parabolic mirror
having a two-dimensional detector array placed in its focal plane.
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Figure 4.13: Examples of images of the acquisition of a deflection map of
a double-convex lens by means of a schlieren deflectometer.
The top image shows the summation of the images over all
illumination angles used. The other nine images show sections
of the acquired deflection map for selected illumination angles.
The angular coordinates (5, 5)ᵀ correspond to undeflected rays.
The red marking highlights the borders of the test object.
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Figure 4.14: Principle of the optical setup of a laser deflection scanner. An
emitter illuminates the measurement field with laser beams
parallel to the optical axis in a time-sequential manner. Laser
beams reaching the receiver with a direction of incidence paral-
lel to the optical axis will hit the center of the two-dimensional
detector array (green ray). Beams that are deflected by an an-
gle α in the measurement field, e.g., at point pc, hit the detector
array with a spatial displacement of δα = fL · tan(α) with re-
spect to the center of the detector array (red ray). In this way,
two-dimensional deflection distributions are captured for each
position of the laser beam.

Again, the principle of transforming angular information about the
direction of propagation of the light into a spatial displacement is
employed here. If a laser beam is deflected in the measurement field
by an angle α with respect to the optical axis, it will hit the two-
dimensional detector array at a distance of δα = fL · tan(α) from
the optical axis. Light bundles propagating parallel to the optical
axis through the measurement field, i.e., without being deflected, are
directed to the center of the detector array.
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The emitter and the receiver are synchronized, so that the electrical
signals generated by the detector array can be read for every single
laser beam shifted in parallel. By this means, a complete deflection
map of a transparent test object can be captured. Since the detectors
of commercially available laser scanners can achieve readout rates in
the MHz range, short acquisition periods can be realized. Figure 4.15
shows images of a deflection map of a washing machine door glass
acquired using a laser deflection scanner.

4.4.2 Combination with a position sensitive detector

The sensor component of the introduced laser deflection scanner can
be extended or even replaced by a so-called position sensitive detector
(PSD). Figure 4.16 shows the corresponding optical setup.

A PSD has a two-dimensional photosensitive sensor area that al-
lows measuring the 2D-position of an incident light spot. If the in-
cident light is not shaped like a spot, the PSD yields the center of
gravity of the incident light pattern, i.e., a sum of the single positions
of the pattern weighted with the respective intensity. Via a beam
splitter, the intensity distribution incident on the 2D detector array
can be mirrored to the PSD-sensor. By this means, the PSD-signal
yields the mean deflection direction w(m) = (wx(m), wy(m))

ᵀ of the
current measurement point in x- and y-direction.

The information obtained with a PSD (the center of gravity of the
incident light pattern) is less than with the general laser deflection
sensor (the full deflection map). However, for the detection of some
defects, the PSD coordinates can be sufficient, as will be shown in
Section 6.2. This can be advantageous, since it requires much less
time to transfer and process the PSD coordinates than it does with
the intensities recorded by the detector array of the standard laser
deflection scanner.
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Figure 4.15: Example images of the acquisition of a deflection map of a
washing machine door glass by means of a laser deflection
scanner. The top image shows the summation of the images
of all captured deflection angles. The other nine images show
sections of the acquired deflection map for all 3 × 3 deflection
angles supported by the laser scanner. The angular coordinates
(2, 2)ᵀ correspond to undeflected rays. The red marking high-
lights the borders of the test object.
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Figure 4.16: Extension of the laser deflection scanner by a position sensi-
tive detector (PSD). The original optical setup (cf. Fig. 4.14) is
extended by a beam splitter and a PSD inside the receiver com-
ponent. Incident light rays hit the 2D detector array and the
PSD with the same spatial displacements that depend on the
corresponding deflection angle in the measurement field.

4.5 Light transport matrices

Light transport matrices are another concept for describing the light
transport of a scene, they can also contain information about the
light’s direction of propagation. For a scene with Q light sources and
S sensor elements, the light transport matrix T ∈ RS×Q holds the
contributions of every light source to every pixel. The element Tm,n
represents the contribution of light source n to detector element m.

Light transport matrices can be acquired in various ways, as was
described in Section 2.1.6. Figure 4.17 shows an optical setup to
obtain light transport matrices, suitable for the visual inspection
of transparent objects. A spatially programmable two-dimensional
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Figure 4.17: Principle of the optical setup for the acquisition of light trans-
port matrices for the visual inspection of transparent objects.
A telecentric camera is focused on the plane of interest in the
measurement field. A spatially programmable light source il-
luminates the measurement field from the other side. Depend-
ing on the objects inside the measurement field, the signal of a
pixel inside the camera can be influenced by illuminating light
rays that either propagate straightly towards the camera (green
ray), by light rays whose direction is changed due to refraction
or reflection (blue ray) or even by multiple illuminating light
rays that are scattered towards the camera, e.g., due to a scat-
tering material defect (red rays). Indeed, light rays can also be
absorbed or reflected outside of the optical system so that they
do not reach the camera at all (orange ray, absorbed).

light source, e.g., a display device, illuminates the test object from
one side. The object’s other side is observed by a telecentric camera
system. A naive way to acquire the scene’s light transport matrix is to
capture a series of images while sequentially turning on every single
pixel of the display. Every image of the series represents a column
of the matrix T. However, this acquisition strategy has a poor light
efficiency, as mentioned before (see Section 4.3.2). Again, employing
a series of multiplexed illumination patterns and performing a com-
putational demultiplexing can lead to an improved light efficiency.
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By means of the methods described in Section 6.4, the acquired light
transport matrix can be processed in order to reveal scattering ma-
terial defects inside the test object.

If no test object is placed inside the measurement field, the rays
of sight of the camera will propagate straight to the light source. In
this case, depending on the relative sizes of the camera’s detector el-
ements, the pixels of the spatially programmable light source, and
the magnification of the camera’s lens system, only one or some ad-
jacent pixels of the light source will contribute to a single detector
element of the camera. Hence, the rows of the light transport matrix
will have only a few spatially adjacent non-zero elements. This is
also the case for completely defect-free transparent test objects, since
they only change the direction of propagation of the transmitted light
rays, but do not cause any scattering that would lead to more light
source pixels contributing to single detector elements.

When considering state-of-the-art cameras with up to 20 million
detectors and state-of-the-art spatially programmable light sources
with over 1 million pixels (e.g., a computer display), the concept of
light transport matrices becomes impractical due to the issues of ac-
quisition time and computer memory. The light transport matrix
for these parameters would have 20 · 106 · 1 · 106 = 20 · 1012 el-
ements, requiring an acquisition time of over nine hours (assuming
a camera frame rate of 30 frames per second) and computer memory
of 20 terabytes (assuming 8-bit quantization). However, the light
transport matrices of scenes such as those shown in Fig. 4.17 with
transparent test objects are usually sparse, i.e., most of the elements
of T are equal to zero. Therefore, T can be reconstructed out of a
markedly reduced number of acquired images by means of methods
following the approach of compressive sensing [Pee09]. Depending
on the visual inspection application, illumination patterns with a far
lower resolution can be sufficient, which enables a brute force ac-
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quisition in a reasonable time and with limited computer memory.
Section 6.4.2 describes conducted experiments where simulated light
transport matrices have been processed in order to visualize material
defects inside transparent test objects.

4.6 Summary

This section has introduced various optical setups for the acquisi-
tion of light field images, as well as those for the acquisition of light
deflection maps, assuming the investigated test object to be illumi-
nated with collimated light. Based on the thin lens camera model,
the concept of imaging with a lens and of sensing deflection angles
in the focal plane of the lens has been explained. The latter principle
is used by most optical setups for capturing light fields. As an exten-
sion to common light field cameras, a 4f -light field camera setup has
been described, which enables a sensitivity to deflection angles that
is laterally constant over the whole measurement field.

Furthermore, the principle of schlieren imaging has been explained.
Related optical setups rely on applying spatial filters to the focal
plane of a lens in order to obtain images formed only by light bun-
dles with selected propagation directions. Based on the schlieren
principle, the schlieren deflectometer has been described. In this
setup, a deflection map of the test object is obtained by observing
it with a telecentric camera and by time-sequentially illuminating it
with collimated light beams that are tilted by different angles with
respect to the optical axis.

The introduced deflection laser scanners illuminate the test object
with parallel laser beams in a time-sequential manner and capture
the direction of the transmitted rays by means of a sensor placed in
the focal plane of a parabolic mirror. As the sensing component cap-
tures two-dimensional angular information and the emitted parallel
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laser performs a spatial sampling of the test object, four-dimensional
deflection maps are obtained. In addition, the basic optical setup of
these deflection laser scanners can be extended by a position sensi-
tive detector. For these sensors, only the coordinates of the mean
deflection direction have to be transferred and processed, which in-
creases the potential inspection speed but simultaneously decreases
the available amount of information. However, the PSD signals are
sufficient for some inspection tasks.

As a further approach to obtain light field related information
about transparent test objects, the concept and acquisition of light
transport matrices have been introduced. Light transport matrices
store the contributions of an inspection scene’s light sources to every
pixel of the observing camera. If the test object is illuminated by a
spatially programmable light source and the transmitted light is ob-
served by a telecentric camera, the resulting light transport matrix
can be processed to visualize material defects (see Section 6.4).
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As mentioned in Chapter 1, designing a conventional machine vi-
sion setup suitable for automated visual inspection can be a tedious
task that involves many iterations until the desired performance is
reached. To reduce the costs of continuously manually adjusting sys-
tem parameters (e.g., the sensor or illumination placement), simu-
lation software can be employed to computationally synthesize cam-
era images or sensor signals of a digitally represented machine vision
system. The simulation environment is required to produce as physi-
cally realistic images as possible. The Mitsuba renderer [Jak10] is a
photorealistic renderer in the style of the famous Physically Based Ren-
derer (PBRT) [Pha16], which can be extended by customized add ons,
so-called plugins. This allows novel sensor concepts or light sources
to be added to Mitsuba.

Many of the concepts introduced in this thesis have been simu-
lated using Mitsuba before building a physical prototype to validate
the ideas. Several different plugins have been developed to enhance
the set of sensors, light sources and simulation capabilities of Mit-
suba. In Section 5.1, this chapter provides a short introduction to the
Mitsuba renderer by outlining its fundamental structure. Section 5.2
describes the developed plugins and Section 5.3 closes the chapter
with a summary.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the fundamental framework components of Mit-
suba.

5.1 Rendering framework

The Mitsuba renderer consists of five main components whose inter-
action is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Every scene that should be ren-
dered with Mitsuba consists of at least a sensor component, such
as a camera, and a light emitter. Further objects can be composed
out of so-called shapes or they can be added by means of their CAD
model1. To synthesize the sought camera image, a classical ray trac-
ing algorithm is employed: The renderer component generates two-
dimensional continuous sensor samples pb according to a certain
sampling strategy and, if requested by the sensor plugin, additional
aperture samples pa and passes them to the sensor plugin. For exam-
ple, an aperture sample is needed by plugins modeling conventional
cameras (e.g., the thin lens camera model, cf. p. 61), where every pixel
integrates incident light rays coming from multiple directions. The
sensor calculates the ray of sight corresponding to the received spa-
tial sample pb and, if applicable, the aperture sample pa according
to its sensor model. Rays of sight are defined as tuples (o,d) of a

1 Here, the term CAD (computer aided design) model refers to a three-dimensional
triangle mesh representing the object of interest.
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point of origin o and the direction of propagation d. The ray of sight
is passed back to the renderer, which starts tracing the ray through
the modeled scene. The ray might hit the surface of an object, get
absorbed, reflected or refracted and might receive new directions of
propagation. The tracing is continued until no further intersection
happens (i.e., the ray directs into empty space), a fixed number of
intersections is exceeded or a light source has been reached. In the
latter case, the reached light source component is queried for its ra-
diance R with respect to the current ray of sight.2 The renderer prop-
agates the received radiance R back along the whole optical path of
the traced ray by taking all optical effects that occur along the way
and the reflectance characteristics of all involved surfaces into ac-
count. The resulting radiance R′ and the current sensor sample pb

are passed to the film component which successively aggregates the
received radiances and it finally creates the output image.

5.2 Introduced rendering framework components

The Mitsuba framework already contains plugins for modeling sev-
eral sensors, light sources, and so on. Since the main target applica-
tion of Mitsuba is to create photorealistic images of natural scenes,
it is missing some components that are relevant for simulating ma-
chine vision setups. The following sections describe the plugins that
are contributed to the Mitsuba framework by this thesis and that al-
low to simulate many machine vision setups, even such employing
light field methods.

2 For the scope of this thesis, the light’s wavelength λ is neglected in the rendering
process. The Mitsuba framework could also handle multiple radiances corresponding
to different spectral bands.
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5.2.1 Sensor plugins

A Mitsuba sensor plugin has to provide a function that calculates the
parameters of the ray of sight (o,d) corresponding to a pixel sample
pb = (pb

x, p
b
y)ᵀ and—if required—an aperture sample pa = (pa

x, p
a
y)ᵀ.

In the following, the introduced sensor plugins are described and the
steps needed for determining the rays of sight corresponding to the
individual sensor models are presented.

5.2.1.1 4f -light field camera

The optical setup of the 4f -light field camera has been introduced in
Section 4.2.2. The sensor is placed in the focal plane of an array of
rectangular microlenses which is located in the focal plane of a first
lens with focal length fL1. The focal plane of the other side of this
lens coincides with the focal plane of a second lens with focal length
fL2. The resulting plane of focus in the object space is located in the
object side focal plane of the second lens.

The calculation of the ray of sight corresponding to a sensor sam-
ple pb and an aperture sample pa involves several steps for this sen-
sor model. Figure 5.2 illustrates the calculation of the ray of sight.
If not stated differently, all involved points are two-dimensional and
their position along the optical axis will be specified accordingly. As
a first step, the intersection pf of the ray of sight and all rays of the
collimated ray bundle captured by the microlens corresponding to
pb with the common focal plane of lens 1 and lens 2 is determined.
This intersection results from calculating the slope of the principal
ray (dashed green line) of the microlens and by following a ray with
that slope for a distance of fL1 beginning from the center of lens 1:

pf =
fL1

fML
·
(
cML − pb

)
, (5.1)
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Lens 2 Plane of
focus

Common
focal plane

Lens 1Microlens
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Image
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Figure 5.2: Calculation of the ray of sight for the 4f -light field camera sen-
sor plugin. The solid blue line shows the optical path of the ray
of sight corresponding to the sensor sample pb and the aperture
sample pa. The dashed blue lines denote the whole light bundle
that is captured by the microlens and the dashed green line rep-
resents the principal ray of the microlens. The dashed red arrow
illustrates how the direction d of the ray of sight is obtained.

with cML denoting the center of the corresponding microlens on the
plane of the microlens array. The intersection pL1 of the optical path
of the ray of sight with lens 1 can now be obtained via:

pL1 = pa + pf . (5.2)

Calculating the intersection of a ray which starts from pL1 and runs
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through pf with lens 2 yields pL2, that is, the sought intersection of
the optical path of the ray of sight with lens 2:

pL2 = pL1 +
(
pf − pL1

) fL1 + fL2

fL1
. (5.3)

This equation can be simplified by substituting the second occur-
rence of pL1 with Eq. (5.2):

pL2 = pL1 − pa fL1 + fL2

fL1
. (5.4)

The origin o of the sought ray of sight is given by pL2:

o =


ox

oy

oz

 =


pL2
x

pL2
y

0

 . (5.5)

When calculating pL1 and pL2, it has to be evaluated whether or not
the calculated points are still on the active area of the lenses. If this is
not the case, then the calculation of the ray of sight is aborted and a
spectrum with all elements set to zero is passed back to the renderer.
By this means, the effect of vignetting is taken into account.

Since all rays of the whole bundle propagate through pf , which
resembles a point source placed in the focal plane of lens 2, these
rays propagate parallel after being transmitted through lens 2. The
sought direction d is given by a ray originating from pf and running
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through the center of lens 2, that is, by the principal ray of lens 2 with
respect to pf :

d =


dx

dy

dz

 =


−pf

x

−pf
y

fL2

 . (5.6)

The 4f -light field camera plugin is parameterized as follows. The
number of microlenses MML, NML in horizontal and vertical direc-
tion determine the spatial resolution. Specifying the angular reso-
lution Ah, Av and the pitches of the microlenses sh, sv in horizon-
tal and vertical directions also defines the size of the pixels and the
overall size of the image sensor. Additionally, the three focal lengths
fML, fL1, fL2 and the diameters of lens 1 and lens 2 have to be pro-
vided.

5.2.1.2 Light field sensor

The light field sensor plugin represents an abstract plugin that can
be employed to capture the light field at a certain rectangular region
in space. The plugin’s concept is similar to that of a Shack–Hartmann
wavefront sensor [Pla01]. The light field sensor is based on an array
of rectangular microlenses, which is placed in front of the image sen-
sor with a distance of its focal length fML. The calculation of the ray
of sight (o,d) for a sensor sample pb and an aperture sample pa is
illustrated by Figure 5.3. Again, all points are two-dimensional if not
stated differently and their location along the optical axis is specified
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Microlens
array

Image
sensor

Figure 5.3: Illustration of the calculation of a ray of sight for the light field
sensor plugin. The blue arrow denotes the ray of sight corre-
sponding to the sensor sample pb and the aperture sample pa.
The point cML represents the center of the corresponding micro-
lens. The dashed blue lines show the whole light bundle that is
incident on pb and the dashed green line represents the princi-
pal ray which also defines the direction d of the sought ray of
sight.

accordingly. The ray of sight’s origin o can be directly obtained via
the aperture sample:

o =


ox

oy

oz

 =


pa
x

pa
y

0

 . (5.7)

The direction d is given by the principal ray of the corresponding
microlens, which runs through pb and the center cML of the corre-
sponding microlens. The vector (cML − pb) and the focal length fML
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determine the slope of this ray. Hence, the sought direction is calcu-
lated via:

d =


dx

dy

dz

 =


cML
x − pb

x

cML
y − pb

y

fML

 . (5.8)

The captured four-dimensional light field is spatially multiplexed on
the image sensor as illustrated by Figure 5.4. All adjacent sensor pix-
els underneath one microlens correspond to light bundles with the
same origin (i.e., with the same spatial component), but with a dif-
ferent direction of propagation (i.e., a different angular component).

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

Groups of pixels
under one microlens

Figure 5.4: Spatial multiplexing by the light field sensor plugin. The blue
rectangles represent single pixels of the image sensor. The green
rectangles denote groups of pixels belonging to a common
microlens. Inside a group of pixels, every pixel corresponds to
a certain direction of propagation of captured light bundles.

The light field sensor plugin is parameterized as follows. Its spa-
tial resolution MML, NML in horizontal and vertical direction deter-
mines the number of microlenses in the two dimensions. The angu-
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lar resolution Ah, Av denotes the number of pixels under one micro-
lens in horizontal and vertical direction. Together, the spatial resolu-
tion and the angular resolution determine the total resolution M =

MML ·Ah, N = NML ·Av of the image sensor in horizontal and verti-
cal direction. The pitches sh, sv of the microlenses in horizontal and
vertical direction also have to be specified and define the overall size
of the image sensor.

5.2.2 Emitter plugins

In Mitsuba the emitter plugins have to allow for the following func-
tionality: for a given intersection pi of a traced ray of sight with a
light source and the corresponding direction of incidence d, the emit-
ter plugin has to provide a function that calculates the resulting spec-
trum of the emitted light. The following sections describe all intro-
duced emitter plugins and show how the spectra are calculated for a
given query from the renderer.

5.2.2.1 Parallel emitter

The parallel emitter plugin realizes a light source that emits light of
a specified spectrum only into directions approximately parallel to
the surface normal n at the queried intersection pi. Since full paral-
lelism would lead to many traced rays receiving no light from such
an emitter, light is considered to be emitted inside a cone having a
certain angle α with respect to the surface normal. Figure 5.5 illus-
trates the concept of the parallel emitter. The plugin has to be at-
tached to an arbitrary shape (i.e., a geometric object) that provides
the surface information. If the angle between the queried direction
d and the surface normal n is greater than α, a spectrum with all el-
ements set to zero is returned, otherwise, the specified spectrum is
returned.
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Accepted cone
Attached
shape

Figure 5.5: Concept of the parallel emitter plugin: the red arrow denotes
the queried direction d and n represents the surface normal at
the queried surface point pi. Since the angle between d and n is
less than the angle α of the accepted cone, light is emitted in the
queried direction.

5.2.2.2 Spatially programmable area light source

A further plugin allows to simulate a spatially programmable area
light source that consists of single pixels of the same size all emitting
individual spectra. Figure 5.6 illustrates the concept of the plugin.
The spectra can be conveniently defined by the user by providing
an RGB-color image. Other file formats can be employed to support
spectra of higher dimensions. The plugin has to be attached to a
rectangular shape that determines the light source’s overall size, po-
sition and orientation in the simulated scene. The rectangular shape
and the number of pixels of the RGB-image in horizontal and vertical
direction define the size of the emitter’s pixels in the two dimensions.
Similar to the parallel emitter plugin mentioned in the previous sec-
tion, the pixels of this plugin emit light only inside a definable cone
angle α.

5.2.2.3 Light field emitter

The light field emitter plugin resembles the inverse of the light field
sensor plugin described in Section 5.2.1.2. Its optical setup is similar
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Rectangular shape

Accepted cone

Figure 5.6: Concept of the spatially programmable area light source plugin:
similar to the parallel emitter, every pixel of the simulated pro-
grammable area light source emits light inside a definable cone
only. Since in the shown case the queried surface position lies
inside a yellow pixel of the light source, the respective spectrum
is returned to the renderer.

to that of the light field generator introduced in Chapter 3 consisting
of a two-dimensional display placed in the focal plane of an array of
rectangular microlenses. The plugin requires an image file contain-
ing the four-dimensional light field to emit. The light field can be
stored in a spatially multiplexed manner, as illustrated in Figure 5.4.
Additionally, the focal length fML of the microlenses, the angular res-
olution in horizontal and vertical direction and a rectangular shape,
to which the emitter is attached, have to be defined. The angular
resolution, the number of pixels of the provided image file and the
dimensions of the attached shape determine the emitter’s spatial res-
olution and the size of the microlenses in horizontal and vertical di-
rection.
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Microlens arrayDisplay plane

Figure 5.7: Concept of the light field emitter plugin. For a queried intersec-
tion pi and direction d of incidence (solid red line) from the ren-
derer, the corresponding pixel pb of the display is determined.
The dashed red line shows the optical path of the traced ray of
sight after reaching the emitter. The green dashed line represents
the principal ray of the microlens with respect to pb.

For a query from the renderer consisting of the position pi of the in-
tersection on the emitter and the direction d of the incident traced ray
of sight, the plugin has to return the corresponding spectrum from
the image file. Figure 5.7 illustrates the emitter’s concept. The point
pi defines the spatial component, i.e., the hit microlens. To determine
the pixel corresponding to the queried direction d inside the group
of pixels under the determined microlens, the intersection pb of a ray
which starts from the center cML of the microlens in the direction d

with the display plane is calculated. For the found intersection pb,
which consists of continuous coordinates on the display plane, the
RGB-values can be calculated, such as by means of a bilinear inter-
polation of the RGB-values of adjacent pixels of the provided image
file [Bey15].
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The introduced plugin does not take crosstalk into account, that is, if
the angle between a queried direction and the surface of the emitter
is small enough that the pixels under an adjacent microlens would
be reached instead of those of the actually hit microlens, a spectrum
with all elements set to zero is returned.

5.2.3 Simulation of light transport matrices

In Section 4.5, an optical setup for acquiring light transport matrices
of transparent objects has been presented and Section 6.4 will show
suitable methods for processing these matrices to detect scattering
material defects. This section introduces an extension to the Mitsuba
framework that allows to conveniently simulate light transport ma-
trices for virtual scenes containing a spatially programmable light
source. This extension has been employed to simulate the light trans-
port matrices in the experiments shown in Section 6.4.2.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the modifications applied to the Mitsuba
framework (the added components are marked in blue). When-
ever a traced ray of sight is incident to a light source consisting of
multiple pixels, the involved light source plugin may also report a
discrete coordinate u = (u, v)

ᵀ of the light source pixel correspond-
ing to the queried ray of sight. The renderer successively updates
a data structure storing the light transport matrix T by increasing
the entry corresponding to the obtained light source pixel u and the
pixel sample pb. Since for the inspection of transparent objects the
entries of T are equal to zero for most camera pixels, data structures
supporting sparsity (e.g., a sparse two-dimensional array) represent
a suitable choice. Such arrays only require computer memory for
elements with values different from zero.
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Figure 5.8: The modifications applied to the Mitsuba framework (drawn in
blue) to support the simulation of light transport matrices.

5.3 Summary

This section introduced the Mitsuba renderer which allows to simu-
late physically realistic camera images of virtual scenes. After de-
scribing the main components of the rendering framework and their
interaction, several plugins have been presented which have been
added to the framework. Novel sensor plugins have been created: a
plugin modeling the 4f -light field camera introduced in Section 4.2.2
and a light field sensor plugin as it is required by the inverse light
field illumination method explained in Chapter 7. A parallel emit-
ter plugin has been presented for the simulation of collimated light
sources. This plugin has also been extended to simulate spatially
programmable light sources. As a counterpart of the light field sen-
sor, a light field emitter plugin has been introduced allowing to emit
four-dimensional light fields. Furthermore, the Mitsuba framework
has been adequately extended to allow a streamlined simulation of
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light transport matrices. All of the simulated experiments reported
in this thesis have been performed based on the Mitsuba framework
and the introduced components (see Sections 6.1.3.1, 6.4.2 and 7.2.1).
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This chapter presents methods for processing the light fields ac-
quired by means of the acquisition approaches from Section 4. Sec-
tion 6.1 covers the processing of light deflection maps by defining
a spatial gradient for deflection maps and by introducing suitable
distance functions. Section 6.2 introduces methods based on vector
analysis for processing the signals of a position sensitive detector
to reveal larger scattering defects. In Section 6.3, two image fusion
approaches are described, which allow to learn and incorporate in-
formation about the test object to obtain inspection images where
all of the nominal object features are suppressed and only the ma-
terial defects remain visible. Section 6.4 shows how suitable features
can be extracted from a light transport matrix that is acquired from
a transparent test object to make scattering material defects visible.
Section 6.5 closes the chapter with a summary.

6.1 Deflection map gradient

As introduced in Section 4.1, deflection maps represent light fields
that are acquired under certain conditions. Deflection maps can ei-
ther be acquired by illuminating the measurement field with colli-
mated light rays and capturing a four dimensional light field (e.g.,
with the 4f -light field camera or the laser deflection scanner) or by
illuminating the measurement field with multiple collimated light
beams that are tilted by different angles and capturing only those
light rays propagating parallel to the optical axis (e.g., with the
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schlieren deflectometer). The idea of how to process deflection maps
to reveal material defects inside transparent test objects has already
been described in Section 1.2. Spatial discontinuities between ad-
jacent measurement points with respect to the angular distribution
of the captured light’s direction of propagation can be used as an
indicator of material defects or object edges.

In classical image processing of gray value images g(x),x = (x, y)ᵀ,
jump discontinuities of the gray values of adjacent pixels represent
so-called edges—that is, abrupt transitions between high and low
gray values (or vice versa)— which are of high interest for many ap-
plications. Edges are manifested in the image signal by an extremum
in the first derivative. Hence, these edges are commonly detected by
means of the gradient of the gray values:

grad g(x) =

∂g(x)
∂x

∂g(x)
∂y

 . (6.1)

If there is an edge at location x, then ‖grad g(x)‖ will have a high
value. An approximation of the gradient can be obtained by means
of the so-called symmetric difference quotient

grad g(x) ≈

 g(x+1,y)−g(x−1,y)
2

g(x,y+1)−g(x,y−1)
2

 . (6.2)

This idea can be adapted for the case of finding discontinuities in de-
flection maps with respect to the spatial coordinates. However, the
gradient approximation formulated in Eq. (6.2) cannot be directly ap-
plied because the angular components of the deflection map repre-
sent two-dimensional gray value distributions instead of scalar gray
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values, as in the case of a common gray value image g(x). Hence,
Eq. (6.2) is reformulated as

grad f(x) ≈

d{f(x+1,y),f(x−1,y)}
2

d{f(x,y+1),f(x,y−1)}
2

 , (6.3)

with d{·, ·} representing a suitable distance function and f(x) an ar-
bitrary function for which the gradient should be approximated. By
setting f(x) := g(x) and d{k, l} := k − l, the two gradient approxi-
mations Eq. (6.2) and Eq. (6.3) are identical. For the application to a
deflection map a(m, j), Eq. (6.3) turns to

gradm a(m, ·) ≈ 1

2

d{a ((m+ 1, n)ᵀ, ·) , a ((m− 1, n)ᵀ, ·)}

d{a ((m,n+ 1)ᵀ, ·) , a ((m,n− 1)ᵀ, ·)}

 . (6.4)

Here, the distance function d{·, ·} has to process two two-dimensional
intensity distributions, i.e.,

d{a(m1, ·), a(m2, ·)} : (Ωa → Q)2 → R , (6.5)

with Ωa denoting the angular domain and Q the quantized inten-
sity values of the deflection map a(m, j). Since the angular com-
ponents of the deflection maps can be interpreted as distributions
of deflection angles at the respective spatial position, distance func-
tions for comparing two-dimensional histograms represent a promis-
ing choice for the distance function d{·, ·}. Further image processing
and classification algorithms can then be applied to the norm of the
gradient ‖gradm a(m, ·)‖, which represents a scalar value and thus
can be handled as a gray value image.
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As pointed out in the motivation of using light field methods given in
the introduction (see Section 1.2), a suitable distance function should
meet the following criteria:

1. Sensitivity to strong shifts of peaks: It should yield a high
value, if a concentrated peak in the angular component of the
first argument is strongly shifted compared to the angular com-
ponent of the second argument, with the distance value being
proportional to the peak distance.

2. Sensitivity to spreadings of peaks: It should yield a high
value, if there is a concentrated peak in the angular compo-
nent of the first argument and a broad intensity distribution
lacking a distinct peak in the second argument (or vice versa).

3. Sensitivity to intensity differences: It should yield a value that
is proportional to the difference of the overall intensities of the
two arguments.

4. Robustness against small variations: It should yield a low
value if the angular components of the two arguments show
peaks at close deflection angles or similar intensity distribu-
tions in general.

5. Low computational complexity: Its computational complexity
should be low.

The first two of these evaluation criteria are important for the detec-
tion of scattering defects which are mainly manifested in the angular
distribution of the light’s direction of propagation. The third crite-
rion states that the distance function should be sensitive to intensity
differences, so that light absorbing material defects can be made visi-
ble. The fourth criterion certifies that the surface curvature of the test
object, which also leads to small differences of the deflection angles
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of adjacent light bundles, does not result in high distance values that
could be ambiguous with respect to defects. The fifth statement re-
quires the distance function to be efficiently computable, so that the
inspection rates necessary for an industrial production line can be
achieved.

Promising choices of distance functions that have been evaluated
in this thesis are the so-called Earth Mover’s Distance and the so-called
Generalized Cramér-von Mises Distance, which are described in the fol-
lowing two sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. In Section 6.1.3, the two distances
are evaluated in terms of several experiments.

6.1.1 Earth Mover’s Distance

The Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) has its roots in transportation
theory, where a similar concept was introduced in 1781 [Mon81] by
Gaspard Monge. The EMD was first applied in the field of image
processing in 1989 by Peleg et al. [Pel89], who used it to compare
images of different resolutions.

The EMD represents a distance measure between probability den-
sity functions or normalized histograms that is based on the mini-
mum costs for transforming a first histogram h1 into a second his-
togram h2 (or vice versa) by rearranging the probability mass. For-
mally, the EMD between two histograms h1 and h2 with N bins each
can be expressed as the optimization problem:

EMD(h1, h2) := min
γ(k,l)∈M

N∑
k=1

N∑
l=1

γ(k, l) c(k, l) . (6.6)
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Here, c(k, l) denotes the costs of moving one unit probability mass
from bin k of h1 to bin l of h2 and the set

M = {γ(k, l) : γ(k, l) ≥ 0, (6.7)
N∑
l=1

γ(k, l) = h1(k), 1 ≤ k ≤ N,

N∑
k=1

γ(k, l) = h2(l), 1 ≤ l ≤ N}

denotes the valid shifts of amounts of probability mass γ(k, l) from
bin k of h1 to bin l of h2. For one-dimensional histograms, the cost
function c(k, l) may canonically be chosen as the number of bins be-
tween bin k and bin l. However, for two- or higher-dimensional his-
tograms, there are multiple choices for c(·, ·), such as the Euclidean
distance (L2-distance) or the Manhattan distance (L1-distance). De-
pending on the distance function chosen for c(·, ·), the resulting
computational complexity of the EMD can vary notably (see Sec-
tion 6.1.1.1). Figure 6.1 shows an example calculation of the EMD
for two one-dimensional histograms. Since the EMD is defined for
normalized histograms, the deflection distributions contained in the
deflection maps a(m, j) have to be normalized to

ã(m, j) =
a(m, j)∑

j∈Ωa

a(m, j)
, (6.8)

before a gradient based on the EMD can be calculated.

6.1.1.1 Complexity analysis of the Earth Mover’s Distance

The original formulation of the EMD using the Euclidean distance for
c(·, ·) involves solving the optimization problem stated in Eq. (6.6),
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1 2 3 41 2 3 4

Figure 6.1: Illustration of calculating the EMD for two one-dimensional
histograms h1 and h2 with 4 bins. To transform h1 into h2 with
minimum costs, the blue unit mass has to be moved by three
bins, the green, red and black unit masses have to be moved
by one bin each and the white unit mass can remain at its bin.
Hence, this results in EMD(h1, h2) = 3 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 6.

which can be done via linear programming. For deflection map pro-
cessing, the EMD is applied to two-dimensional distributions of de-
flection angles. When assuming a square angular domain of size
|Ωa| = n, the resulting worst-case complexity is in O(n3 log n) for
computing the corresponding linear program as shown in [Rub00].
For good-natured problem instances, the required computation time
can be lower.

When choosing the L1-norm for c(·, ·), the more efficient Tree-EMD
algorithm introduced in [Lin07] can be employed. In this case a lin-
ear program still has to be solved but since the authors achieved to
extensively reduce the number of unknown variables, they could em-
pirically show that the average worst-case computational complexity
is in O(n2).
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6.1.1.2 Discussion of the Earth Mover’s Distance

The following list discusses the EMD with respect to the criteria
stated on p. 106 for a distance function d{·, ·}:

1. Sensitivity to strong shifts of peaks – Criterion met: for two
deflection distributions with distinct peaks, the correspond-
ing probability masses would have to be moved over several
bins resulting in a high EMD. Furthermore, since the EMD is
proportional to the distance between the bins, the distance be-
tween the peaks would also be taken into account.

2. Sensitivity to spreadings of peaks – Criterion met: for a peak-
shaped deflection distribution adjacent to a broad deflection
distribution, the EMD would yield a high value since the prob-
ability mass concentrated in the peak would have to be moved
to many different bins with partially large distances.

3. Sensitivity to intensity differences – Criterion not met: as the
deflection distributions are normalized before being processed
by the EMD, differences in the total intensity between the two
deflection distributions are not taken into account and will not
result in an increased EMD.

4. Robustness against small variations – Criterion met: since the
EMD is sensitive to the distance by which the intensities, i.e.,
the probability masses, have to be moved, two close peaks or
two similar deflection distributions result in a low EMD.

5. Low computational complexity – Criterion partially met: the
high computational complexity of O(n3 log n) of the conven-
tional, L2-based EMD will result in processing times that are
intolerable for most industrial production lines. However, for
light field, particularly deflection map acquisition systems with
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a low angular resolution, the computational complexity ofO(n2)

of the Tree-EMD algorithm can be sufficient.

Although it does not meet all of the listed criteria, the EMD still rep-
resents a suitable distance function due to its interpretability.

6.1.2 Generalized Cramér-von Mises Distance

In different fields, e.g., probability theory or content based image
retrieval systems, applications and algorithms require to compute
a distance measure between two random vectors, respectively, be-
tween their corresponding probability density functions to assess
their similarity [Cha07]. If one of the two random vectors is of
discrete type, then it is a possible way to use the cumulative dis-
tributions of the probability density functions for further process-
ing steps. However, cumulative distributions are only well defined
for one-dimensional random vectors and not for the multivariate
case. In [Han08], Hanebeck et al. introduce the so-called General-
ized Cramér-von Mises Distance (CMD) by extending the existing
Cramér-von Mises Distance by so-called localized cumulative distribu-
tions (LCDs). As will be shown later in this section, the LCD of a
random vector is obtained via a rectangular kernel transform of the
underlying probability density function. A generalized formulation
of the Cramér-von Mises Distance is derived by means of the LCDs
of two random vectors, which can be of continuous or discrete type.
As detailed later, unfortunately the computation of the LCD and the
CMD of two discrete two-dimensional random vectors x,y ∈ Ωa,
as would be the case for processing deflection maps with an angu-
lar domain of |Ωa| = n, would have a computational complexity of
O(n2.5), which might result in processing times that are too high for
industrial inspection applications. However, in Section 6.1.2.2 this
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thesis introduces fastCMD, which is a fast algorithm for computing
the CMD that has a reduced computational complexity of O(n1.5).

Localized cumulative distributions As mentioned previously, the
conventional formulation of cumulative distributions is not well-
defined for the multivariate case. The localized cumulative distri-
butions (LCDs) introduced in [Han08] resolve this issue as follows.
Let x ∈ RN , N ∈ N be a random vector and let f : RN → R+ denote
the corresponding probability density function. The respective LCD
F (x,b) is defined as

F (x,b) := P (|x− x| ≤ b) , (6.9)

F (·, ·) : Ω→ [0, 1] ,

Ω ⊂ RN × RN+ , b ∈ RN+ , (6.10)

with x ≤ y, x,y ∈ RN+ representing a component-wise relation that
holds only if ∀j ∈ [1, . . . , N ] : xj ≤ yj . Via the probability density
function f(x) corresponding to x, the LCD F (x,b) can be calculated
as

F (x,b) =



x+b∫
x−b

f(t)dt , if x continuous,

min{xmax,x+b}∑
t=max{0,x−b}

f(t) , if x discrete,

(6.11)

with xmax denoting the upper limit of the domain of x, max{x},
min{x} denoting element-wise maximum and minimum operators
and 0 = (0, . . . , 0)ᵀ denoting the zero vector. Due to the integration,
respectively, the summation of the probability density function in-
side the boundaries specified by b, the LCD F (x,b) can be imagined
as an integral transform with a rectangular kernel b. In contrast to
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6.1 Deflection map gradient

the conventional formulation of cumulative distributions, the LCD
of a multivariate random vector is unique and well-defined. As for
the application of processing deflection maps especially discrete vari-
ables are concerned, the discrete case of Eq. (6.11) is implicitly con-
sidered from now on.

Generalized Cramér-von Mises Distance Based on the definition
of the LCD, the Generalized Cramér-von Mises Distance can now
be introduced. Let x,y ∈ RN , N ∈ N be two random vectors, let
f(x), h(x) be their corresponding probability density functions and
let F (x,b), H(x,b) denote their LCDs (as defined previously). For
the continuous case, the CMD of f(x) and h(x) is given by:

CMD(f, h) :=

∫
RN

∫
RN

+

(F (x,b)−H(x,b))
2

dbdx . (6.12)

For discrete random vectors, the integrals turn into summations
yielding:

CMD(f, h) =
∑
x∈Ω

bmax∑
b=0

(F (x, (b, . . . , b)ᵀ)−H(x, (b, . . . , b)ᵀ))
2
,

(6.13)
with Ω denoting the domain of the probability density functions and
bmax representing the absolute maximum component value of Ω, i.e.,
the maximum kernel size necessary to capture the whole probability
density functions.

6.1.2.1 Complexity analysis of the naive calculation of the
Generalized Cramér-von Mises Distance

In the following, the computational complexity of the naive calcu-
lation of the CMD is analyzed. As in the context of this thesis, the
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CMD is employed to compare deflection distributions of deflection
maps, the complexity analysis is restricted to two-dimensional de-
flection distributions. The angular domain is assumed to be |Ωa| = n

with equal resolutions in horizontal and vertical direction, resulting
in a maximum kernel size of bmax =

√
n.

As a first step, the complexity of one evaluation of the LCD is de-
rived. Since quadratic kernels are used in the definition of the CMD
in Eq. (6.13) (i.e., the kernel vector b = (b, b)ᵀ contains the same
value b for both dimensions), evaluating the LCD F (x,b) involves
b2 summations. Hence, the complexity of one evaluation of the LCD
is O(b2).

Each iteration of the inner summation of the CMD in Eq. (6.13) also
has a complexity of O(b2) because it involves two LCD evaluations.
Since b is increased from b = 0 to b = bmax =

√
n, the inner summa-

tion of Eq. (6.13) involves a number of

O

√n∑
b=0

b2

 = O
(
n1.5

3
+
n

2
+

√
n

6

)
= O(n1.5) (6.14)

operations according to Faulhaber’s formula [Abr13] and, hence, has
a complexity of O(n1.5). Since these operations are performed n

times by the outer summation of Eq. (6.13), the naive calculation of
the CMD has a total complexity of O(n2.5):

CMD(f, h) =
∑
x∈Ω

bmax∑
b=0

∈O(b2)︷ ︸︸ ︷
(F (x, (b, . . . , b)ᵀ)−H(x, (b, . . . , b)ᵀ))

2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈O(n1.5)︸ ︷︷ ︸

∈O(n2.5)

.

(6.15)
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6.1.2.2 Fast Generalized Cramér-von Mises Distance

This section introduces the fastCMD-algorithm [Mey17a] which ac-
celerates the computation of the discrete CMD by adequately em-
ploying the concept of summed area tables (SATs). After explaining
SATs, this section covers the fastCMD-algorithm and derives its com-
putational complexity.

Summed area tables A SAT is a data structure that is precom-
puted for a two-dimensional input array and allows to obtain the
sum of the array entries inside any arbitrary rectangular region in
constant time [Cro84]. The two-dimensional input array is given by
i(m,n) ∈ R, m ∈ [1, . . . ,M ] , n ∈ [1, . . . , N ]. The corresponding SAT s

is then defined as:

s(m,n) :=


0 if min{m,n} ≤ 1 ,

m∑
mf=1

n∑
nf=1

i(mf , nf) otherwise.
(6.16)

The calculation of the SAT s can be performed in a single sweep over
the input array i by means of the following iterative formulation:

s(m,n) = i(m,n)+ s(m−1, n)+ s(m,n−1)− s(m−1, n−1) . (6.17)

With the help of s, the sum of the array entries of i inside a rectan-
gular region given by m ∈ [mf ,mt], n ∈ [nf , nt] can be obtained with
only three arithmetic operations performed on s:

mt∑
m=mf

nt∑
n=nf

i(m,n) = s(mt, nt)− s(mf − 1, nt) (6.18)

− s(mt, nf − 1) + s(mf − 1, nf − 1) .
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Query rectangle

=

+

Figure 6.2: Using a summed area table for calculating the sum of the array
entries inside the query rectangle m ∈ [mf ,mt], n ∈ [nf , nt] (pur-
ple area): from the red component s(mt, nt), the brown compo-
nent s(mf − 1, nt) and the blue component s(mt, nf − 1) are sub-
tracted. The sum of the green region has now been subtracted
twice, which is compensated by adding s(mf − 1, nf − 1).

The iterative formulation stated in Eq. (6.17) for creating the SAT in-
volves only seven constant time arithmetic operations and four con-
stant time array accesses which have to be performed for each array
element of i, that is, a total of M ·N times. Hence, constructing s has
a computational complexity of O(M ·N). By means of Eq. (6.18), ob-
taining the sum of entries of i in any arbitrary rectangular region has
a complexity of O(1). Figure 6.2 shows an illustration of the scheme
of Eq. (6.18).

FastCMD The main idea of fastCMD lies in accelerating Eq. (6.11),
that is, the calculation of the LCDs by means of summed area tables.
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Algorithm 6.1: The fastCMD-algorithm for calculating the CMD of two
discrete probability density functions f(m), h(m).

fastCMD
(
f(m), h(m)

)
f← generateSummedAreaTable(f(m))
h← generateSummedAreaTable(h(m))
CMD← 0
bmax = max{M,N}
for m = 1, . . . ,M do

for n = 1, . . . , N do
for b = 0, . . . , bmax do

CMD← CMD +
(
fastLCD(f, (m,n)ᵀ, (b, b)ᵀ) −
fastLCD(h, (m,n)ᵀ, (b, b)ᵀ)

)2
end for

end for
end for
return CMD

Since the discrete case of Eq. (6.11) represents a summation over a
rectangular region of a two-dimensional data structure, a summed
area table can be precomputed for f(m) to speed up the evaluation
of F (m,b). The pseudocode for the fastCMD-algorithm is listed in
Algorithm 6.1. The algorithm requires two discrete probability func-
tions f(m), h(m) as input parameters. First, it calculates the SAT data
structures f, h for f(m) and h(m) according to Eq. (6.17). The fol-
lowing two outer for-loops iterate over the domain Ω = [1, . . . ,M ]×
[1, . . . , N ] and the third, inner for-loop iterates over the kernel sizes of
b ∈ [0, . . . , bmax], with bmax = max{M,N}, and updates the calcula-
tion of the CMD. Here, the fastLCD-algorithm listed in Algorithm 6.2
is called and passed the precomputed SATs f, h, the requested posi-
tion (m,n)ᵀ and kernel sizes (b, b)ᵀ. The fastLCD-algorithm evalu-
ates the LCD according to Eq. (6.18).
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Algorithm 6.2: Algorithm for evaluating the localized cumulative distri-
bution F ((m,n)ᵀ, (b, b)ᵀ) of a probability density function
based on its summed area table s at position (m,n)ᵀ with
kernel sizes (b, b)ᵀ.

fastLCD
(
s, (m,n)ᵀ, (b, b)ᵀ

)
mf ← max{0,m− b}
mt ← min{M,m+ b}
nf ← max{0, n− b}
nt ← min{N,n+ b}
return s(mt, nt)− s(mf − 1, nt)− s(mt, nf − 1) + s(mf − 1, nf − 1)

6.1.2.3 Complexity analysis of the fastCMD-algorithm

For the complexity analysis of the fastCMD-algorithm, the applica-
tion of deflection map processing is again considered. Therefore,
the discrete two-dimensional deflection distributions are assumed as
input probability density functions with square-shaped angular do-
mains of |Ωa| = n. The resulting maximum kernel size is bmax =

√
n.

Precomputing the SATs has a complexity ofO(n) because they can
be generated by means of a single sweep over the probability density
functions. The inner loop of the three nested for-loops iteratively up-
dates the calculated CMD by computing the difference between two
evaluations of the fastLCD-algorithm shown in Algorithm 6.2. Since
one evaluation of fastLCD has a constant complexity of O(1), the in-
ner loop of fastCMD also has a complexity of O(1). Since all three
loops run for

√
n iterations each, fastCMD has a total complexity of

O(1 · (
√
n)

3
) = O(n1.5). An empirical comparison of the runtimes

of the fastCMD-algorithm and the direct computation of the CMD is
provided in Appendix A.2.
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6.1.2.4 Discussion of the Generalized Cramér-von Mises
Distance

The following list discusses the suitability of the CMD as a distance
function d{·, ·}with respect to the criteria stated on p. 106.

1. Sensitivity to strong shifts of peaks – Criterion met: for two
deflection distributions with distinct peaks, the two LCDs are
only equal to each other for larger kernel sizes, i.e., b-values.
Hence, all smaller kernels will result in non-zero differences
between the LCD-evaluations of the two deflection distribu-
tions in Eq. (6.13) and, consequently, yield a high CMD. Since
the distance between the two peaks determines the kernel size
from which the two LCDs will be equal, the CMD is also pro-
portional to the peak distance.

2. Sensitivity to spreadings of peaks – Criterion met: if a deflec-
tion distribution with an intensity peak is adjacent to a deflec-
tion distribution with a broad intensity profile, then the result-
ing CMD will be high. This happens because the LCDs for the
peak-shaped distribution will have a jump discontinuity from
low to high as soon as the integration kernel overlaps with the
peak and the LCDs of the second deflection distribution will
increase gradually for increasing kernel sizes as the intensity is
spread over most of the whole angular domain.

3. Sensitivity to intensity differences – Criterion met: although
the CMD has originally been formulated for probability den-
sity functions, it does not require its input arguments to be nor-
malized. Two deflection distributions that are identical except
for a scaling factor (i.e., which have different total intensities)
will result in different LCD-values for each kernel size and will,
therefore, have a non-zero CMD.
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4. Robustness against small variations – Criterion met: for two
deflection distributions with close peaks, the LCDs will only
have different values for few locations and few kernel sizes
and, therefore, the resulting CMD will be low.

5. Low computational complexity – Criterion met: as shown in
Section 6.1.2.2, the CMD can be calculated by means of the
fastCMD-algorithm, which has a complexity of O(n1.5) for an
angular domain of |Ωa| = n.

The Generalized Cramér-von Mises Distance meets all the postulated
criteria and, hence, represents a promising choice for a distance func-
tion d{·, ·}.

6.1.3 Experiments

This section covers the conducted experiments with respect to the
processing of deflection maps. In the performed experiments, most
of the acquisition systems described in Chapter 4 have been used to
capture deflection maps of transparent test objects. Section 6.1.3.1
describes the experiments based on simulated light field images and
Section 6.1.3.2 covers the experiments involving real sensor data. For
the acquired deflection maps, the gradient of Eq. (6.4) has been cal-
culated using both the Earth Mover’s Distance (see Section 6.1.1)
and the Generalized Cramér-von Mises Distance (see Section 6.1.2).
The resulting images show the gradient’s norm ‖gradm a(m, ·)‖ in
pseudo colors. All of the experiments include a comparison to a con-
ventional inspection image of the respective test object. Since all con-
sidered test objects represent uncooperative test objects, a pure bright
field setup has been employed for the comparison because a dark
field setup would have to be individually optimized. For a quanti-
tative evaluation, the peak contrast-to-noise ratio CNR is determined
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based on the resulting inspection images [Des10]. The CNR is calcu-
lated for every considered defect of interest:

CNR =
|s̃− µ̂|
σ̂

, (6.19)

with s̃ denoting the maximum image value of the image region cov-
ered by the defect, µ̂ denoting the mean value and σ̂ the standard
deviation estimated for a defect-free image region near the defect.
The CNR measures to what extent a defect emerges out of the back-
ground noise. According to the so-called Rose criterion [Ros73], a
CNR of at least 5 is required to enable a reliable detection of defects.

6.1.3.1 Simulated experiments

The experiments described in this section are based on simulated
light field images of the 4f -light field camera because no prototype
currently exists of this sensor system. The light field images have
been simulated using the rendering framework Mitsuba, in concert
with the plugins introduced in Chapter 5.

4f -light field camera For the following experiments, a double-
convex glass lens was used as the test object. As stated in the in-
troduction (see Section 1.1.1), such lenses represent uncooperative
test objects. In the simulated scene, the test object has been illumi-
nated with a collimated light bundle from one side and has been
imaged with the 4f -light field camera from its other side, so that de-
flection maps could be acquired. The 4f -light field camera had been
parametrized with a spatial resolution of 555 × 555 and an angular
resolution of 9 × 9 resulting in a sensor with (555 · 9)2 = 24, 950, 025

pixels. For a physical realization, these settings would require a
555× 555 micro-lens array and a 25 mega pixel camera sensor, which
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represent feasible parameters. The test object has been artificially af-
fected by two different material defects. On the one hand, parts of
a small sphere have been removed from the test object’s surface to
represent an incomplete shape. On the other hand, a small sphere
with the refraction index of air has been introduced into the test ob-
ject’s center to simulate an enclosed air bubble. The detection of the
latter defect is especially challenging for conventional inspection sys-
tems. For comparison, images of such a system have been obtained
by simulating a telecentric camera and an area illumination.

Figure 6.3 shows the resulting inspection images. The following
table lists the CNRs calculated according to Eq. (6.19) for the two
defects:

CNR for

Method Shape defect Scattering inclusion

EMD 6.64 4.87

CMD 6.94 6.67

Telecentric camera 136.33 0.22

(The highest CNR of every column is set in bold.)

In the images of all three inspection approaches, the first test ob-
ject can be identified as being free from defects. However, the con-
ventional inspection system yields the clearest image, whereas there
is some intense noise present in the visualizations of the gradient
norms. This noise is caused by rendering artifacts. The shape defect
(i.e., the incomplete test object surface) is made visible by all can-
didates but with most contrast by the conventional imaging system
that achieves a CNR of 136.33. The enclosed air bubble is only re-
vealed by the light field approaches and not by the telecentric cam-
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Figure 6.3: Inspection images of the simulated experiments. The first two
columns show pseudo color visualizations of the norm of the
gradient of the 4f -light field camera’s images by employing the
EMD and the CMD, respectively. The third column shows the
images of the telecentric camera system. The first row corre-
sponds to a defect-free test object and the remaining two rows
correspond to the test objects affected by material defects.
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era system. Due to the scattering nature of this defect, it is mainly
manifested in the distribution of the light’s direction of propagation.
In contrast to the conventional inspection system, the 4f -light field
camera is able to capture this information and the EMD and the CMD
clearly show the resulting discontinuities. With a CNR of 6.67, the
CMD is superior to the EMD with a CNR of 4.87.

The processing1 of the deflection maps took approximately 10.5 s
± 0.2 s for both the EMD and the CMD. One would expect that the
time required for computing the EMD is longer than for the CMD.
Since the Tree-EMD’s complexity ofO(n2) represents the worst-case,
faster computation times are possible.

6.1.3.2 Real experiments

This section describes the experiments performed with real imaging
systems. Prototypes of the schlieren deflectometer and the laser de-
flection scanner have been used to acquire deflection maps of dif-
ferent kinds of test objects. These deflection maps are processed by
computing the gradient from Eq. (6.4) based on the EMD and the
CMD. The resulting gradients are visualized by showing their norm
in pseudo colors. For comparison, all of the inspected test objects
have also been imaged with conventional machine vision compo-
nents.

Glass gob imaged by schlieren deflectometer As mentioned in
the introduction (see Section 1.1.1), cylindrically shaped preforms
made out of glass, so-called gobs, represent important intermediate
products for the glass industry (see Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.3). Due to their
geometry, gobs represent uncooperative test objects. A sample gob
affected by enclosed absorbing particles and enclosed scattering bub-

1 Technical details of the employed computer system are provided in Appendix A.3.
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bles has been used as a test object. A prototype of the schlieren de-
flectometer (see Section 4.3.2) with a spatial resolution of 1210×1210

and an angular resolution of 9 × 9 has been used to acquire deflec-
tion maps of the test object. To evaluate whether the usage of the
EMD and the CMD, which represent rather complex distance func-
tions, is at all necessary, a more simple norm based on the Euclidean
distance has also been employed in the scope of these experiments.
The corresponding distance function is given by

dE{a(m1, ·), a(m2, ·)} =

√∑
j∈Ωa

(a(m1, j)− a(m2, j))
2
. (6.20)

Figure 6.4 shows the resulting inspection images for the performed
experiments. The image regions corresponding to the material de-
fects are highlighted by colored rectangles. The following table lists
the CNRs calculated according to Eq. (6.19) for the three numbered
regions:

CNR for region

Method 1 2 3

EMD 1.88 7.65 3.81

CMD 23.38 15.07 14.28

Euclidean 3.84 5.09 5.41

Conventional bright field 1.83 1.05 0.46

(The highest CNR of every column is set in bold.)

The test object is affected by several absorbing contaminants (high-
lighted in red) and scattering air bubbles (highlighted in blue).
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Figure 6.4: Inspection images for the investigated gob. The results of the
gradient-based approaches are shown in pseudo colors. Some of
the defects are magnified on the corresponding right-hand sides.
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The CMD clearly shows the contained material defects, whereas they
only appear with low contrast or not at all in the image of the EMD.
This is also supported by the calculated CNRs which are lower for
the EMD compared to the CMD. Due to the normalization, the EMD
achieves the lowest CNR for the defect in region 1 since it is not sensi-
tive to absorbing defects which do not cause any scattering. The con-
ventional bright field setup reveals some of the absorbing defects but
still with lower contrast compared to the CMD. The enclosed scatter-
ing air bubbles are revealed best by the CMD. Furthermore, the con-
ventional bright field image is impaired by three large shadow-like
artifacts that are caused by the gob’s complex geometry. In the in-
spection image obtained by employing the Euclidean distance in the
gradient formulation, the defects are only barely or not at all visible
what justifies the usage of complex distance functions.

Acquiring the deflection maps required ca. 3 s and their process-
ing took ca. 61 s ± 1 s for the EMD and 50 s ± 2 s for the CMD.
These high computation times result from the high spatial resolution
in combination with the angular resolution of 9× 9.

Automotive headlamp cover imaged with a laser deflection scan-
ner A prototype of the laser deflection scanner introduced in Sec-
tion 4.4.1 has been employed to acquire deflection maps of an auto-
motive headlamp cover made of transparent plastic. Figure 6.5 shows
photographs of such headlamp covers. As can be seen, test objects
of these types have a very complex geometry and also show many
design features. Hence, these test objects clearly belong to the group
of uncooperative test objects. Important types of material defects
that have to be detected are light absorbing contaminants, scattering
impurities (e.g., air bubbles) and scratches. The spatial resolution
of the employed laser deflection scanner is defined by the length
of its scan line of 1397 pixels. It supports an angular resolution of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: Photographs of two examples of plastic headlamp covers:
(a) mounted in front of the headlamps of an automobile (high-
lighted in blue); (b) the test object used in the experiments.

3 × 3. Figure 6.6 shows the resulting inspection images. Besides
the EMD-based and CMD-based deflection map gradients, a bright
field acquisition of a conventional entocentric camera system is also
shown. The image regions corresponding to the material defects are
highlighted by colored rectangles.
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Figure 6.6: Inspection images for the investigated headlamp cover. Intense
edges and design structures of the test object have been masked
out. The results of the gradient-based approaches are shown in
pseudo colors. Some of the defects are magnified on the right-
hand side.
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The following table lists the CNRs calculated according to Eq. (6.19)
for the three numbered regions:

CNR for region

Method 1 2 3

EMD 12.29 30.73 30.22

CMD 23.04 31.11 40.91

Conventional bright field 4.29 22.86 4.29

(The highest CNR of every column is set in bold.)

The absorbing defects (located in the red rectangles, regions 2 and
3) are made visible by all gradient-based approaches and the lower
right-hand defect in region 2 can slightly be seen in the camera im-
age. The upper left-hand defect in this region absorbs only little
light but leads to some scattering which is why it is revealed by the
gradient-based approaches but not by the bright field setup. These
observations are also supported by the CNRs. The scattering defects,
which are highlighted by the blue rectangles, are clearly visible in the
results of the EMD and the CMD but are barely or not at all visible
in the image of the conventional inspection system. The scattering
defects inside region 1 are revealed with more contrast by the CMD
with a CNR of 23.04 compared to the EMD with a CNR of 12.29 and
one of them is faintly observable in the conventional bright field im-
age.

The current prototype of the laser deflection scanner required ca.
5 s for capturing the deflection maps. The processing took approxi-
mately 10.5 s ± 0.5 s for the EMD and 2.6 s ± 0.2 s for the CMD.
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Washing machine door glass imaged with laser deflection scan-
ner For a further experiment, deflection maps of a washing ma-
chine door glass have been acquired with the same laser deflection
scanner. As can be seen, such objects also represent uncooperative
test objects due to their complex geometry. Especially important ma-
terial defects for these test objects are sharp-edged surface defects
that could damage the laundry inside the washing machine. In ad-
dition to shape defects, the inspected test object is affected by some
light scattering impurities and by scratches.

Figure 6.7 shows the resulting inspection images and the following
table lists the CNRs computed according to Eq. (6.19) for the high-
lighted regions 1, 2 and 3:

CNR for region

Method 1 2 3

EMD 11.59 26.90 34.86

CMD 11.55 41.77 40.41

Conventional bright field 3.76 3.09 3.09

(The highest CNR of every column is set in bold.)

The scratch inside region 1 is clearly imaged by both gradient-based
approaches and leads to nearly the same CNRs for the EMD and the
CMD. The scattering defects shown in region 2 are revealed by the
EMD and the CMD, with the CMD achieving the highest CNR. This
also applies for the important shape defect in region 3. The conven-
tional bright field image does not reveal any of the material defects.

Acquiring the deflection maps required ca. 5 s and their processing
took approximately 7.4 s ± 0.3 s for the EMD and 2.23 s ± 0.05 s for
the CMD.
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Figure 6.7: Inspection images for the investigated washing machine door
glass. The results of the gradient-based approaches are shown in
pseudo colors. Some of the defects are magnified on the corre-
sponding right-hand sides.
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6.1.4 Discussion

The experiments showed that acquiring and processing light de-
flection maps is a suitable approach for inspecting complex-shaped
transparent objects. Whether the schlieren deflectometer or the laser
deflection scanner should be chosen for the acquisition depends on
the size of the test object, the required resolution and the applica-
tion. The CMD revealed nearly all of the investigated defects as well
or better than the EMD. Only for the scratch in the washing ma-
chine door glass (defect in region 1), the EMD achieved a slightly
higher CNR than the CMD. In most cases the computation time of
the CMD has been noticeably below that of the EMD. Regarding the
performed experiments, the CMD outperforms the EMD with re-
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spect to the achieved contrast and the computation time and thus
represents a sensible choice for the distance function d{·, ·}.

In the sense of the criteria stated in Section 1.1.2, the presented
methods are evaluated as follows:

1. Versatility: Based on the deflection maps captured by all three
acquisition setups (4f -light field camera, schlieren deflectome-
ter, laser deflection scanner) both the EMD and the CMD are ca-
pable of making opaque contaminants and scattering material
defects visible.

2. Accuracy: For all performed experiments, the results of the
EMD and the CMD meet the Rose criterion and the achieved
CNRs are an order of magnitude higher than for the conven-
tional method.

3. Speed: An inspection system based on a realization of the 4f -
light field camera would require about 10.5 s for the inspection
of one test object. For the schlieren deflectometer the inspection
time would be approximately 53 s and with the laser deflection
scanner the inspection of one test object would require about
8 s.

4. Adaptability: As long as the whole test object can be imaged
by the employed acquisition device, no special adaptation is
required.

5. Robustness: Variations of the test object’s geometry or its place-
ment in the measurement field alter the captured deflection
distributions. Due to the calculation of the gradient, these vari-
ations are irrelevant. Hence, inspection systems based on the
processing of deflection maps as presented in this section are
robust against such effects.
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Compared to state-of-the-art systems for the visual inspection of
transparent test objects with a complex geometry, the presented meth-
ods are superior with respect to all criteria but the required inspec-
tion time which is slightly longer. However, further revisions of the
presented prototypes might achieve a shorter acquisition time. More
efficient implementations of fastCMD in C++ instead of C# might
yield an additional speed up.

6.2 PSD-signal processing

A laser deflection scanner equipped with a position sensitive detec-
tor (PSD) also yields the mean deflection direction w(m) = (wx(m),

wy(m))ᵀ for every measurement position m. Material defects that
lead to distant peaks in the deflection distribution of adjacent object
points (cf. Fig. 1.5, transition from ray 4 to ray 5) also lead to large dif-
ferences regarding their mean deflection direction. These differences
can be spatially determined by first computing the Jacobian Jw(m)

of w(m) and then calculating its Frobenius norm ‖Jw(m)‖F. The
Jacobian Jw(m) contains the partial derivatives of the mean deflec-
tion direction w(m) and its Frobenius norm ‖Jw(m)‖F yields scalar
values that indicate the mentioned type of defect.

The Jacobian Jw(m) can be estimated by applying an edge detec-
tion operator, e.g., the Sobel operator [Bey15], in m- and n-direction
to wx(m) and wy(m):

Jw(m) =

∂wx(m)
∂m

∂wx(m)
∂n

∂wy(m)
∂m

∂wy(m)
∂n

 (6.21)

≈

Sm ∗ ∗wx(m) Sn ∗ ∗wx(m)

Sm ∗ ∗wy(m) Sn ∗ ∗wy(m)

 , (6.22)
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with ∗∗ denoting the two-dimensional convolution operator. The fil-
ter kernels Sm, Sn of the Sobel operator are defined as:

Sm :=


1 0 −1

2 0 −2

1 0 −1

 , Sn :=


−1 −2 −1

0 0 0

1 2 1

 . (6.23)

The Frobenius norm of Jw(m) is calculated via

‖Jw(m)‖F =

(∣∣∣∣∂wx(m)

∂m

∣∣∣∣2 +

∣∣∣∣∂wx(m)

∂n

∣∣∣∣2 + (6.24)

∣∣∣∣∂wy(m)

∂m

∣∣∣∣2 +

∣∣∣∣∂wy(m)

∂n

∣∣∣∣2
) 1

2

(6.25)

and can be further processed as a scalar image.
This approach will not be sensitive to absorbing defects which are

only manifested by a reduced local intensity and not by scattering
effects. This is because only the derivatives of the mean deflection
direction is considered and not the absolute intensity. Furthermore,
scattering defects that lead to a broad distribution of deflection di-
rections (cf. Fig. 1.5, ray 3) will not result in a high Frobenius norm.
The PSD-signal corresponds to the center of gravity of the deflection
distribution of the incident light. If the intensity pattern is symmetric
around the deflection direction corresponding to the defect-free case,
the PSD-signal will be equal to that of the defect-free case and the
defect cannot be revealed. This applies especially to small defects
because they can cause diffraction effects which lead to symmetric
intensity distributions.
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6.2.1 Experiments

By means of the developed prototype of the laser deflection scanner,
the PSD-signals have been captured for the automotive headlamp
cover that has already been used as a test object in the experiments
for the processing of deflection maps (see Section 6.1.3.2). Based
on the PSD-signals, the Jacobain Jw(m) has been estimated and its
Frobenius norm ‖Jw(m)‖F has been calculated. Figure 6.8 shows the
resulting inspection image and also that one obtained with the CMD
(see Section 6.1.2) for comparison. The following table lists the CNRs
calculated according to Eq. (6.19) for the three numbered regions:

CNR for region

Method 1 2 3

CMD 23.04 31.11 40.91

PSD 17.92 24.95 10.19

Conventional bright field 4.29 22.86 4.29

(The highest CNR of every column is set in bold.)

Approximately the lower third of the inspection image resulting
from processing the PSD-signals is affected by artifacts (magenta
region) caused by the limitations of the prototypical implementation
of the PSD in the laser deflection scanner. Because of that, defects lo-
cated in that region cannot be revealed. By employing a PSD with a
larger sensor area and by improving the precision of the positioning
of the device, the artifacts can be avoided. Some of the defects, e.g.,
the upper left scattering defect highlighted by the blue rectangle and
the absorbing defect visible in the magnified region 2 are visible in
the image of the Frobenius norm but with a lower contrast compared
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to the CMD, as it is also stated by the computed CNRs. The remain-
ing scattering defects in the magnified region 1 and the absorbing
defect of the magnified region 3 are only barely revealed by process-
ing the PSD-signals whereas they are shown with high contrast by
the gradient calculation based on the CMD. This is because the corre-
sponding deflection distributions have a broad intensity profile and
cannot be distinguished from a distinct peak by means of the PSD-
signals. Although the CMD performs best, the PSD still achieves
higher CNRs compared to the conventional approach and allows to
detect some of the material defects.

The PSD-signals of this test object could be acquired within only
1.2 s which is noticeably faster than capturing deflection maps. The
mean time required for computing the Jacobian and the Frobenius
norm has been 0.054 s ± 0.0013 s.

6.2.2 Discussion

In the following, the suitability of PSD-signal processing as a vi-
sual inspection system for complex-shaped transparent objects is dis-
cussed with respect to the criteria introduced in Section 1.1.2:

1. Versatility: Absorbing defects that also result in scattering of
incident light as well as scattering defects leading to a shifted
peak in the deflection distribution can be revealed. Defects
which just broaden the deflection distribution cannot be made
visible.

2. Accuracy: For the revealed defects, the achieved CNRs all sat-
isfy the Rose criterion and are higher than those of the conven-
tional bright field image. Hence, a reliable detection of corre-
sponding defects is possible.
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CMD

Frobenius norm of PSD signals
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Figure 6.8: Inspection images of the investigated headlamp cover shown in
pseudo colors. Intense edges and design structures of the test
object have been masked out. Some of the defects are magnified
under the respective inspection image.
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3. Speed: Acquiring and processing the PSD-signals for a trans-
parent object requires approximately 1.26 s.

4. Adaptability: As long as the whole test object can be imaged by
the laser deflection scanner, no special adaptation is required.

5. Robustness: Variations of the test object’s geometry or its place-
ment in the measurement field alter the deflection distribution
and hence the PSD-signals. Due to the calculation of the Jaco-
bian, these variations are mitigated and the inspection system
is robust against such effects.

In the case that the inspection time of the methods based on the pro-
cessing of deflection maps is too high, acquiring and processing PSD-
signals can represent a suitable alternative. The required inspection
time of 1.26 s is superior to the state-of-the-art and many types of
defects can be revealed.

6.3 Signal-to-noise ratio based image fusion

The Purity inspection system presented in the introduction (see Sec-
tion 1.1.3) is also capable of inspecting such transparent test objects
with a complex geometry. However, especially the determination of
a suitable arrangement of the dark field light sources is a tedious task.
By means of time-consuming experiments, experts have to design an
optimal optical setup that renders material defects visible without
producing disturbing reflections from intended design structures of
the test object. This section introduces a visual inspection method
based on image fusion algorithms which optimize an adequately for-
mulated signal-to-noise ratio by exploiting information about the test
object and the inspection system. The required information is auto-
matically learned from images of defect-free objects and objects with
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artificially introduced defects. In the resulting inspection images,
scattering defects are made visible with high contrast and intended
object structures are suppressed. This reduces both the time and ex-
pertise needed for the system design. The images are assumed to be
obtained with an optical setup similar to that of the Purity system,
i.e., a combination of a bright field light source and several dark field
light sources positioned around the test object. Images are captured
while the test object is sequentially illuminated by one light source
at a time resulting in a light field containing images of several dif-
ferent illumination modalities. In contrast to the Purity system, the
dark field light sources require no optimal placement, together they
just have to illuminate the whole volume of the test object. Since the
inspection regarding opaque contaminants is already solved well by
the Purity system and other approaches, the presented methods deal
with revealing scattering material defects by means of the dark field
light sources.

The following Section 6.3.1 describes the image formation proce-
dure and motivates the image fusion approach. Section 6.3.2 explains
how the required information about the test object can be obtained.
Two image fusion strategies are introduced in Section 6.3.3. Sec-
tion 6.3.4 describes the experiments performed to evaluate the pre-
sented methods and Section 6.3.5 closes the topic with a discussion
of the inspection approach.

6.3.1 Image formation

Each of theC light sources illuminates the test object with a light field
Lc, c ∈ [1, . . . , C]. The test object transforms the incident light field
into a modulated light field L′c of which a camera image gc(x), i.e., a
two-dimensional projection, is captured by the telecentric camera (cf.
optical setup of the Purity system shown in Fig. 1.4). The single im-
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ages corresponding to the different light sources can be summarized
in a C-channel image

g(x) = (g1(x), g2(x), . . . , gc(x), . . . , gC(x))ᵀ . (6.26)

Depending on the position and orientation of a light source with re-
spect to the test object and the camera, defects in some regions of the
test object will be revealed, whereas the system will be blind for other
parts of the object as illustrated by Fig. 6.9. Some of the emitted light
rays will cause direct reflections at geometric structures or the surface
of the test object (dotted optical paths in Fig. 6.9). If the reflected rays
reach the camera, the resulting camera image will show bright pixels
at the corresponding positions for defect-free objects as well as for
objects affected by defects at these positions. The inspection system
would be blind at the object positions of the direct reflections con-
cerning this light source and defects located at these positions would
not be found (blue light source in Fig. 6.9a). For another light source
with a different location and orientation, the positions of the reflec-
tions in the camera image would be different but the defect would
still scatter some of the incident light towards the camera so that it
would be revealed (green light source in Fig. 6.9b). If the positions of
the reflections are known for each light source, they can be omitted in
an image fusion process resulting in an image free from reflections. If
additional information about the spatially resolved capability of re-
vealing defects is available for every light source, a weighting could
be applied during the fusion process. Since the geometry of the test
objects can be affected by small variations caused by their production
process, stochastic variations have to be taken into account.

In order to formulate image fusion algorithms that are able to ex-
tract the defects from g(x) while suppressing the reflections, the fol-
lowing approach is pursued. The image formation process is mod-
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Section of test object
with scattering defect

Light
sources

Camera

(a) (b)

Figure 6.9: Influence of the geometry of the test object on the image forma-
tion process. The test object, which is affected by a scattering
defect, is illuminated by two light sources (blue and green) and
is observed by a telecentric camera. (a) The reflection of the light
rays of the blue light source at the test object’s surface are im-
aged at the same image position as the light rays scattered by
the defect, rendering the defect invisible. (b) The reflected light
rays of the green light source miss the camera or are imaged at
another image position as the light rays scattered by the defect
which is why the defect is visible.
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eled as a summation of a wanted signal component s(x) and an un-
wanted noise component n(x):

g(x) = s(x) + n(x) . (6.27)

Image regions showing the defects represent the signal component
and all other image structures, e.g., reflections caused by the surface
of the object or by its intended structures, represent the noise compo-
nent. In order to enhance the signal quality for a noise-affected image
formation process as shown above, a well-known strategy is to max-
imize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [Gon08]. In the field of classical
signal processing, the SNR is usually defined as the quotient

SNR =
P signal

P noise
(6.28)

of the power P signal of the wanted signal component and the power
P noise of the (unwanted) noise component. The SNR can be increased
by emphasizing the signal component and by reducing the influence
of the noise component.

Information about possible material defects can be utilized to in-
crease the signal component. Unfortunately, the set of material de-
fects that might occur is usually unknown a-priori. The factors influ-
encing the noise component are closely linked to the properties of the
test object and the optical components of the inspection system. In-
formation about the test objects and the inspection system, e.g., the
positions of the unwanted reflections caused by each light source,
can provide the necessary information for improving the SNR by
mitigating the noise component. Some information about the signal
component, i.e., the appearance of the defects, may also be acquired.
For this purpose, artificial defects can be incorporated into a test ob-
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ject at different positions in order to spatially measure their response
with respect to different illumination sources.

Since the manual incorporation of such information can be diffi-
cult and time-consuming, a method will be presented which auto-
matically acquires this information based on defect-free test object
samples.

The presented inspection approach is divided into two stages. In
the first step, which is explained in Section 6.3.2, information about
the test object and the inspection system is acquired. The image
fusion algorithms, described in Section 6.3.3, constitute the second
step and use the learned information together with a captured multi-
channel input image of the test object. In the generated output im-
age, defects are made visible with high contrast whereas disturbing
reflections are suppressed.

6.3.2 Acquisition of exploitable information

In order to be able to improve the SNR of the acquired images, ex-
ploitable information about the contained signal component and
noise component have to be obtained. Since the test object is affected
by variations caused by the manufacturing process, both the signal
component s(x) and the noise component n(x) have to be considered
as random vectors:

g(x) = s(x) + n(x) . (6.29)

Information about the signal component s(x) regards the capability
of the system’s channels to reveal material defects. It depends on the
position x, as the single illumination sources do not achieve a homo-
geneous illumination of the whole test object volume in general. As
the noise component contains the influence of the local surface geom-
etry of the test object, it is also a function of the position x. In order to
be able to capture the position-dependent sensitivity and noise com-
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ponent, the image acquisition setup is required to be spatially fixed,
i.e., in the captured images, the test objects always need to have the
same position and orientation.

6.3.2.1 Noise component

The noise component is influenced by many different factors of the
test object’s manufacturing process. By assuming that all these fac-
tors are independent and identically distributed, n(x) can be sup-
posed to be normally distributed according to the central limit theo-
rem [Pap02]. Hence, the mean characteristics of the noise component
can be characterized via the expected values µ(x) for each position x

and each channel. These values can be obtained by capturing images
of a preferably large set of defect-free test objects. For a completely
defect-free test object, it holds,

s(x) ≡ 0 , (6.30)

and thus
g(x) = n(x) . (6.31)

It is usually impossible to obtain a set of test objects of which all
are completely defect-free (and free from dust particles, which can
also cause high signal values in dark field setups). To overcome this
issue, outlier detection methods can be employed or a large set of test
objects can be used. For such a training set Tn of defect-free objects,
the expected values are estimated via

µ̂c(x) =
1

|Tn|
∑
g∈Tn

gc(x) , c = 1, . . . , C . (6.32)

The obtained µ̂(x) = (µ̂1(x), . . . , µ̂C(x))
ᵀ can now be used to judge

the influence of the noise component to an observed signal and
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hence to obtain an optimized inspection image as it is shown in Sec-
tion 6.3.3.

6.3.2.2 Signal component

As stated previously, the inspection system’s sensitivity for defects
can vary between positions x and between channels c. To assess the
sensitivity characteristics, a specially designed test object is required.
In this, so-called signal sample, artificial defects are introduced, e.g.,
small air bubbles can be created inside the test object volume via laser
engravings. As it is not feasible to produce many of such signal sam-
ples, the stochastic variations of s(x) cannot be determined by means
of calculating statistics over a series of test objects. Instead, a spatial
averaging is performed which mitigates the influence of image noise.
By acquiring a c-channel inspection image of the signal sample, an
estimation ŝ(x) of the signal component can now be obtained at the
support positions x ∈ S of the artificial defects and interpolated in
between. Based on ŝ(x), the signal power and the SNR can be esti-
mated as it will be shown in Section 6.3.3.2. The defects should be
arranged on a preferably dense Cartesian grid to ensure an accurate
estimation of ŝ(x).

6.3.3 Image fusion strategies

Based on the acquired information about the signal component s(x)

and the noise component n(x), an inspection image that increases
the SNR specified in Eq. (6.28) is to be generated. Depending on how
much information about the two components is available, different
fusion strategies can be applied.
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6.3.3.1 Noise-based selective channel fusion

If no signal sample is available, exploitable information can only be
acquired regarding the noise component. In such a case, a fusion
strategy has to perform the image fusion using only the knowledge
about the noise component. A simple but effective approach is to
determine the image regions v(x), which are free from disturbing
reflections for each channel of the imaging system, i.e., for which the
estimated mean noise levels µ̂(x) are below a threshold t:

vc(x) =

1, if µ̂c(x) < t

0, otherwise .
(6.33)

The indicator function vc(x) determines for each channel c and each
position x whether the respective information will be used (vc(x) =

1) or discarded (vc(x) = 0) during the fusion process.
The result of the image fusion for an input image g(x) is obtained

via

g′(x) =
1

C∑
c=1

vc(x)

C∑
c=1

gc(x) · vc(x) . (6.34)

For each pixel x, g′(x) is the average of the gray values of those chan-
nels, which are not affected by reflections at the respective position.

The information contained in the contributing channels are all
weighted equally, i.e., they are all considered to be equally mean-
ingful. However, a possibly present material defect might not lead to
increased signal values for all illumination directions. Channels not
showing the defect can lead to a reduced signal level in the result-
ing g′(x) and therefore impede the detection of the defect by further
processing steps.
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6.3.3.2 SNR-based weighted channel fusion

If a signal sample is available as described in Section 6.3.2.2, informa-
tion about the signal component can be acquired in addition to the
noise component in order to improve the image fusion process.

The artificially introduced defects cover several pixels in the image
of the signal sample. The signal power P signal

c (x) of channel c can be
estimated by computing the sum

P signal
c (x) =

1

|Us(x)|
∑

x′∈Us(x)

ŝc(x
′) (6.35)

of the pixel values of ŝ(x) inside a region Us(x) defining a neighbor-
hood around each support position x ∈ S. Similarly, an estimation
of the noise power P noise

c (x) of channel c can be obtained:

P noise
c (x) =

1

|Un(x)|
∑

x′∈Un(x)

µ̂c(x
′) . (6.36)

For each position x, the functions Us(x), respectively, Un(x) provide
sets of coordinates representing circular areas that cover an artificial
defect’s image region, respectively, the region that is employed to
estimate the noise power (see Fig. 6.10 for an illustration). By this
means, the signal-to-noise ratio SNRc(x) can now be calculated for
each channel c and for each support position x ∈ S:

SNRc(x) =
P signal
c (x)

P noise
c (x)

, x ∈ S . (6.37)
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Figure 6.10: Example for the estimation of the power of the signal and the
noise component. The left image shows a section of the 3rd
channel of the estimated signal component ŝ3(x) and the right
image shows the 5th channel of the estimated noise component
µ̂5(x). The blue areas mark the positions of the pixels consid-
ered for the power estimation which are contained in Us(x) and
Un(x), respectively.

To estimate the SNR-values for positions x /∈ S , an interpolation
Interpol{·}-operator (e.g., a bilinear interpolation) has to be applied
to obtain an interpolation ŜNR(x) of SNR(x):

ŜNR(x) = Interpol{SNR(x)} . (6.38)

Accordingly, the SNR-based weighted channel fusion can now be ap-
plied to a c-channel input image g(x):

g′(x) =
1

C∑
c=1

ŜNRc(x) vc(x)

C∑
c=1

gc(x) ŜNRc(x) vc(x) . (6.39)

During the fusion process, the pixels of the input image g(x), which
are not affected by reflections, i.e., for which v(x) = 1, are weighted
with the SNR of the respective channel c and position x. So, the sen-
sitivity of the imaging system for possibly present material defects is
taken into account to improve the fusion result.
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6.3.4 Experiments

Several experiments have been performed to evaluate the described
approaches. Images have been acquired with the Purity inspection
setup as shown in Fig. 1.4. A telecentric camera system is focused
on the test object. Several light sources are arranged in a dark field
constellation. Transparent plastic lenses with a complex geometry
and strong surface shape features were used as the test objects. The
setup has been equipped with C = 20 different dark field light
sources arranged around the test object. An image is captured for
each light source turned on separately, resulting in 20-channel im-
ages for each test object. The whole acquisition took approximately
2 s. Figure 6.11 shows sample images of four channels. Each light
source causes characteristic reflections at the test object’s surface and
at the ripple-structured shape features making the respective posi-
tions blind for defects in the corresponding channels. As described
in Section 6.3.2.1, the image signals caused only by the reflections
and not by material defects are considered as the noise component.
By acquiring the set Tn, |Tn| = 3 of image-series of defect-free test
objects, the mean influence of the noise component µ̂(x) is estimated
according to Eq. (6.32). Thresholding the single channels of µ̂(x) us-
ing Eq. (6.33) yields the indicator function v(x) defining the regions
that can be considered for the image fusion. With the help of the im-
ages of a signal sample (cf. Section 6.3.2.2), an estimation ŝ(x) of the
signal component is obtained. Based on ŝ(x) and µ̂(x), the SNR(x)

is estimated at the support positions x ∈ S of the signal sample and
interpolated to obtain ŜNR(x).

Using the acquired information, the two fusion strategies described
in Section 6.3.3 were applied to three test objects affected by different
material defects. One application of one of the fusion algorithms re-
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Channel 9 Channel 10

Channel 11 Channel 12

Figure 6.11: Examples of single-channel camera images of a defect-free test
object. The images clearly show the strong reflections that are
caused at different positions depending on the corresponding
light source.
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quired 0.664 s ± 0.007 s.2 The following visualizations are shown in
pseudo colors. Figures 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14 show example inspection
images for three test objects. They all show a center section of the test
object, so that the material defects are visible to the reader. The up-
per row shows inspection images as they would be acquired using a
conventional inspection approach. They allow comparing the results
of the fusion strategies. The upper left-hand image corresponds to
a bright field setup using an area light source behind the test object
and the upper right-hand image is a dark field capture where all the
20 illumination sources have been turned on simultaneously and no
fusion strategy has been employed.

The second row shows the images resulting from the noise-based
selective channel fusion strategy described in Section 6.3.3.1 (left-
hand side) and the SNR-based weighted channel fusion strategy in-
troduced in Section 6.3.3.2 (right-hand side). A discussion of the de-
tails of the inspection results and the differences that can be observed
between the strategies follows.

2 Technical details of the employed computer system are provided in Appendix A.3.
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Figure 6.12: Inspection images for test object 1 shown in pseudo colors.
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6.3.4.1 Test object 1

The inspected test object is affected by three major material defects
(see Fig. 6.12, blue and white regions). The following table lists the
CNRs calculated according to Eq. (6.19) for the corresponding re-
gions:

CNR for region

Method 1 2 3

Bright field 23.45 10.12 21.03

All channel dark field 68.24 110.59 120.59

Noise-based selective fusion 61.33 96.89 222.44

SNR-based weighted fusion 282.50 215.00 316.25

(The highest CNR of every column is set in bold.)

In the dark field image using all channels simultaneously the defects
are visible, however, there are also strong reflections caused either
by direct surface reflections of the light sources into the camera (ma-
genta regions) or by light scattering of shape features of the test ob-
ject (green region). These reflections have similar intensity values as
the defects’ images making it hard or even impossible to distinguish
between defects and reflections based on the intensity levels. In the
images resulting from the fusion strategies, the reflections have been
suppressed nearly completely. The reflections in the right part of the
green region are so severe that the fusion strategies nearly completely
discard the respective information, which is the reason why the cor-
responding regions are almost entirely black in the fused images.

The defect located in the white region (defect 3) most likely is an
opaque and absorbing defect, which is why it is also made visible by
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the bright field illumination, although only with low contrast. Two
scratches are present inside the blue regions (defects 1 and 2). Due
to their scattering nature, these defects are revealed best by the dark
field illumination and the two fusion strategies. The defect marked
by the dotted blue region is rather weak, which is why it is only
slightly visible with the noise-selective channel fusion strategy. The
second fusion approach also clearly shows this defect. For defects 1
and 2, the conventional dark field image results in higher CNRs than
the noise-based fusion strategy. This is because the defects are not lo-
cated near one of the surface reflections what would reduce the cor-
responding CNR. The SNR-based weighted channel fusion strategy
yields the highest CNRs for all three defects as expected.

6.3.4.2 Test object 2

The second test object shows multiple material defects (see Fig. 6.13).
The CNRs calculated according to Eq. (6.19) for the corresponding
regions are listed in the following table:

CNR for region

Method 1 2 3

Bright field 8.91 14.04 12.26

All channel dark field 38.43 97.38 1.28

Noise-based selective fusion 221.78 118.33 12.67

SNR-based weighted fusion 419.67 165.36 165.23

(The highest CNR of every column is set in bold.)

Some of the defects are opaque contaminants and are visible in all
inspection images (white regions). Parts of the remaining, scattering
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Figure 6.13: Inspection images for test object 2 shown in pseudo colors.
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defects are located in the ripple-structured area (blue dashed re-
gions). In the conventional dark field setup, this zone is dominated
by reflections caused by the object’s shape features, which is why
these defects are barely visible in the respective image. In contrast,
the images resulting from the two fusion strategies clearly show the
defects as it is also supported by the computed CNRs. Some small
scattering defects are made visible best by the SNR-based weighted
channel fusion strategy (dotted blue region, defect 2). In the respec-
tive region, the estimated ŜNR(x) is comparatively high, resulting
in a high amplification of the corresponding pixels during the fu-
sion process. As for the first test object, the image acquired with the
conventional dark field setup is affected by reflections (magenta and
green regions) which are suppressed by the image fusion methods.

6.3.4.3 Test object 3

Figure 6.14 shows sections of the inspection images of test object 3.
The bright field image shows several absorbing contaminants in or
on the test object. In the upper right-hand corner of the shown sec-
tion (blue region), there are multiple small air bubbles which are en-
closed inside the test object. The following table lists the CNRs cal-
culated according to Eq. (6.19) for this region:

Method CNR for region 1

Bright field 5.16

All channel dark field 29.28

Noise-based selective fusion 17.88

SNR-based weighted fusion 171.29

(The highest CNR is set in bold.)
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Bright field image
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Figure 6.14: Magnified section of the inspection images for test object 3
shown in pseudo colors.

The absorbing structures are made visible by the bright field image
but are not shown by the other inspection images since they cause no
scattering. The enclosed air bubbles are not revealed by the bright
field image because they absorb nearly any light. In the conventional
dark field, these defects are slightly visible, however, only with low
contrast. Furthermore, once again strong reflections (green region)
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caused by the test object’s shape features are present in the dark
field image and compete with the visualization of the contaminants.
The reflections are reduced by both fusion approaches. Neverthe-
less, the air bubbles are not shown in the image corresponding to the
noise-based selective channel fusion. Most likely, only a few of the
20 dark field light sources illuminated the inclusions in a direction
leading to scattering events observable by the camera. As the aver-
aging performed by the noise-selective channel fusion strategy treats
all noise-unaffected channels equally, the information about the in-
clusions was reduced to the background intensity level. In contrast,
the SNR-based weighted channel fusion utilizes the additional in-
formation gained from the signal sample and is able to assign more
weight to channels showing a more intense response to defects in
the respective region of the test object. Hence, the small inclusions
can be clearly seen in the inspection image resulting from the SNR-
based weighted channel fusion strategy. As expected, the highest
CNR is achieved by the SNR-based weighted channel fusion. The
CNR of the conventional dark field image is higher than that of the
noise-based selective channel fusion. This is because the defects are
not made visible by all channels and hence get alleviated by the per-
formed unweighted averaging.

6.3.5 Discussion

This section has introduced two image fusion strategies that exploit
different amounts of information about the image formation process.
By using this knowledge, it is possible to enhance the signal of de-
fects and to reduce the influence of the noise, i.e., direct reflections of
the illuminating light at the surface of the test objects. The proposed
learning procedure is realized by an automated acquisition of image
series of defect-free test objects and, if applicable, of a signal sample
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with artificially introduced defects. Even non-expert users are able
to introduce new types of objects by this procedure.
The experiments show that, by appropriately modeling the signal
and noise components and by acquiring suitable exploitable infor-
mation, improved inspection results can be achieved using image
fusion strategies. If only information about the noise component
is available, the presented noise-based channel fusion can be ap-
plied. This already leads to improved results as the influence of
surface reflections or scatterings caused by the test object are miti-
gated and material defects are made visible with high contrast. Since
the method does not take the signal component (i.e., the system’s
sensitivity with respect to the channel and the position) into account,
small material defects, which are only visible in few channels, might
not be conserved by the fusion process.

When information about the signal component can be acquired
(e.g., by means of a signal sample) the SNR can be locally estimated
for each channel, which allows a more specific channel fusion. The
SNR-based weighted channel fusion applies weights to the single
channels according to the respective SNR. This approach also suc-
cessfully mitigates the influence of unwanted reflections. Further-
more, due to its sensitivity to the SNR, it reveals even small transpar-
ent inclusions, like air bubbles, which are only present in a few chan-
nels of the acquired image (cf. results of test object 3, Fig. 6.12). This
makes the SNR-based weighted channel fusion strategy superior to
the purely noise-based approach. At positions where the signal com-
ponent is very low compared to the noise component in all channels,
the SNR-based fusion will also result in black and therefore unin-
spectable regions. This issue could be resolved by improving the il-
lumination constellation, such as by adding further light sources that
yield higher signal components at the respective positions.
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With respect to the evaluation criteria introduced in Section 1.1.2,
the two image fusion methods are evaluated as follows:

1. Versatility: Both of the presented algorithms are capable of re-
vealing opaque and scattering material defects.

2. Accuracy: The algorithms achieve CNRs that are either consid-
erably higher or approximately equal compared to those of the
conventional approaches. Due to the suppression of disturbing
reflections, the presented methods further increase the system’s
capability of detecting defects.

3. Speed: The inspection of one test object requires approximately
3 s.

4. Adaptability: The noise-based selective channel fusion can
easily be adapted to new types of test objects since only a small
set of defect-free test objects is required. For the SNR-based
weighted channel fusion, a signal sample has to be manu-
factured what might involve several steps and a noticeable
amount of time.

5. Robustness: Since information about the noise component is
learned based on a set of test objects, small variations of the
test object’s geometry caused by the manufacturing process are
tolerated by the presented methods. As described before, the
response of the defects, i.e., the signal component, can be as-
sumed to independent of small variations of the object’s geom-
etry. The introduced algorithms are very sensitive to misalign-
ments of the test object as the signal and the noise component
are spatially referenced.
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6.4 Light transport matrix processing

In Section 4.5, the concept of light transport matrices and an optical
setup for their acquisition with the goal of inspecting transparent test
objects for scattering defects has been introduced. For a camera with
S = M × N pixels and a programmable light source with Q = U ×
V pixels, the light transport can be characterized by the transport
matrix

T =



c(1, 1)ᵀ

c(1, 2)ᵀ

...

c(M,N − 1)ᵀ

c(M,N)ᵀ


, (6.40)

with the row vectors c(m,n) denoting so-called correspondence vectors
[OTo10]. Each row of T, i.e., each correspondence vector

c(m,n) =



c1,1(m,n)

c1,2(m,n)

...

cU,V−1(m,n)

cU,V (m,n)


(6.41)

holds the contributions of the U · V light source pixels to the signal
captured by camera pixel (m,n)ᵀ.
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6.4.1 Feature extraction

To reveal defects inside a transparent test object based on its light
transport matrix, suitable features have to be defined. Therefore,
Fig. 6.15 shows how scattering defects are assumed to be manifested
in T. The test object, a plano-convex lens, is affected by a scatter-
ing material defect. The telecentric camera’s rays of sight passing
defect-free regions of the test object are deflected due to the object’s
surface geometry and they finally reach a pixel of the programma-
ble light source. Hence, the respective correspondence vectors show
only a distinct peak at the element corresponding to the hit light
source pixel. In contrast, the ray of sight which is incident to the ma-
terial defect is scattered into multiple directions. The scattered rays
of sight reach several light source pixels which all contribute to the
signal of the respective camera pixel. Consequently, the intensities
in the associated correspondence vector have a broader distribution.
Based on these considerations, two features are introduced that can
be extracted out of a light transport matrix and that are suitable for
detecting scattering material defects.

Feature ScatterCount As discussed, scattering defects cause the
light of multiple pixels of the programmable light source to be scat-
tered into multiple directions. Hence, some of the scattered light rays
also propagate parallel to the optical axis, are captured by the telecen-
tric camera and contribute to the signal of the pixel onto which the
defect is imaged (cf. the third example correspondence vector shown
in Fig. 6.15). Consequently, many elements of the respective corre-
spondence vector c(m,n) are greater than a threshold t. This moti-
vates the feature ScatterCount

sc(m,n) := |{i ∈ [1, . . . , UV ] : ci(m,n) ≥ t}| (6.42)
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Test object
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(b)

Light source pixels
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Figure 6.15: Illustration of the assumed manifestation of scattering material
defects in the light transport matrix. (a) A plano-convex lens
represents an example test object. The rays of sight correspond-
ing to three pixels of the telecentric camera are shown in blue.
Depending on their path through the test object, they hit dif-
ferent pixels of the programmable light source. In the case of
hitting a scattering defect, the ray of sight is scattered and hits
multiple light source pixels. (b) The intensity distributions of
the respective correspondence vectors are shown in pseudo
colors.
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that contains for each camera pixel (m,n)ᵀ the count of components
of c(m,n) which are greater than t. Therefore, the threshold t has to
be adequately chosen with respect to the background noise level.

Feature ScatterWidth Not only the number of light source pixels
contributing to the signal of a detector element can contain informa-
tion for revealing a scattering material defect but also the maximum
distance between those pixels on the light source. This distance is
captured by the feature ScatterWidth, which is defined as:

sw(m,n) :=


0, if max

i∈[1,...,UV ]
ci(m,n) < t,

E −A, otherwise ,
(6.43)

A = min{i : ci(m,n) ≥ t} , (6.44)

E = max{i : ci(m,n) ≥ t} . (6.45)

Here, A is the index of the first and E the index of the last entry of
c(m,n) that are greater than a threshold twhich also has to be chosen
with respect to the background noise level.

6.4.2 Experiments

To evaluate the introduced features for finding scattering defects
based on the light transport matrix of transparent test objects, simu-
lated experiments have been performed. By means of the rendering
framework Mitsuba and the additional plugins introduced in Chap-
ter 5, a virtual inspection setup as shown in Fig. 4.17 has been set
up. The light transport matrix could be directly extracted out of the
rendering process, so no illumination sequence was needed. The
telecentric camera has been parametrized to have a spatial resolu-
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tion of 100 × 100 and the employed programmable light source had
500×500 pixels. Since for simulating a light transport matrix the ren-
dering framework has to simulate much more samples per camera
pixel than for rendering a conventional image, comparatively low
resolutions had to be chosen for the camera and the light source to
keep the rendering time in the order of one day. A double-convex
lens suited as the test object. Small air bubbles with cross-section
areas of r = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 times the projected area of a camera pixel
have been introduced into the test object to simulate scattering ma-
terial defects. For all three defect sizes, three instances of the air bub-
ble with different positions have been created, starting from the test
object’s center towards its left border (with respect to the simulated
images). Based on the acquired light transport matrix, the two intro-
duced features have been calculated. For comparison, conventional
inspection images of a telecentric camera with the same resolution
used in combination with an area light source placed behind the test
object have also been simulated.

Figure 6.16 shows the resulting inspection images and the follow-
ing table lists the CNRs which have been computed for the defect in
the center of the lens:

CNR for defect with

Method r = 0.5 r = 1.0 r = 1.5

ScatterCount 17.92 42.37 68.55

ScatterWidth 13.82 16.55 19.45

Conventional bright field 9.62 25.77 35.00

(The highest CNR of every column is set in bold.)
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The conventional image and the image corresponding to the feature
ScatterCount clearly allow to identify the first test object (first row) as
being intact, i.e., free from defects. The feature ScatterWidth shows
many noise artifacts caused by the rendering process which could
falsely be recognized as defects. This is why it achieves the lowest
CNRs for all defect sizes. The defects of all sizes are shown with the
highest contrast by the feature ScatterCount, as it is also stated by
its CNRs. Although the defects are only slightly visible in the con-
ventional inspection image, the corresponding CNRs are higher than
those of the feature ScatterWidth for the two larger defect sizes. This
is because the conventional inspection image has the lowest noise
level and hence low image values at the positions of the defects are
sufficient to yield a higher CNR. At the right-hand side of the test ob-
ject, defect-like intensities can be seen in the inspection image corre-
sponding to the feature ScatterWidth. Since there is no defect present
at that position, the visible structure represents an artifact. Exam-
ining the light transport matrix at the respective positions showed
that these artifacts are caused by very weak reflections inside the test
object of the left-most defect. Based on these experiments, the fea-
ture ScatterCount represents a suitable approach for processing light
transport matrices for the detection of scattering defects.

Computing the features of the light transport matrix took 17.9 s
± 0.2 s for the feature ScatterCount, 17.9 s ± 0.4 s for the feature
ScatterWidth, respectively 18.1 s ± 0.5 s for computing both features
simultaneously. Obviously, since extracting the two features simul-
taneously is not notably slower than extracting only one of them, the
required computation time is mainly spent accessing the huge light
transport matrix.
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Figure 6.16: Results of the simulated experiments. The images correspond-
ing to the two introduced features are shown in pseudo colors.
The first row corresponds to the defect-free test object and the
other rows to the test objects affected with scattering air bub-
bles. The parameter r denotes the defects’ sizes as multiples of
the projected area of a camera pixel.
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6.4.3 Discussion

This section has introduced the concept of processing light transport
matrices for the visual inspection of transparent objects. Two features
have been described which can be extracted out of a light transport
matrix and which indicate scattering structures, e.g., enclosed air
bubbles, located inside a test object. Based on the performed experi-
ments, the presented method is evaluated according to the criteria
specified in Section 1.1.2:

1. Versatility: The experiments showed, that the introduced fea-
tures allow to reveal scattering material defects inside trans-
parent test objects having a complex geometry. Besides, the ap-
proach can make opaque defects visible by acquiring a bright
field image for all pixels of the programmable light source
turned on simultaneously.

2. Accuracy: The feature ScatterCount achieved CNRs for all de-
fect sizes that were higher than those of the conventional in-
spection approach. Hence, a reliable detection of defects is pos-
sible.

3. Speed: For the parameters used in the performed experiments,
the acquisition of the light transport matrix would require ap-
proximately 140 min and the processing time would be in the
range of 18 s.

4. Adaptability: No adaptation of the system is needed for new
types of test objects as long as their whole volume can be im-
aged by the telecentric camera system.

5. Robustness: The described method is robust against variations
of the test object’s geometry or its alignment in the measure-
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ment field since the introduced features are invariant with re-
spect to such deviations.

Light transport matrix processing for the visual inspection of trans-
parent objects is still in an early phase of development. Especially
the long acquisition time renders this approach infeasible for practi-
cal applications. By employing the concept of compressed sensing,
the sparsity of the light transport matrix could be exploited to greatly
reduce the acquisition time.

6.5 Summary

This section presented three sets of methods for processing light
fields acquired from transparent objects having a complex geome-
try in order to reveal light absorbing and light scattering material
defects: methods for the processing of deflection maps, image fusion
algorithms and an approach for processing light transport matrices.

For deflection maps, which can be acquired with a 4f -light field
camera, a schlieren deflectometer or a laser deflection scanner, a pro-
cessing framework based on an adequate formulation of a spatial
gradient has been introduced. By means of suitable distance func-
tions, the values of the components of this gradient are able to in-
dicate spatial discontinuities of deflection distributions of adjacent
object points. Such discontinuities are a strong indication for scat-
tering material defects. The Earth Mover’s Distance and the Gen-
eralized Cramér-von Mises Distance have been adapted to serve as
adequate distance functions. The fastCMD algorithm has been in-
troduced which reduces the computational complexity of the Gener-
alized Cramér-von Mises Distance from O(n2.5) to O(n1.5). Several
experiments have been described and evaluated which state that the
presented methods of acquiring and processing deflection maps are
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superior to state-of-the-art inspection systems with respect to the ma-
jor relevant criteria.

A laser deflection scanner equipped with a PSD can measure the
mean deflection direction at every measurement point. A method for
processing these PSD-signals based on the calculation of its Jacobian
and the Frobenius norm has been presented. By this means, larger
scattering defects and some absorbing contaminants can be revealed
in just 1.26 s per test object. Since this is noticeably faster than deflec-
tion map processing, it presents an alternative for inspection tasks
requiring very short inspection times.

Two image fusion algorithms have been introduced that combine
a series of images of a test object acquired under different illumina-
tion modalities to yield an inspection image in which material de-
fects are highlighted and disturbing reflections are suppressed. The
algorithms optimize an adequately formulated signal-to-noise ratio
by exploiting information about the inspection system and the test
object. The required information is acquired in an automated learn-
ing procedure by capturing images of a series of defect-free test ob-
jects and, if applicable, of a test object with artificially introduced
defects. Several performed experiments showed that the approaches
made defects visible which could not be revealed by a conventional
inspection system.

The light transport matrix contains information about the optical
paths of light rays propagating in a scene. For a transparent object
that is placed between a telecentric camera and a programmable area
light source, this information can be exploited to reveal scattering de-
fects. For this purpose, two features have been defined that can be
extracted out of the light transport matrix. These features yield high
values for scattering material defects since they are sensitive to light
rays that are scattered into multiple directions on their way from the
light source to the camera. Although the approach is still in an early
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stage, simulated experiments stated its suitability for revealing scat-
tering defects and that it can be superior to conventional methods.
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The main physical effect affecting the light transport at and inside
transparent materials is refraction. The transition between materials
having different indices of refraction leads to changes of the direction
of propagation of the light rays passing the boundary in between. As
described in Chapter 1, scattering material defects also have an effect
on the direction of propagation of the light. The effect of refraction
can be inverted by emitting a specifically adapted light field. This
technique, called inverse light field illumination, can be employed
to compose a system for the visual inspection of transparent objects.
In the following section, Section 7.1, the optical setup of the inverse
light field illumination method is introduced. Section 7.2 presents
the performed simulated and real experiments and their results. The
topic is closed by a discussion of the suitability of the inverse light
field illumination method as a visual inspection system given in Sec-
tion 7.3 and a summary is provided in Section 7.4.

7.1 Optical setup

A visual inspection system based on inverse light field illumination
relies on the concept of inverse light transport. The method is di-
vided into two stages. In the first step, a reference light field is ac-
quired from a defect-free instance of the object to be inspected. Fig-
ure 7.1 illustrates the concept of the respective optical setup. A trans-
parent test object that is illuminated by collimated light transforms
the incident parallel light beams into a light field L′. This light field
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is captured by a light field sensor positioned at a distance ∆ behind
the test object. In order to inspect further objects of the same type, the
light transport is inverted as follows. A light field generator (cf. Sec-
tion 3) is placed at the original position of the light field sensor at a
distance of ∆ from the test object. The light field generator emits L̃′,
which is the inverse of L′ in the sense that the directions of propa-
gation of the contained rays have been reversed. The other side of
the object is observed by a telecentric camera system. In a telecen-
tric lens, a so-called telecentric stop, i.e., an aperture with a small
opening, is placed at the focal plane of the lens. Hence, the sensor
captures only those light rays that propagate parallel to the optical
axis and therefore pass the telecentric stop. Usually, telecentric sys-
tems are employed because the magnification of the optical system
does not depend on the distance of the observed object, allowing ac-
curate measurements. However, light field applications also benefit
from telecentric systems, since the direction of propagation of the ob-
served light bundles can be assumed to be parallel to the optical axis.
Regions of the test object which are completely free from any material
defects transform the incident light field L̃′, emitted by the light field
generator, to L̃, i.e., light rays propagating parallel to the optical axis
in the direction of the telecentric camera (see Fig. 7.2, blue optical
path). These parallel rays pass the telecentric stop and therefore pro-
duce a high signal level captured by the sensor, which thus indicates
a defect-free region of the test object. If a material defect is present
inside the test object, that leads to light rays being absorbed (e.g., by
opaque contaminants) or deflected (e.g., by scattering inhomogenei-
ties), the ray will not contribute to a signal on the sensor. In case of an
absorbing defect, the light is directly eliminated and does not reach
the camera. Scattering defects will deflect the affected light rays, so
that they no longer propagate parallel to the optical axis, and thus
get blocked by the telecentric stop (see Fig. 7.2 red optical path). For
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Figure 7.1: Acquisition of the reference light field L′. The test object trans-
forms a collimated light beam into the light field L′, which is
captured by a light field sensor.
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Figure 7.2: Inspection by inverse light field illumination. A light field emit-
ter placed at the original position of the light field sensor emits
L̃′. Defect-free regions of the test object transform the incident
rays on the left side into rays running parallel to the optical axis
on the right side. Parallel rays pass the telecentric stop of the
telecentric camera system and yield a high signal on the sensor
(blue optical path). All other rays are blocked by the telecentric
stop and result in a low signal value, indicating a material defect
(red optical path).
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many object geometries, this approach allows inspecting the whole
volume of the test object by acquiring only a single image and by
searching for pixels having low gray values.

The next section, Section 7.2, will cover both simulated and real
experiments evaluating the presented inspection method.

7.2 Experiments

In order to evaluate the inverse light field illumination method,
simulated experiments have been performed by means of the simula-
tion framework introduced in Chapter 5 and real experiments based
on the light field generator prototype presented in Chapter 3 have
been conducted. The goal of these experiments is to show the princi-
ple suitability of the presented approach for the visual inspection of
transparent objects and to provide a proof of its practical feasibility.
Hence, the following discussions focus on a qualitative evaluation.

7.2.1 Simulated experiments

The introduced simulation framework (see Chapter 5) allows evalu-
ating the presented approach by means of simulated experiments.
Therefore, different virtual scenes have been designed and rendered.
A double-convex lens has been employed as the test object. Ade-
quate modifications applied to the test object realize different types
of material defects. Besides the inverse light field illumination setup,
two conventional inspection approaches employing a collimated light
source and an area light source have also been simulated for every
instance of the test object. The same telecentric camera was used in
all three configurations. By means of the resulting simulated images,
the different inspection methods will be compared with each other.
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7.2.1.1 Virtual scenes

The following paragraphs describe the simulated virtual scenes and
discuss the results. Each simulation treats a different kind of material
defect affecting the test object.

Defect-free test object The simulation results for a defect-free test
object are shown in Fig. 7.3. The parallel rays emitted by the tele-
centric illumination are deflected by the test object and therefore do
not propagate parallel to the optical axis after passing the test ob-
ject. Light bundles captured by the telecentric camera have only
small deflection angles with respect to the optical axis since other-
wise they would have been blocked by the telecentric stop. The de-
gree to which rays can be deflected while still being captured de-
pends on the diameter of the telecentric stop. In the simulated case,
only rays passing the test object near its center propagate with de-
flection angles which are small enough to be captured by the camera.

The simulated image resulting for the area illumination shows a
constantly high signal. The area illumination emits light rays in mul-
tiple directions. Although these rays get deflected by the test object,
for each object point there are still some rays propagating parallel to
the optical axis, so that light shines on every pixel of the telecentric
camera system.

The results for the inverse light field illumination are as expected.
The test object transforms the emitted light field into rays propagat-
ing parallel to the optical axis, leading to high signal values for nearly
all pixels. There are some artifacts visible at the borders of the test
object. This can be explained by considering the respective rays of
sight of the telecentric camera. At these object positions, the rays of
sight get strongly deflected so that they hit the light field generator
at angles of incidence for which it emits no light.
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Figure 7.3: Simulated images of a defect-free test object.
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Absorbing contaminants Two absorbing, i.e., opaque spheres are
placed at different positions inside the test object to simulate absorb-
ing inclusions. One defect is located at the center of the test object
and the other defect is placed at the same depth but moved towards
the bottom border of the object. Figure 7.4 shows the resulting simu-
lated images. The collimated illumination reveals only the center de-
fect. This is because in this region the deflection of the parallel rays
is still small enough that they are captured by the telecentric cam-
era. The second defect cannot be seen due to the refraction of the test
object.

The area light source is able to make both absorbing contaminants
visible. The two defects block the optical paths from the rays of sight
of the camera to the area light source, resulting in the sensor observ-
ing low intensity values. Since the area light source emits light dif-
fusely in many directions, the whole test object can be tested for ab-
sorbing defects.

Both defects are also made visible by the inverse light field illu-
mination. At the positions of the contaminants, the light rays of the
incident light field are absorbed and can therefore not be transformed
into parallel rays that would be captured by the telecentric camera.
This results in dark pixels in the camera image at the positions corre-
sponding to the two inclusions.

Scattering contaminants By positioning two small spheres with
an index of refraction of 1.0 inside the test object, scattering material
defects (e.g., enclosed air bubbles) are simulated. The defects are
located at the same positions as were the absorbing defects, i.e., at
the center of the object and near its border at the bottom. Figure 7.5
shows the resulting simulated images. Both defects are made visible
by the collimated illumination. The defects scatter the incident light
rays in various directions, so that some rays propagate parallel to
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Figure 7.4: Simulated images of a test object affected by two absorbing im-
purities. The highlighted regions are magnified on the right-
hand side.
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Figure 7.5: Simulated images of a test object affected by two scattering im-
purities. The highlighted regions are magnified on the right-
hand side.
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the optical axis and are therefore captured by the telecentric camera.
However, this illumination only allows correctly inferring the size of
the center defect (dark region including white spot). In contrast, the
image of the defect near the border of the object consists of only some
white pixels inside a region that is smaller than the actual defect.

In the images resulting from the area illumination, the defects are
barely visible. Only the interfaces of the defects with the surrounding
test object appear, but with low contrast. This is because the scatter-
ing caused by the defects does not greatly affect the distribution of
the directions of propagation of the illuminating light rays. The inter-
faces of the defects result in strong deflections, directing some light
out of the system, thus yielding the faint images of the defects.

The test object transforms the inverse light field emitted by the
light field generator into parallel rays everywhere except at the posi-
tions of the two air bubbles. The defects scatter the incident rays in
multiple directions, so that they do not propagate parallel to the op-
tical axis, and hence are blocked by the telecentric stop of the camera.
For this reason, the defects are made clearly visible. Furthermore, it
is also possible to estimate the sizes of the defects based on the image
obtained using the inverse light field illumination.

Incomplete shape An incomplete shape, as could be caused, e.g.,
by an imperfect plastic molding process, has been realized with the
principle of constructive solid geometry (CSG). The CSG method is
a common tool in the field of computer graphics, and is used to cre-
ate new shapes by combining simple shapes with Boolean operators.
With CSG, parts of two spheres with different sizes are removed from
the original test objects by means of the Boolean difference operator.
Figure 7.6 illustrates the two modeled test objects.

The inspection images resulting from the first incomplete test ob-
ject are shown in Fig. 7.7. The collimated illumination reveals the
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LensLens

Test object 1 Test object 2

Cut out 
sphere

Cut out 
sphere

Figure 7.6: Modeling of incomplete shapes. By employing constructive
solid geometry, two spheres of different sizes are cut out of the
original test object.

defect. However, as with the scattering defects, it is not possible to
judge the correct size of the defect. This is because only some parts of
the defective region transform incident light into rays that propagate
parallel to the optical axis and get captured by the telecentric camera.

The inspection image for the area light source also shows the mis-
sing part of the object. Yet only the borders of the defective region
lead to strong deflections directing incident light rays out of the opti-
cal system. Hence, only the borders of the defect and not its complete
region is made visible. Indeed, the image allows measuring the size
of the defect.

The defect is made clearly visible by the inverse light field illumi-
nation. The affected region of the test object has different surface nor-
mals than the defect-free object, so that the incident light rays are not
transformed into rays propagating parallel to the optical axis. These
rays are blocked by the telecentric stop, which results in pixels with
low gray values. However, since the surface profile of the defect is
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Collimated illumination

Area illumination

Inverse light field illumination

Figure 7.7: Simulated images of a test object with a strongly incomplete
shape (corresponding to test object 1 in Fig. 7.6). The highlighted
regions are magnified on the right-hand side.
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Defect

Inverse light field illumination

Figure 7.8: Simulated inspection image of the inverse light field approach
for a test object whose shape is missing a section of small sphere
(corresponding to test object 2 in Fig. 7.6).

shaped like a part of a sphere, it has a magnifying optical effect. This
explains the grid-like structure that can be seen in the defective re-
gion, which shows parts of the pixels of the light field generator. The
inverse light field illumination also allows inferring the size of the
defect.

Figure 7.8 shows the result for the second test object (cf. Fig. 7.6).
Only the result for the inverse light field illumination is provided,
since the other two approaches did not make the defect visible at all.
The inverse light field illumination clearly reveals the small shape
defect.
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Deviations of the index of refraction High precision optical sys-
tems require the employed optical elements to have a homogeneous
distribution of the index of refraction. Differences in the index of re-
fraction from its specified value can also be considered as material
defects. This has been simulated by increasing the index of refrac-
tion of the test object by 10% compared to the original test object.
Figure 7.9 shows the resulting simulated images.

For the collimated illumination, the radius of the bright circle in the
center is smaller compared to the defect-free test object (cf. Fig. 7.3).
Due to the higher index of refraction, the deflection of light rays pass-
ing the test object is increased, so that those rays which are transmit-
ted by the test object further away from its center are blocked by the
telecentric stop of the camera system. Hence, a detection of this de-
fect is not reliably possible by means of a collimated illumination.

The increased deflection angles caused by the higher index of re-
fraction result in more of the light rays of the area illumination com-
pletely missing the camera. This is why the inspection image ac-
quired using the area illumination shows the test object with slightly
reduced gray values. This indicates that the test object is affected by
some sort of defect.

The inspection image obtained with the inverse light field illumi-
nation clearly shows that the whole volume of the test object dif-
fers from its specifications. Only bundles of rays passing the center
of the object are still completely captured by the telecentric camera
since they are not deflected while passing through the test object. At
all other positions, the increased index of refraction results in differ-
ent deflection angles compared to the original test object, so that the
transmitted light rays do not propagate parallel to the optical axis,
which means they get blocked by the telecentric stop. The grid-like
pattern of the inspection image most likely shows a magnified part
of the pixel structure of the light field generator.
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Collimated illumination

Area illumination

Inverse light field illumination

Figure 7.9: Simulated images of a test object having an index of refraction
that is 10% higher than specified.
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Misaligned position The correct positioning of components is cru-
cial for many optical systems. Since all three considered concepts
are able to make visible misalignments perpendicular to the optical
axis, the test object is moved along the optical axis towards the cam-
era in the simulated virtual scene. The displacement does not exceed
the depth of field of the optical system, so that focused images are
acquired. Figure 7.10 shows the simulation results.

The inspection image obtained using the collimated illumination
does not differ from the image corresponding to a defect-free object.
The changed position of the object does not affect the parallel rays
of sight of the camera system. Hence, an axial shift of the test object
within the depth of field cannot be detected by this illumination.

Neither does the area illumination reveal this simulated misalign-
ment. Indeed, at every object position there is an incident illumi-
nating ray which propagates parallel to the optical axis after passing
through the test object. Hence, the complete test object appears the
same as the defect-free instance.

In contrast to the two other types of light sources, the inspection
image of the inverse light field illumination clearly differs from that
of a correctly positioned test object. The emitted reference light field
does not fit the (mis-) alignment of the object, leading to nearly all the
transmitted rays propagating in directions that are not parallel to the
optical axis. Therefore, the whole image of the test object indicates a
difference of the test object from the intended specifications. As for
the case of the changed index of refraction, the pattern that is visible
in the inspection image is a magnification of the pixel structure of the
light field generator.
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Collimated illumination

Area illumination

Inverse light field illumination

Figure 7.10: Simulation images of a test object that is moved along the opti-
cal axis away from its intended position.
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7.2.2 Real experiments

Additional real experiments have been conducted to evaluate the
practical feasibility of the method. A double-convex lens and small
glass bottles served as test objects. The prototype of the light field
generator described in Section 3.3 was employed to emit the inverse
light field. The image acquisition has been performed with a telecen-
tric camera system.1

7.2.2.1 Acquisition of the inverse light field

In contrast to the simulated experiments, the inverse light field L̃′

was not obtained via capturing the reference light field L′ with a
light field sensor. The optical setup used for the inspection phase
is directly suitable for acquiring L̃′ by means of an illumination se-
ries. The light field generator is based on a two-dimensional high
resolution display in concert with a microlens array as introduced in
Chapter 3. Hence, every one of the pixels of the display allows the
emission of a bundle of approximately parallel light rays originating
from the corresponding spatial location on the light field generator
and propagating in the corresponding direction. When a defect-free
test object is placed between the light field generator and the tele-
centric camera, the inverse light field can be obtained using Algo-
rithm 3.1 which has been presented for capturing the set of central
pixels in the calibration of the light generator (see Section 3.2). This
algorithm determines all pixels of the light field generator that lead
to light bundles which are incident to the telecentric camera with a
direction of propagation that is parallel to the optical axis. Exactly
these pixels correspond to the sought inverse light field L̃′.

1 More details about the used components are provided in Appendix A.3.
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7.2.2.2 Test object 1: Double-convex lens

A double-convex lens has been employed as a first test object for the
empirical experiments. The inverse light field L̃′ is obtained using
Algorithm 3.1. Inspection images have been captured for the lens
residing in the position of the acquisition of L̃′, for the lens being
completely removed, for the lens being rotated by 2◦ around the hor-
izontal axis perpendicular to the optical axis, and for the lens being
shifted by 2 mm to the left along the horizontal axis. Figure 7.11
shows the corresponding camera images. For the defect-free case,
i.e., the lens being in the position of the acquisition of the inverse
light field L̃′, the majority of the pixels inside the image region cov-
ered by the test object show high gray values, as expected. However,
there are also many pixels that have lower gray values or are even
completely black. This is due to the shortcomings of the light field
generator employed. For the dark camera pixels, there are no cor-
responding combinations of pixels and microlenses of the light field
generator that can emit a bundle of rays in the correct direction. Ac-
cordingly, the respective parts of the test object cannot be inspected.

The inspection images nevertheless show the potential of the pro-
posed approach. If the lens is missing, nearly the complete inspection
image shows gray values near zero. There are some bright pixels in
the center since at these positions, the inverse light field contains rays
parallel to the optical axis. This is because the surface of the test ob-
ject is aligned perpendicular to the optical axis in its center. As these
rays propagate parallel to the optical axis also when no test object is
present, they result in high signals at the respective pixel positions.

Rotating the lens by 2◦ also results in an inspection image with
nearly no high signal values, indicating that the test object differs
from its specifications. Due to the rotation, no light rays of the in-
verse light field propagate parallel to the optical axis after passing
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through the test object, and are therefore blocked by the telecentric
stop of the camera.

A horizontal shift of the lens by 2 mm to the left along the horizon-
tal axis perpendicular to the optical axis leads to a similar inspection
image as that from the rotation. The resulting image has nearly no
pixels with high gray values. Because of the shift of the lens, the
transmitted light rays do not propagate parallel to the optical axis.
This results in low signal values at the corresponding pixels. Again,
this clearly indicates that the test object is misaligned or that its com-
plete volume is affected by an anomaly.

7.2.2.3 Test object 2: Glass bottles

For the second experimental setup, two small glass bottles were used,
which are usually employed as containers for liquid drugs. Again,
Algorithm 3.1 was utilized to acquire the inverse light field L̃′. In-
spection images were captured for the reference bottle in its original
position, for the reference bottle shifted horizontally by 2 mm, for the
reference bottle being missing and for the second bottle being placed
at the position of the reference bottle. The glass of the second bottle
is slightly thicker, so that it would be a wrong bottle type in the con-
text of a production environment. Figure 7.12 shows the resulting
inspection images.

For the reference bottle residing in its intended position, the im-
age region of the body of the bottle shows mostly bright pixels. At
these positions, the rays of the inverse light field are transformed into
rays propagating parallel to the optical axis, indicating that the ob-
ject meets the specifications. However, the pixels corresponding to
the neck of the bottle show almost only low gray values. This is be-
cause the curvature of the glass surface is so strong at these positions
that the light field generator is not able to emit rays with suitable di-
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Defect-free Lens missing

Lens rotated by 2° Lens horizontally shifted by 2 mm

Figure 7.11: Inspection images resulting for the experiments performed
with the double-convex lens.
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rections of propagation. Consequently, the corresponding regions of
the test object cannot be completely inspected.

When the reference bottle is missing, the corresponding image re-
gions show gray values near zero, except for the center part of the
body of the bottle. At these positions, the inverse light field already
contains rays propagating parallel to the optical axis, since there the
surface of the bottle would be oriented perpendicular to the optical
axis. Hence, these rays result in some bright pixels in the correspond-
ing region even if the bottle is absent.

The inspection image for the second, slightly thicker bottle type
mostly consists of nearly black pixels in the image region of the test
object. The increased thickness of the glass and the slightly differ-
ent shape result in directions of propagation of the transmitted light
rays that are not parallel to the optical axis. The rays are blocked
by the telecentric stop, revealing that the bottle is not as intended.
This approach should also result in low-value pixels if the glass bot-
tle were to be filled with the wrong liquid (if the reference liquid and
the wrong liquid had different indices of refraction).

A horizontal shift of the reference bottle by 2 mm also results in
an inspection image that is nearly completely black in the region of
the test object. This is again caused by the rays being deflected into
directions not parallel to the optical axis.

7.3 Discussion

The results of the performed experiments can be summarized by
means of the criteria described in Section 1.1.2 regarding a visual in-
spection system:

1. Versatility: Opaque and scattering material defects hidden in-
side a transparent object with a complex shape can be made
visible.
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As intended Bottle missing

Wrong type of bottle Horizontally shifted by 2 mm

Figure 7.12: Inspection images resulting for the experiments performed
with the glass bottles.
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2. Accuracy: Based on the current state of the method, the accu-
racy can not be quantitatively evaluated. However, the experi-
ments show that defects are made visible with high contrast
and that nominal object structures are suppressed.

3. Speed: As soon as the inverse light field corresponding to a test
object type has been acquired, the complete inspection of a test
object takes as long as capturing a single image. Depending on
the employed camera system, the required inspection time will
be in the range of 1 ms.

4. Adaptability: In order to adapt the system to a new type of
test object, the corresponding inverse light field has to be ac-
quired. Assuming a camera with a resolution of 5, 000 × 4, 000

= 20 mega pixels, log2(5, 000)+log2(4, 000) ≈ 25 images would
have to be captured when using the acquisition approach based
on the coded illumination series. For a state-of-the-art camera
with a acquisition rate of 30 Hz this would require less than one
second.

5. Robustness: As shown by the real experiments, the approach
is very sensitive to small variations of the position and the ori-
entation of the test object.

7.4 Summary

This chapter introduced the method of inverse light field illumina-
tion, which allows visually inspecting a transparent test object by
capturing and evaluating a single image only. By means of Algo-
rithm 3.1, the system can be adapted to a new type of test object with-
out the user having to create a new specific system design. During
the inspection process, test objects are illuminated with the acquired
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reference light field by a light field generator. Since the light field is
inverse to the intended one, i.e., the nominal object state, a defect-
free object will transform the incident light field into collimated light
propagating parallel to the optical axis whereas material defects will
disturb the transmitted light field. The light field exiting the inves-
tigated test object is observed by a telecentric camera system so that
ray bundles not propagating parallel to the optical axis, i.e., that cor-
respond to material defects, will result in image regions of low in-
tensities. Consequently, a computationally simple thresholding op-
eration of the acquired image is sufficient to detect material defects.
Similar to most inverse illumination techniques, this method is also
very sensitive to the geometric arrangement of the inspection sys-
tem and the test object. This can represent an advantage if verifying
the arrangement is part of the inspection task, but could instead be
problematic since positioning errors can lead to falsely rejected test
objects.

The inspection method was evaluated by simulated experiments
using the Mitsuba renderer and by real experiments based on the de-
veloped light field generator prototype. The simulated experiments
clearly show that the inverse light field illumination method can out-
perform conventional inspection approaches. The real experiments
confirm the practical feasibility of the method but also show that
its accuracy greatly depends on the employed light field generator.
Hence, for the current state of technology, inverse light field illumi-
nation is not applicable to high-precision inspection tasks. Never-
theless, since light field generators represent an active research topic,
better realizations can be expected in the near future.
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In this thesis, the problem of the automated visual inspection of
transparent objects having a complex geometry has been studied
with the focus laid on light field methods. Since the test object it-
self and contained material defects influence the intensity and the
direction of propagation of transmitted light rays, considering both
the light’s spatial and directional properties is crucial for finding
material defects. Designing a conventional inspection system for
complex-shaped transparent objects requires a tremendous amount
of expertise and design time in order to succeed in detecting absorb-
ing and scattering contaminants. This effort of adapting an inspec-
tion system to a new type of test object is greatly reduced by the con-
tributions of this thesis. For all major parts of an automated visual
inspection system, the illumination component, the sensor compo-
nent and the signal processing unit, novel methods and approaches
for emitting, capturing and processing light fields have been pre-
sented. The contributions constitute a toolbox to develop new visual
inspection systems for uncooperative transparent objects. By means
of simulated and real experiments based on prototypes, the methods
have been evaluated and their superiority over conventional inspec-
tion systems could be proved with respect to several criteria.

On the next two pages, Tab. 8.1 provides an overview over the
introduced inspection methods and their evaluation with respect to
the state of the art. The single contributions are summarized in Sec-
tion 8.1 and Section 8.2 presents topics and possible ideas concerning
future research.
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Versatility
Opaque defects

(Depending on resolution)

Processing time:     ~ 2.2 s

Acquisition time:
Schlieren 
deflectometer:         ~ 3.0 s
Laser deflection
scanner:                  ~ 5.5 s

High

Scattering defects

Accuracy

Speed

Adaptability

Robustness

Deflection map
processing

No adaptation required

Variations of test object‘s
geometry or misalign-
ment irrelevant

Opaque defects

Very high

Suppression of 
disturbing reflections

Scattering defects

SNR-based
image fusion

Robust to small variations 
of test object‘s geometry 

Sensitive to misalign-
ments of the test object

Set of defect-free objects

Signal sample with
artificially introduced
defects

Acquisition: ~ 2 s
Processing:   ~ 1 s

Table 8.1: Overview of the evaluation of all presented light field methods
for the visual inspection of transparent objects. The colors of the
cells indicate the degree to which a criterion has been met com-
pared to the other methods (green: best, yellow: medium, red:
worst).
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Very high High

Sensitive to
disturbing reflections

Opaque defects

Scattering defects

Opaque defects

Scattering defects

Inverse light field
illumination

Conventional
bright field + dark field

Sensitive to variations
of test object‘s geo-
metry and its
misalignment

Small variations of test 
object‘s geometry 
tolerable
Sensitive to misalign-
ments of the test object

One defect-free 
object required

Expert needed for
revision of system
design

Acquisition: ~ 0.075 s Acquisition: ~ 2 s

No adaptation 
required

Low

Opaque defects only

Conventional
bright field

Acquisition: ~ 0.075 s

Variations of test 
object‘s geometry or 
misalignment 
irrelevant
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8.1 Conclusive evaluation of contributions

The laser deflection scanner in concert with the algorithms for the
processing of light deflection maps, the image fusion methods op-
timizing the signal-to-noise ratio to obtain improved inspection im-
ages and the inverse light field illumination approach by means of a
light field generator constitute the main contributions of this thesis.
In the following, the individual contributions are summarized and
their suitability for a visual inspection system in the sense of the cri-
teria introduced in Section 1.1.2 is recapitulated. Table 8.1 provides
an overview of the evaluation. The introduced methods are com-
pared with a conventional bright field setup, as it has been used in
the experiments for the processing of deflection maps, and with an
inspection system employing bright field and dark field illumination
(e.g., the Purity system).

The novel sensor concept of the laser deflection scanner enables to
acquire the angular deflection distribution of collimated light rays af-
ter being transmitted through a transparent test object. The sensor is
not affected by the unfortunate tradeoff between spatial and angular
resolution of conventional light field cameras. Both resolutions can
be scaled accordingly with respect to the application. An additional
position sensitive detector allows to capture the mean deflection di-
rection for every measurement point. Another benefit of the laser
deflection scanner is its capability of being installed as an in-line in-
spection system what eases its introduction in an existing production
line.

A gradient has been formulated for detecting discontinuities in
deflection maps between the deflection distributions of spatially
adjacent measurement points. For this purpose, the Generalized
Cramér-von Mises Distance has been adapted and employed as a
suitable distance function. A fast algorithm, fastCMD has been de-
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veloped, which reduces the computational complexity of the Gener-
alized Cramér-von Mises Distance from O(n2.5) to O(n1.5) leading
to feasible inspection times in the context of industrial inspection.
Employing the laser deflection scanner in concert with the fastCMD-
algorithm yields an inspection system capable of imaging opaque
and scattering defects in complex-shaped transparent objects with
high accuracy and with an acceptable inspection speed. Further-
more, the system can effortlessly be adapted to new types of test
objects and it is robust against small shape variations and misalign-
ments of the investigated object.

A method has been presented, with which the mean deflection di-
rections captured by the position sensitive detector of a laser deflec-
tion scanner can be processed to reveal larger scattering defects and
some kinds of absorbing contaminants. Since transferring the corre-
sponding signals and calculating the involved Jacobian and Frobe-
nius norm requires only 1.26 s per test object, this represents an ad-
equate alternative to deflection map processing for inspection tasks
requiring short inspection times.

Two image fusion algorithms have been introduced which can be
employed to enhance the inspection images acquired with a conven-
tional multi-channel dark field inspection system. A signal-to-noise
ratio is formulated in which disturbing reflections caused by the sur-
face of the test object constitute the noise component and the capa-
bility of the employed light sources to reveal defects represents the
signal component. The image fusion methods optimize this signal-
to-noise ratio in order to yield inspection images in which material
defects are revealed and disturbing reflections are suppressed. An
automated learning procedure allows to acquire information about
the noise and the signal component based on a set of defect-free test
objects or, if available, by means of a test object with artificially intro-
duced defects. The approach greatly improves the adaptability with
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respect to the conventional system at the minor cost of an additional
processing time of one second.

The presented method of inverse light field illumination allows to
inspect a transparent object by acquiring a single image only. The test
object is illuminated with an inverse light field that inverts the refrac-
tion effects caused by the object. If the object is free from defects, the
incident inverse light field is transformed into light rays propagat-
ing parallel to the optical axis. A telecentric camera, which captures
only such rays, observes the other side of the test object. Material
defects inside the test object will either absorb incident light rays or
change their direction of propagation, so that they will be revealed as
regions of low intensity in the captured image. Noticeably, no further
processing is required to detect the defects. The idea of inverse light
field illumination could be realized by means of the presented con-
cept of a light field generator. A high resolution programmable two-
dimensional display that is positioned in the focal plane of a micro-
lens array allows to emit customized light fields. The constructed
prototype of the light field generator allowed to prove the suitabil-
ity of the inverse light field illumination method for the visual in-
spection of transparent objects. The achievable accuracy is currently
impaired by the limitations of the light field generator caused by its
early stage of development. However, advanced technologies for the
emission of light fields can be expected in the near future. The sensi-
tivity of the approach with respect to variations and misalignments
of the test object represents a disadvantage of the method. Compared
to the other approaches, it achieves the fastest inspection speed and
it can easily be adapted to new types of test objects by acquiring the
corresponding reference light field.

A conceptual approach for inspecting transparent objects based on
processing their light transport matrix has been introduced as a fur-
ther contribution. An optical setup for the acquisition of light trans-
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port matrices and the corresponding processing methods for reveal-
ing scattering material defects have been described. The light trans-
port matrix contains the information about the contribution of every
light source of a scene to every detector element of the employed
camera. Two features have been presented which can be extracted
out of the light transport matrix and which are sensitive to scattering
defects. The features are invariant to the geometry of the test object
and to its position and orientation in the measurement field. With
this approach, test objects with a complex shape can be inspected, the
method is robust against small variations and misalignments of the
test object and no adaptation is needed for new types of test objects.
However, in order to transfer the concept to an actual inspection sys-
tem, the time for the acquisition of the light transport matrices has to
be greatly reduced.

8.2 Future work

The presented contributions provide several opportunities for con-
ducting future research. The internal sensor design of the laser de-
flection scanner could be updated, e.g., by employing suitable FP-
GAs (field programmable gate arrays), in order to realize shorter ac-
quisition times. Furthermore, adequate processing of the acquired
light deflection maps would allow to obtain spatially resolved es-
timations of the optical power of transparent test objects. By this
means, the distribution of the index of refraction of a test object could
be reconstructed if its surface geometry is known. Methods of algo-
rithm engineering could be applied to further speed up the computa-
tion of the Generalized Cramér-von Mises Distance, e.g., by exploit-
ing the massive parallelism of a graphics processing unit. This could
reduce the inspection time and hence resolve the remaining draw-
back of the methods for processing deflection maps.
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The optical realization of the light field generator could be improved
by better matching the periods of the microlens array and of the pix-
els of the underlying display. Also the focal length of the microlenses
could be adjusted so that larger emission angles are possible. Gener-
ally, it might be interesting to optimize the optical parameters of the
light field generator with respect to an actual inspection task (e.g., to
the test object). By this means, the accuracy of the inverse light field
illumination method could be increased.

With respect to the image fusion approaches, more information,
e.g., the variance of the noise signal, could be exploited. The addi-
tional information could be employed to automatically infer a spa-
tially resolved threshold to realize a robust detection of defects.

Another interesting future research topic is to evaluate whether
methods from the field of compressed sensing can be used to speed
up the acquisition of light transport matrices. Since these matrices
are sparse, i.e., most of their elements are approximately equal to
zero, noticeably fewer images should be sufficient for their recon-
struction.

With respect to the common structure of a machine vision system
(as illustrated by Fig. 1.1), the methods introduced in this thesis yield
preprocessed inspection images in which material defects are high-
lighted and all other influences are mitigated. Hence, sensible future
research could deal with methods and algorithms for further process-
ing and classifying these images, e.g., by means of machine learning
approaches.
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A.1 Asymptotic notation of computational complexities

The so-called Big O notation allows to characterize the asymptotic
computational complexity of algorithms [Meh08]. The set

O(f(n)) = {g(n) : ∃κ > 0 : ∃n0 ∈ N : ∀n ≥ n0 : g(n) ≤ κ · f(n)}
(A.1)

contains all functions g(n) : N → R, whose asymptotic behavior is
bounded by a function f(n) : N → R. If the complexity of an algo-
rithm is in O(f(n)), its asymptotically required number of compu-
tation steps for a problem instance of size n will be less or equal to
κ · f(n), κ > 0.

A.2 Measurement of the runtime of fastCMD

To empirically evaluate the speedup achievable by employing the
fastCMD-algorithm with respect to the naive calculation of the CMD,
the following experiment has been performed.

Multiple pairs of square two-dimensional histograms with num-
bers of bins n ∈ [10 · 10, . . . , 100 · 100] have been randomly generated
and used as inputs to the algorithms. Both algorithms have been im-
plemented in C# using the Accord.NET framework [Sou] and by not
making use of any parallelism. For each histogram size, the measure-
ment has been repeated 10 times. The results are listed in Tab.A.1 and
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clearly support the theoretically determined reduction of complexity
from O(n2.5) to O(n1.5).

Table A.1: Execution times resulting from the performed experiment. The
size of the input histograms is denoted by n and tnaiv, tfast

represent the mean measured execution times in milliseconds
± standard deviation for the naive, respectively, the fast algo-
rithm.

n = 102 202 302 402 502

tnaiv in ms 7.2 183.5 1,311 5,379 16,145

± 0.6 ± 0.3 ± 2 ± 4 ± 36

tfast in ms 0.23 0.75 2.18 4.96 9.7

± 0.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.3

n = 602 702 802 902 1002

tnaiv in ms 49,379 105,820 201,940 375,010 634,180

± 138 ± 218 ± 1,550 ± 1,433 ± 390

tfast in ms 16.29 25.7 38.35 54.6 75.1

± 0.06 ± 0.1 ± 0.08 ± 0.2 ± 0.1

A.3 Details concerning the experimental setup

The computer system on which the algorithms have been run for con-
ducting the experiments had the following configuration:

• CPU / RAM: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 @ 3.40 GHz, 4 physical
cores with 2 hardware threads each; 16 GB RAM.
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A.3 Details concerning the experimental setup

• Hard drive: Solid-State-Drive.

• Operating system: Windows 7 64 Bit.

For the calculation of the EMD, a C++ library of the Tree-EMD algo-
rithm [Lin07] has been employed. The fastCMD-algorithm has been
implemented in C#.

The two image fusion algorithms and the extraction of the features
ScatterCount and ScatterWidth out of a light transport matrix have
been implemented in MATLAB.

For the conducted real experiments based on camera images, the
following optical components have been employed:

• Camera: Monochrome area-scan camera JAI GO-5000M-PGE
having a resolution of 2560×2048 and pixels with sizes of 5 µm

× 5 µm.

• Telecentric lens: Opto Engineering TC2MHR120-C having a
magnification of 0.104.

• Entocentric lens: Panasonic H-FS014042.
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